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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines the significance of human bodies in the interaction with
technologies in writing. Instead of treating writing as linguistic signifiers, this work
conceptualizes writing as visual traces imbued with rich information on writers’ embodied
experience and bodily dynamic with the external environment. A dialectical relationship in
writing—writing as embodied experience and writing as technics—undergirds the overall
discussion. On the one hand, writing delivers writers’ embodied experience including bodily
locomotion, sensuous feeling, and embodied creativity; on the other hand, writing’s embodiment
is influenced and formulated by technics, the external prostheses that mediate embodied
sensuousness. Grounded in this dialectical relationship in writing, this dissertation examines four
cases—stenography, typewriter, calligraphy robots, and artificial writing—to demonstrate the
interactive trajectory between external prostheses and embodied writing subjects, as well as its
enmeshment with specific socio-political and historical desires, power relations, and discourses.
Chinese writing, due to its traditional emphasis on embodied traces in writing, exemplifies the
tensions between the two.
Under the overarching dialectical relationship between embodiment and technics, this
work specifically looks at labor and authorship production in each modality of writing. The
development of writing technologies triggers the changes of writers’ embodied experience due to
the interrelatedness of the interior and prosthetic. The expressive hand, traditionally seen as the
origin of creativity and subjectivity, has been deskilled. Authorship derived from the hand has
shifted thereafter. Writing technologies’ encroaching into writing subjects’ embodied domain
simultaneously evidences the transition from the “human” to the “posthuman,” the latter of which
illustrates the equation of human with “information-processing machines” (Hayles 2008). After
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looking at human-technology encounters happening in writing, I find that the deskilling of the
hand interestingly anticipates the reskilling of writing subjects. When the expressive hand is
deskilled, writing subjects engage with the labor in embodied experience—the holistic
collectiveness and dissolution of the intellectual/artistic labor and reproductive labor—and
contribute to authorship production in different modalities of writing. This research engages
intellectual conversations with works that challenge the deep-seated hierarchy between speech
and writing, and a series of derivative distinctions between mind and body, and
Episteme (knowledge) and Techne (craft, art, technology) by focusing on the embodied
experience in writing. It articulates how the body becomes a site to perceive the dynamics
between human subjects and machines, relinking the chain of authorship production from
tangibility to abstraction.
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Introduction: (De)Marginalizing Writing
Three years ago, I attended a lecture series titled “Found in Translation,” Humanities
Week 2015 held by College of Humanities at the Poetry Center, University of Arizona. One of
the presentations was titled “BURCHIELLO REDRESSED: Translating poetry with Images and
Words.” The presenters Fabian Alfie, Aileen Feng, and David Christiana were talking about the
forthcoming edition of Burchiello’s poetry in English. In the translation project, two “modes of
inquiry” were investigated—linguistic translation and visual counterpoint in literature—to “show
the symbiotic relationship between text and image.”1 For example, a novel written in Italian was
translated into a series of images that narrated the novel’s storyline. I was inspired by the effort
of erasing the boundary between linguistic and non-linguistic way of “writing” in text and image,
but I had a question concerning the visuality of texts.
As shown in this example, no matter whether translating from one language into another
language or non-linguistic expressions in the form of visual media, the assumption that
translation can be successful was based on the equivalence in linguistic meanings. But what
about the non-linguistic, visual elements that are intrinsic to written traces? The visual traces in
writing are well exemplified by calligraphies in many writings, such as Chinese, Arabic,
Japanese, Korean, and English. As a Chinese calligraphy practitioner for years, I am strongly
aware of the “missing” of writing’s visual features in linguistic translation. I wonder: What is
carried over and what is lost in linguistic translation and translation from one modality of writing
to another? Where is writing’s visual feature—the pure “form” that does not cling to the

“BURCHIELLO REDRESSED: Translating Poetry with Images and Words,” College of
Humanities | University of Arizona, September 16, 2015,
https://humanities.arizona.edu/burchiello-redressed-translating-poetry-images-and-words.
1
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(debatable) categorization of writings such as logographic, hieroglyphic, ideographic scripts,2 or
alphabetic scripts—translated into? What can we gain from writing’s visual traces that go
beyond the fetishization of language and text?3
Various translation practices and theories have historically focused on meaning
equivalence rather than the complexities and problems behind visual written traces in intercultural, inter-ethnic, and inter-modular communication. The emphasis on meaning equivalence
while overlooking written traces relates to the theory of writing, grammatology. Grammatology
prioritizes speech (and meaning and mind) over writing because of the former’s assumed
intimacy with the truth and soul. Writing, on the other hand, is believed to be representative,

The argument around whether the Chinese language is logograph, ideograph, hieroglyph, or
even pictograph in describing the Chinese writing system is still undergoing. These terms are
given and defined from a Western perspective, in which the Chinese language is seen as the
“Other” that stands in oppose to alphabetic, phonographic languages. However, any of the terms
cannot fully depict the holistic features of Chinese writing. In discussing Chinese writing and
writing system. Please note that the use of these terms in this dissertation does not mean I
unconditionally agree with the ideologies behind the naming of Chinese writing; on the contrary,
these categories are battlefields to examine power relations and political desires in (the
understanding of) writing. For relevant research, see John DeFrancis, The Chinese Language:
Fact and Fantasy (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1984). Byron Ellsworth Hamann,
“How Maya Hieroglyphs Got Their Name: Egypt, Mexico, and China in Western Grammatology
since the Fifteenth Century,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 2008, 1–68; J.
Marshall Unger, “The Very Idea. The Notion of Ideogram in China and Japan,” Monumenta
Nipponica, 1990, 391–411; Christopher Bush, Ideographic Modernism: China, Writing, Media
(Oxford Scholarship Online, 2010).
3 As a research focusing on writing and unpacking the complexity in writing, I find Lydia Liu’s
distinction among scripts, writing (systems), and language attains dearly to the core of my
discussion. The conceptual distinction among the terms aims to unravel the “naturalized” glue
among writing, script, language, and nation by pulling out writing as a technology that intimately
relates to “spatial relationality and political control” (377). See Lydia H. Liu, “Scripts in Motion:
Writing as Imperial Technology, Past and Present,” PMLA 130, no. 2 (2015): 375–383.
2
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secondary, and supplementary.4 The logocentrism deeply ingrained in grammatology is not
peculiar to the West.5
This research aims to de-marginalize writing by emancipating it from the assumed
“natural” connection with language and conceptualize writing as visual traces that have the
potential to betray rich information on writers’ embodied experience. In this sense, the question
of “where writing’s ‘form’ goes” is not unique to Chinese writing but is applicable to every
“writing” happening between a subject and writing media. The de-marginalization of writing
echoes the intellectual thread of deconstructionism, conspicuously epitomized in Derrida’s Of
Grammatology (1976). From Plato to Saussure to Hegel, philosophers gradually build the
situation of writing’s marginal status into the category of “supplement,” “representation,” and
“symbol of the symbol.”6 Acutely aware of the rampant influence of grammatology in the

Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1976).
5 Meighoo has critiqued Derrida’s theoretical scope by using Eastern philosophical language to
uncover the conceptual link between sound and truth, the core idea in logocentrism. The
translator of Derrida’s Of Grammatology, Gayatri Spivak, also notices that Derrida treated
logocentrism as a private property of the West (Ixxxii; in Meighoo’s article). In my research, the
concern is also related to de-essentializing theories due to cultural communication across
regions. Though Chinese writing is not showing a strong grammatical prejudice toward sound,
Chinese writing’s modern fate in its encounter with alphabet, writing technologies, and today’s
digital technologies collectively points to the possibility of embedded grammatological ideas
brought by the travel of theories and ideas. The dramatic shift from ancient writing technologies
embedded in Chinese writing and its today’s actively absorbing grammatological ideas
articulated through Romanization movements, Pinyin promotion and information infrastructure
building also makes Chinese writing an interesting case to look at the localization of
logocentrism in another culture and writing script, to be specific, how the whole package of
grammatology is taken and incorporated into the discourse of modernity, political strength,
intelligent priority, and so on. In this sense, grammatology is a useful theoretical resource to lean
on in tracking the shifted ideologies in Chinese writing. See Sean Meighoo, “Derrida’s Chinese
Prejudice,” Cultural Critique 68, no. 1 (February 18, 2008): 163–209,
https://doi.org/10.1353/cul.2008.0010.
6 Plato, Plato: Phaedrus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011); F. de Saussure,
Course in General Linguistics (London: Duckworth, 1983); Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel,
Lectures on the Philosophy of History (London: Henry G. Bonn, 1861).
4
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Western philosophical tradition, Derrida critiques the logocentrist/phonocentrist way of
perceiving the dualism between speech and writing, mind and body, truth and representation, etc.
Derrida states writing contains more information than sound and therefore deconstructs the
hierarchical relations between writing and language.7 Writing no long stays in the shadow of
language but points to a wide potentiality.
After writing is detached from its linguistic function, the uncovering of writing’s
potentiality in visual forms can be conducted accordingly. Writing can be understood as a form
of technology, which is a prosthetic “device” in exploring the world and forming the human
being; writing can also be understood as embodied subjectivity that points directly to the
dynamics and complexities of writing bodies and agencies. With different perspectives of
writing, it proliferates a range of possibilities in understanding the relationships between an
individual and society, between authorship and its general social conditions, or between one
form of intercultural communication and another. Exploring in the direction of the intellectual
thread of deconstructionism while pushing one step further, my research aims to open up the allaround functioning of writing.
In order to illustrate the richness in writing’s function that is different from a normative
perspective of semantics, I propose to see writing as visual traces imbued with writers’ bodily
acts or performances instead of linguistic signifiers. In the traditional intimate relationship
between writers and tools he/she uses, the hand stays in the center in mediating the external tools
and the writing subjects.8 The hand has dual roles delivering both sensuous feelings of writing
subjects and manipulative function for exploration and building connections with the world.

Jacques Derrida, “Différance,” in Margins of Philosophy (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1982); Derrida, Of Grammatology.
8 Carrie Noland, Agency and Embodiment (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2010).
7
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Based on the dual roles of the hand in traditional writing practices, I propose a dialectical way of
understanding writing, that is, perceiving it as both embodied experience relating to dynamic
body motions and sensuous emotions, and also as technology, the external entities for
manipulation.
The two aspects—writing as embodied experience and writing as technology— seem
contradictory and yet maintain a dialectical relationship in writing practices. They are
contradictory because technology, as the external entity, has the potential to invade into the
domain of the organic body and then slowly takes over or deskills the function of the body. In
this sense, embodiment largely becomes a problem.9 Technology’s function of fragmenting labor
has been critiqued by many scholars especially when technology is lumped with ideologies of
modernity and capitalism. Information transmission assisted by technologies easily loses its body
and becomes “disembodied.” Writing technologies disturb the coherence of writing practices
happening between writers, tools, and written products; consequently, the body is largely seen as
invisible or missing when technologies have replaced the human body. Labor
displacement/disembodiment is not surprising when machine can “do all the registering, storing,
and developing on its own [and have] no need for an intervening Subject and its celebrated
Consciousness.”10 While on the other hand, technologies initially designed to extend humans’

For instance, in the rhetoric of the typewriter, traces of embodiment in handwriting are not
welcomed since the non-standardized traces may hinder efficiency of information delivery. See
Friedrich A. Kittler, Gramophone, Film, Typewriter (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press,
1999).
10 Ibid., xxix. The disembodiment brought by technologies is crucial and related to the
perspective of labor production I am going to introduce soon in understanding the dialectical
relationship in writing. The development of information theory brought by engineers such as
Edison, Turing, Shannon, von Neumann has significantly changed the landscape of the study of
writing and contributed to the shifted understanding of writing from being linguistic signs to
information technology and process media.
9
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sense and cognition have actively participated into the reformulation of writers’ embodied
domain and subjectivity. The prostheses cater to the body’s needs, which is not difficult to
imagine if considering examples such as the encryption technologies of using finger prints or
facial recognition on smartphones and laptops. In other words, technologies open exciting
possibilities of the human bodies by extending the body’s domains in temporal and spatial
aspects. Furthermore, the collective prosthetic organization also emancipates the body from
materialized, manual labor to immaterialized labor.11 Perceiving writing from the dialectical
relationship, this research does not intend to enhance the demarcation of the two functions; on
the very contrary, the two aspects in the dialectical perspectives are very much interrelated,
happening simultaneously within one act of writing. By unraveling writing in the dialectical
relationship, this research converses with the intellectual concern between the organic human
body and exterior prostheses. Writing becomes the arena to perceive the dynamic between
human bodies and the external entities.
I want to reiterate that this work focuses primarily on the visual “forms” of writing
instead of demarcating the differences between, say, Chinese writing and writings in other
language, such as Arabic, English, French, Japanese, etc. Different categories of writing in the
world, such as alphabetic writing, ideographic writing, etc., are normally perceived in
conjunction with cultural and ethnical boundaries that have historically defined a kind of writing
used in certain language and nation. For instance, the idea of ideographic writing may trigger the
image of Chinese writing in mind, while alphabetic writing probably would spark those
languages and nations using Roman alphabet, such as the language of English. However, the

John Roberts, The Intangibilities of Form: Skill and Deskilling in Art after the Readymade
(London: Verso, 2007).
11
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discussion on writing in this work concerns less the multicultural differences than how written
traces inscribed on different media entail behind-the-scenes complexities between the human
body and exteriority.12 Regardless of languages, writing is about the embodied experience of
writers. In this sense, there is no fundamental differences between Chinese writing and English
(alphabetic) writing, and any kind of writings. With the shifted perspective of seeing writing as
acts imbued with multifarious modalities of interactions between the body and the external
domain, writing regains self-sustained significance that directly points to writers’ body and
subjectivity. “‘Writing’ should not be lumped together with ‘language’ as a category or with any
particular vernacular language.”13 The body is no longer static as passive receptions of
designated significance but as the central indication of active agency replenished with bodily
actions. “The body becomes the methodological starting point rather than merely an object of
study…It implies agency in terms of the willed bodily actions of persons rather than their passive
performance of roles.”14

Though writing modalities and the ideology around writing do not necessarily cling to certain
language and culture, comparison and contrast between/among cultures are impossible to avoid,
considering the long history of the existed boundary among languages, writings, nations, and
cultures. Shorthand terms such as “Chinese” and “Western,” or “ideograph/logograph” and
“alphabet” will still be used when discussing cultural differences in conjunction with humanmachine interaction across different modalities of writing. Using these terms does not mean I
unconditionally accept these terms without considering the internal dynamics and complexities
of these terms; on the very contrary, I am consciously aware of the politics behind these terms
and aims to break down the boundaries in this work.
13 Lydia H. Liu, The Freudian Robot: Digital Media and the Future of the Unconscious
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 16.
14 Lambek and Strathern 1998, p.13, qtd. From Yuehping Yen, Calligraphy and Power in
Contemporary Chinese Society (London & New York City: Routledge, 2004), 81–82. Thomas J.
Csordas (1990) proposes a new way of seeing the body by changing the perspective from
treating it as an object to regarding it as “the subject of culture.” The perspective derived from
the discipline of anthropology, though cannot be directly translated into the study of writing in
this research, inspires the possible perspective I can take in analyzing and understanding writing
from embodiment. See Thomas J. Csordas, “Embodiment as a Paradigm for Anthropology,” in
Body/Meaning/Healing (Springer, 2002), 58–87; Thomas J. Csordas, “Introduction: The Body as
12
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Following the historical development of writing technology, I examine four modalities of
writing—stenography, typewriter, calligraphy robots, and artificial writing—to uncover the
embodied experience in writing across different writing technological advances. Considering
through the intertwined two aspects and the dialectical relationships that shine through every
modality of writing, I aim to regain the history resided in writers’ embodied experience and its
significance in claiming authorship when the writing hand is retreated behind the standardization
of technologies. In the following part, I will first outline the two different-and-yet-intertwined
aspects in writing and then explore the issue of labor and authorship in specific writing
modalities.

Bodies in (E)motion: Writing as Embodied Experience
The first theoretical thread— “writing as embodied experience”—is important to gaining
the micro perspectives resided in the specificity of embodied writing bodies in (e)motion—both
locomotive motions and sensorial emotion and many more information about bodily perceptions
happening in the reciprocity between the body and the world.15 When a writer uses the hand and
other tools to write and communicate, the influence made to the subject is highly embodied.
From the very first tool humans used to explore the world to today’s advanced technologies that
extend the domain of the human body, prosthetic tools and influences become sediments in the
human body and mind that cannot be separated from the productive process of human essence. 16

Representation and Being-in-the-World,” in Embodiment and Experience: The Existential
Ground of Culture and Self, ed. Csordas, Thomas J. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1994).
15 Listing the two perspectives separately here is just for the convenience of framing the
dissertation flow. The two threads— “writing as technics” and “writing as embodied
experience”—are closely interrelated and mostly happen simultaneously both in practice and in
theory.
16 Bernard Stiegler, Technics and Time: The Fault of Epimetheus (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford
University Press, 1998); Mark Hansen, Embodying Technesis: Technology beyond Writing (Ann
18

Prosthetic devices pivot around and cater to the human body’s need. By engaging intimately with
different writing tools, devices, and entities, humans develop understandings toward the world
and self through his/her embodied reciprocity with the world. Phenomenology is in alliance with
the discussion on the body and embodied experience by asking questions such as, “how I
experience my body and how does this live body of mine shape cognition, primarily sensory
experience?”17
Drawing on Merleau-Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception (1962), I propose to treat
writing as embodied experience. 18 The body is the important mediator between the exterior
influences (tools, technological media, etc.) and human’s interior entities. Merleau-Ponty states
that the body is seen as the center in acknowledging the world. Through motions, sensations,
perceptions and feelings, humans get to know the nature, the world, and objects that exist
externally through embodied experience. Without the body, we would not have been able to
perceive, feel, and construct knowledge. Objects in nature attain relationships with “my body,”
and only through my body’s movement and sensational consequences could I construct a

Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2000); Mark Hansen, Bodies in Code: Interfaces with
Digital Media (New York City & London: Routledge, 2012).
17 Peter Reynaert, “Subjectivity and Embodiment,” in Investigating Subjectivity: Research on
Lived Experience/Heiden, Van Der, G.-J.[Edit.]; Ea, ed. Heiden, Van der, G. J. (Leiden,
Netherlands: Brill, 2012), 110..
18 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, Trans. Colin Smith (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1962). Though Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological theory is
critiqued due to his ignorance of the nonsense dimension, his emphasis on the body as the center
of perceiving the world is relevant to my theoretical framework of treating writing as embodied
experience. Writing is largely an embodied process that revolves around a human body that can
feel and express. The body delivers the interior domain to the exterior in visible traces and forms.
The visibility of written traces is intimately related to the dynamics of the phenomenological
body: the body in motion and emotion.
19

“corporeal constituent.”19 Through every sensuous channel in perception could the corporeal ties
be constructed between the subject “I” and the world around the subject: by looking, touching,
feeling, and the collective perception together, the body constructs a relationship with things that
are external to the domain of the body. This understanding indicates a shift away from seeing
body as “representation” of objective abstraction, rather, the body is a “being-in-the-world” that
points to the “existential immediacy.”20
Therefore, phenomenology provides a new angle to conquer the dualism between
cognition and the exterior concretization. As a critique toward metaphysics, phenomenology
believes that “the entire universe of science is constructed upon the lived world…we must first
awaken that experience of the world of which science is the second-order expression.”21 By
emphasizing the important role the body plays in connecting the two long-segregated realms in
traditional philosophy, phenomenology aims to “balance of the one-sided emphasis on the
cognitive and linguistic models of interpretation,”22 and the distinct value in the body is regained
by “[being] moved away from being a repository and memory pack of social values to being a
site where one’s subjectivity is generated through active participation in social practice.”23 In
various modes of writing, writing bodies are not objects that can only be inscribed on or a
medium to deliver information from one entity to another, but an embodied subject constructed
in the flux of experience. “The body is the vehicle of being in the world and, for a living being,

19

Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, “The Visible and The Invisible,” in Deconstruction in Context:
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having a body means being united with a definite milieu, merging with certain projects, and
being perpetually engaged therein.”24
In the process of perceiving the world through embodied experience, the hand plays an
important role in connecting the two conceptualizations: the body as biological organic being
and also as a “technical” device. The dual role of the hand is crucial in perceiving the interwoven
relationships between the external and internal in the act of writing. James Mensch’s discussion
on the dual role of the hand and its function in the act of “touching” is worth citing in length:
When I touch myself, I feel myself touching and touched. As touching, I have a sense of
myself as an internal place of disclosure. As touched, I have a sense of myself as an
externally sensed object. Now, the fact that the touched hand also touches, that is, feels
itself being touched, makes me identify it as part of my body. I can touch other objects,
but I cannot experience their being touched from within. What makes my body is mine is,
then, this double sensation of touching and being touched. It alone presents me with the
intertwining of an internal place of disclosure and an externally sensed object. As such,
my body distinguishes itself from every other object. As a directly experienced sentient
body, it is the basis of my embodied consciousness.25
The hand has two functions that are both externally and internally related to the body: the hand is
subjectively perceived, pertaining the biological intimacy with the fleshed body; while the hand
is also objectively present, as something functioning as manipulative tool to the body. “The hand
that functions as an organ of perception is also the hand that is employed manipulating the
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objects of the world.”26 Therefore, hand movement and feeling is not only about mechanical
body locomotion but also about subjective sensory engagement, the way how the subject feels,
touches, experiences, and understands the outside world. The hand’s touching and being touched
construct a “first-person perspective.”27 John Roberts, after analyzing Leroi-Gourhan’s
paleontological research, states the function of the human hand in separating the human from the
non-human:
What sets humans apart from other animals is that the human hand is an organ of
manipulation and communication in ways that far outstrip the dexterity of the hands
or paws of anthropoids or non-human primates. Indeed it is the opposable thumb which
accounts for this exceptionalism. Only human beings have an opposable thumb which is
able to fully touch the tip of the index finger. This means that the hand has multimaneuver ability and powers of delicacy and precision not possessed by non-human
primates.28
The writing hand promotes the tool-usage in human history, which significantly expedited the
coming of language and rational thinking. “[A] profound connection between the manipulative
capacity of the hand and the development of human language and cognition…Tool-use plays a
determining part in this as a result of the indicative and social function of tools.”29 Through the
hand, external influences can deliver into the internal realm of the human being, cognition,
language, mind, etc., and the “tool-use” is always embodied in the process of mediation through
the hand/body.
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Within the four writing modalities I am going to discuss in this dissertation, embodied
experience is the perspective to explore technological influences on very specific moments
happening on writing subjects. This perspective answers questions on how writers receive
technics’ infiltration through embodied experience and how embodied engagement changes
according to different human-technology interactive mechanisms.

Bodies in E-Motion: Writing as Technics
To understand writing from embodied experience of writers in dynamic acts is to
understand writing as technology. The body is the ground of receiving technical consequences
from the external environment. The second thread, “writing as technics,” outlines the
epistemological basis that answers why considering the gradual changes of writing technologies,
the external, inorganic matters is important for understanding embodiment in writing. I draw the
term of technics from Stiegler’s Technics and Time 1 (1998). Technics refers to not only specific
technological development but also the general conceptualization of technology and its role
played in the production of human being.30 Writing is “utterly artificial,” which is “invaluable
and indeed essential for the realization of fuller, interior, human potentials.”31
According to Stielger, “technics designates in human life today the restricted and
specified domain of tools, of instruments, if not only machines.”32 In general, “technics (tekhnē)
designates first and foremost all the domains of skill.”33 Stiegler constructs the concept of
technics by challenging the binary between anthropology and technology and episteme and
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tekhnē. With the deep-seated dualism between the two sets of concepts, the independent
development of human being from external inorganic influence is well assumed. However,
Stiegler pays attention to the “third genre of being,” named “inorganic organized beings,” or
technical objects. This third genre is different from the technical evolution hypothesis derived
from the two: the “inorganic beings of the physical sciences” and “organized beings of
biology.”34 The “inorganic organized beings” have its dynamic originating from itself, “that
cannot be reduced to the “aggregate” or “product” of these beings.”35
This understanding of technics is therefore departing from the dualism philosophical
thread.36 Heidegger shows a significant leap by emphasizing subjective experience, through
which the philosophical term ‘Being’ emerges and attains an important role in his theoretical
framework.37 Starting from there, Stiegler introduces the concept of technics into the dynamics
of human development that transcends the physical exteriorization of the human body. He
revisits the question of human being in the context of technics and challenges the human origin
by introducing the dimension of technics into the construction of humanity. Technical dynamic
even precedes the social dynamic, and human is not anterior to technics but rather formed
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through the “organized inorganic matters.”38 Only through the exteriorization—technics—could
humans construct “being” in the process of “becoming.”
Writing is long seen as a technology that plays an important role in the shift from orality
to literacy and influences the human sensorial shift from the “world of sound” to the “world of
sight.”39 “Writing restructures consciousness.”40 Writing technology, therefore, affects the
interiority of human beings and cultural changes. I argue that writing is technics that was
originally invented, an exteriorization of organic biological beings. Leroi-Gourhan provides an
anthropological and archaeological explanation on the embeddedness of technics in human
evolution by looking specifically at the gaining process of the hand’s technical function. In his
Gesture and Speech (1993), Leroi-Gourhan examines the separation of brain/face and the hand,
the latter of which implies “a technical activity different from the apes…and commands the use
of artificial organs, that is, of implements.” Before the emancipation of the hand, “exteriorization
was an evolutive biological tendency,” while after the stage, “it becomes a technical tendency.”41
With the emancipation of the hand from walking, the human can use their hands to manipulate
and facilitate, which thereafter promotes the invention of tools and languages. Stiegler, greatly
inspired by Leroi-Gourhan’s research, develops his theory of technics that stays in the center of
human being production. Writing, as technology, is therefore also anterior to and organically
embedded in the production of the humans. Introducing the perspective of technics challenges

The relationship between technics and the human is not as simple as stated that human is the
inventor and beholder of technologies; rather, the two domains are deeply interwoven into each
other. The boundary between the external and internal, the physiological human being and
technologically influenced being, and anthropology and technology, has been shaken under
Stiegler’s discussion. Technics is staying at the center of the human being and its production. As
he states, “technics is the history of being itself” (10). See Stiegler, Technics and Time.
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40 Ibid.
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the hierarchy between speech and writing embedded in grammatology. Writing is not merely a
reflection of speech confined within linguistic structures; rather, it is an integral, constituent part
in the production of human beings. As stated by Lydia Liu (2010),
Writing was invented, first and foremost, as a material technology and that it has been
one of the oldest surviving technologies we still practice. In fact, the technological
essence of writing has turned out to be much more resilient in the making and
dissemination of knowledge and information than the much-touted powers of
phonetic symbolism attributed by linguists and others to alphabetical and some
nonalphabetical systems of writing.42
From the aforementioned discussion, I regard writing as “ technology” that has been forming a
dialogic engagement in the making of the human: in recording memories, in disseminating
knowledge, in communicating, and in transmitting information. Understanding writing as
technics, therefore, renders the opportunity to understanding the trajectory of changes in writing,
from which we can perceive the evolution of human beings accordingly. Various writing
technologies and devices not only represent the development of technologies per se but also the
expansion of the human’s physical locomotion, emotion, cognition, and understanding toward
the world.
Within the context that “nothing is any longer immediately at hand, where everything is
found mediated and instrumentalized, technicized, unbalanced,”43 technological devices become
the extension of the human body and a constituent part of the body as human. The collective
exterior organization of technology is crucial in creating a necessary path through which humans
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engage with the world. The hand is the primary “technological” tool derived organically from the
body for memory support, exploration and manipulation. The prosthesis of writing works
through the concrete body: the hand holds a pen, types on a keyboard, or touches screens; the
eyes capture visual information to the brain; and the brain processes the sensory information
perceived by the body.
In order to uncover writers’ embodied experience, the changing trajectories of exteriority
in the realm of writing must be included in the discourse. Writing has been continuously
interacting with, transforming, and redefining humans by embedding various technical tools to
the productive process. To be specific, I choose four historically and epistemologically
significant moments in the writing-technology encounters: stenography, typewriter, calligraphy
robots, and artificial writing. The four modalities of writing are not only treated as specific
technological achievements in the history of writing but also carry the answer to the question:
how does the dynamic relationship between human and exterior technological beings affect and
contribute to the evolution of human essence in the dialectical relationship?
As a quick summary, the two perspectives in writing—technics and embodied
experience—are very much interrelated and complementary with each other. The discussion on
embodiment in writing is unthinkable without considering technological development across
history, which serves as the material foundation in perceiving the development of writing
subjects. With the shifted perspective of treating writing as acts, performances, and practices,
this dissertation approaches the importance of writing bodies in the changed social, political and
technological basis around writing. In order to unravel the concrete dialectical relationship in
specific historical moments and the trajectory of the human-machine interactions, the next
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section will provide two important perspectives that are helpful for uncovering and materializing
the discussion of the human-machine interaction in writing: labor and authorship production.

Labor and Authorship Production
The dialectical relationship between embodied experience and technics entails and
anticipates new social relations in labor production in writing practices. Labor theory casts a new
perspective in understanding how authorship is produced in writing when the dexterous hand
retreats into the technological (and political) regime. In each case I will examine in this
dissertation, there is an ongoing tension between authenticity (authorship) and
reproduction/copying when technological devices have participated into writing practices and the
hand is deskilled accordingly. In traditional writing practice or craftsmanship in general, writers’
expressive hand and the skills embedded in the hand are crucial in determining the ownership of
a writing work. Technical development is simultaneously erasing the expressiveness of the hand
in mediating the senses of writers. “The technical liberation unquestionably reduces the technical
freedom of the individual.”44 Writing technology invades into writers’ embodied domain and
breaks down the authenticity in the autonomous, expressive and spontaneous hand in
craftsmanship. The act of writing is now accomplished by various agencies and the authorship
residing in the expressive hand is changed into “mediated authorship,” in which writing subjects
are subsumed under a mechanism of production.45
By noticing the deskilling of the hand brought by technologies, this study aims to
uncover the layered and collaborative labor relations in the production of authorship in writing.
Within the tension between embodied writing practices that deliver writers’ sensation, affect, and
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bodily expressiveness through the hand and the participation of new labor (either men or
machine) into reproduction, how is authorship enacted in new relations of labor? Where to trace
authorship if the concretized, skilled hand is largely deskilled and becomes invisible? By tracing
the disappearing process of the expressive hand in writing, I aim to demonstrate the totality of
labor—including intellectual labor, manual labor, and many more—that is subsumed in writing
subjects’ embodied experience and external entities of technics have shattered the coherence in
labor. By uncovering the wholeness of labor of writing subjects with a shifted sensorial organ
from the hand to the body, I challenge the labor division constructed in technology and
industrialization and make the embodied creativity resided in human bodies explicit and salient.
The visual demonstration of written traces—their figural appearance, strokes’ thickness
and fineness, ink tones, stroke directions, connection between strokes, etc.—is organically
derived from the dynamics of the human body in motion filled with sensorial engagement. The
discussion on the origin of writing in Xu Shen’s Shuo Wen Jie Zi46 uncovers the reciprocity
between the writing subject and the natural world in the formation of writing, “wen” (

). “At

the outset when Cang Jie created writing, he drew the shape of objects in nature based on
categorization. [He] thereafter called it ‘writing’.” (cangjie zhi chu zuo shu ye, gai yi lei xiang
xing, gu weizhi wen.

)47 “Wen” carries multiple

connotations. It can refer to the act of writing (drawing), the written traces/products, and also the
grand concept of civilization. As a verb, the act of “wen” requires the skill of the hand. Through
“wen,” writing is achieved in the mediation of the body: he observed the nature and cosmos
located externally to his body and drew the objects in nature and transformed into final written
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products of “wen” (traces) on a kind of medium (oracle bones, rocks, papers, etc.). The written
traces inscribed on a medium therefore carry rich information about the writers in the interaction
between writers’ creations and the objects in nature. The process of “wen,” writing, is the
starting point of human civilization.48 Writing, therefore, is a dynamic representation of the body
that contributes the all-around labors in the skill of the hand. The central position of embodied
experience in writing renders a new understanding of authorship that situates solely in writing’s
visual appearance and concomitant embodied experience of writers.49 In handwriting, the

Lydia Liu used this term “wen” to describe the importance of writing in the civilization by
saying “civilization is unthinkable without writing,” and the common sense can be seen in the
character combination “wenming”
. See Liu, The Freudian Robot, 17.
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The argument on authorship is not to resurrect the “dead” author under the critique made by
theorists such as Barthes (1968) and Foucault (1969); rather, reinstating authorship here is
premised by the statement of “death of the author.” Barthes is to remove the reign of Author as
God in deciding the explanation of texts, challenges the importance of the speakers, also known
as the contributors of intellectual labor in texts, and gives readers the power to unravel the
“multiplicity” of writing. Foucault critiques the authority of the author and reconsiders the
category of author in terms of functions and powers in discourse. In alliance with the
aforementioned effort of deconstructing the central concept of author (especially the author in
speech, intellectual domain, with prestigious position) while exploring possible authorship in the
act of writing, this dissertation proposes authorship in writing bodies, the singular incidence of
writing and written trances in a time-space configuration. Authorship here relates to a clearly
outlined, concrete writing body defined through dynamic labor investment and writing skills in
the hand. Therefore, writing’s contents, texts, linguistic meaning, are not in the connotation of
the authorship proposed in this work; on the contrary, embodied information delivered in
singular writing acts is more important in producing authorship in discourse. For example, two
persons’ writings of “Preface to the Poems Collected from the Orchard Pavilion” (lan ting ji xu
), one of the most “copied” writing pieces in the history of Chinese calligraphy, can
show significant variations in terms of brushwork and the appearance of traces left on paper. The
visual differences relate with the person’s interior domain, including not only the bodily motion
but also writers’ feelings, understanding in the moment of writing. The singularity happening in
the writer’s interior-exterior dynamic generates the authorship that can be attributed to the writer
who engages his/her embodied experience in the process of writing. For Barthes and Foucault’s
discussion on author and authorship, see Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” in Media
Texts, Authors and Readers: A Reader, ed. David Graddol and Oliver Boyd-Barrett
(Philadelphia: Multilingual Matters, 1994), 166., and Foucault, “Who Is an Author?,” in The
Norton Anthology of Theory and Criticism, ed. Vincent B. Leitch and William E. Cain (New
York City & London: WW Norton & Company, 2010).
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distinctive labor forms—manual labor and intellectual labor—are resolved in the unity of one
and the same writer.
The coherent and unified labor forms reified in the expressiveness of the hand is divided
into different kind of labor in society, which become the material basis for life.50 Labor division
and technology change the connotation of authorship by significantly shrouding writers’ creation
delivered through the hand. Mechanical and digital technologies have deskilled the hand that was
in the center of craft-making; the hand was replaced by surrogating partial or all bodily
sensations to prosthetic technologies. The distance between writers’ hand and his or her final
written products created by prosthetic participation anticipates the disembodiment in information
transmission from the “origin” to the “destination.” Social division of labor demarcates writers’
senses into separated domain of the intellectual and the manual, and changes writing processes
into layered procedures that may be accomplished by several different agents.51 Prosthetic
machine could even totally replace the hand and accomplish the act of writing all by itself.52
Machines’ participation into the general reproductive process greatly increase the efficiency of
(re)production while the human is departing from his/her own embodied labor clustered around
the hand by using multiple prosthetic devices, such as the typewriter, laptop, and even artificial

Marx discussed the division of labor in society, which mapped the transition from artificers
who owned their collective wholeness of their labor to the state when each artificer dealt with a
small confined portion of production. The transition also corresponded with the coming of
modern industry and mass reproduction when machines largely invaded into the productive
process and the domain of the hand. See Karl Marx, “Chapter 14: Division of Labor and
Manufacture,” in Capital, vol. 1 (London: Harmondsworth: Penguin/New Left Review, 1867).
51 Labor division in the realm of writing brings the differences of those who contributed to
intellectual labor (speakers) and those who contributed to manual labor (writers). Therefore,
traditional writing process that could be accomplished by one person is now changed into several
labors in the process: speakers, writers, and many more that involves in the process of writing.
See the discussion on stenographers and typists in Chapter 1 and 2.
52 Machine’s replacement of the hand represents the deeper level of technological infiltration
into the domain of the human bodies. See the discussion on calligraphy robots in Chapter 3.
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arms. For example, the writing technology of stenography (will be discussed in Chapter 1)
functioned as the prosthetic tool for stenographers, those who wrote. Stenography could
surrogate stenographers’ embodied information in writing while significantly reduce
stenographers’ skills manifested in the dexterous and expressive hands and equate them with
“human-voice machine recorders.” The deskilling of the hand brought by technologies
complicates the issue of authorship due to the layered labors in the collaborative writing process.
The authorship of the final texts was assumed to be produced solely by speakers, and the
translation from speech to texts was seen as transparent and smooth by sacrificing stenographers’
embodied skills. The demarcation and reordering of labor between speakers and manual workers
also reconfigure the hierarchical relationship between typists and “authors” in handwriting
manuscripts (see Chapter 2). In typewriting, typists were seen as merely “recorders” or
“transcribers” of texts who were also invisible in the productive process of authorship.
Therefore, the coherent writing loop in traditional writing practices happening around the
hand no longer exists when social division of labor becomes a norm. Those who “write” by
intimately engaging with their physical bodies in writing are normally not seen as the “authors”
of the final work. Authorship is gradually shifted away from the hand. When the expressive hand
in writing is deskilled, who is the author in writing?
John Roberts’s labor theory of culture (2007) is informative in understanding the
importance of the hand as creative labor and its destiny in massive technological reproduction.
By introducing the model of skill-deskilling-reskilling to describe the labor relations when social
techniques enter into the process of production, Roberts explicitly categorizes the labor
embedded in the skill of the hand into two kinds: artistic labor, which links closely to creativity,
individual expression, subjectivity, and therefore cannot be reduced by technologies; and
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productive labor, which emphasizes more on the physical aspect within the domain of hand’s
movement. The replacement of the hand by machine indicates the shifted sensuous organs from
the hand to the body. In other words, when the hand retreats from the center of authorship,
writers’ embodied experience—the holistic inclusiveness and dissolution of the division between
intellectual labor and manual labor—participates into writing processes and reskills the subjects
thereafter. “Unlike the productive labor, artistic labor does not suffer a diminishment of
sensuousness and value. Rather, the sensuousness of artistic labor is transmuted and deflected
into immaterial forms of labor.”53 The sensuous hand is replaced by immaterial forms of labor
reified in managing, organizing, selecting, and recombining skills. These skills are “immaterial”
because the hand is no longer in the center of creativity and authorship; but immaterial labor is a
new form of skill that delivers writers’ artistic creation and intellectual understanding through
delivering conceptual understandings. It is not the pure hands’ physical, exterior movement that
reflects the subjectivity, but the “skill,” the artistic labor that delivers creative understanding—
which may or may not need the bodily presence and participation in production—uncovers the
subjectivity. Artistic labor traditionally resided in embodied writing hand is changed into
immaterial labor forms represented through manipulative implication; however, it cannot be
reduced to mere technological reproduction.
Roberts’ theory is revealing in understanding authorship production when machines have
largely replaced the human hand not only in factory reproduction but also in everyday life.
“Author and authorship are re-made through general social technique.”54 I use the model of skilldeskilling-reskilling to challenge the social division of labor and uncover the potentiality existing
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in every writer’s embodied experience. Therefore, the social expectation of writing’s function is
not the central concern in this work. Of the four cases I am going to examine, stenography and
typewriter carry a strong connotation of social division brought by the technologies, in which
writing was marginalized and lowered to the category of manual labor. While the latter two cases
use writings in artwork as examples where the expressive hand is well presumed and explicitly
demonstrated, so discussions about deskilling of the hand may trigger a stronger concern about
the authorship. However, no matter the writing under discussion has a social function of carrying
meaning or not, writers have the potential to engage their creation through understanding and
manipulation after their hand is deskilled in different contexts. The differences among the
writers—stenographers, typists, calligraphers, and artificial writers—merely lie in the extent to
which social norms have exerted on writing and covered the creative potential of writers.
Perceiving the issue of writing from the perspective of labor and social relations enables us to
understand writing by going beyond the linkage between writing and language (and nation). By
seeing writing is as “act,” “performance,” “craft,” and “labor-invested,” the dissertation provides
an in-depth understanding of the human bodies through embodied interactions with machine and
therefore offers an alternative picture when the human is gradually seen as entities with no
difference with machines.55
This research uses Chinese writing as the point of reference to examine the interplay
between technics and embodied experience. My identity of being a Chinese calligrapher for
years makes it easier for me to get access to and understand Chinese writing’s rules, principles,

The tendency of treating human as the same with machines is mostly seen as something
inevitable under digital environment during the “posthuman” era, as termed by Hayles. The idea
of the posthuman will be discussed in the Concluding Chapter. See N. Katherine Hayles, How
We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and Informatics (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2008).
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and aesthetic expectations. In addition, Chinese writing’s emphasis on the embodied written
traces in authorship production makes itself an ideal arena to demonstrate changes on the body
brought by technics. What lies underneath Chinese writing’s philosophy is not “what to write”
but “how to write,” the latter of which invites a plethora of investigation on bodily potentials. I
need to emphasize that, the choice of using Chinese writing does not intend to reinforce the
“differences” or “uniqueness” Chinese writing has in comparison with other writings, such as
alphabetic writing. The central concern about human-machine interaction in writing is relevant
and applicable to many (or any) writings in different languages. In other words, the central
argument about the importance of writers’ embodiment goes beyond the linguistic boundary
among languages and writings but points to a central issue about how writers are deskilled and
reskilled in the interaction with writing technologies.
The dissertation examines four interactive moments between writing bodies and
prosthetic machines. Of the four moments, the first two cases focusing on stenographers and
typewriters depict the historical encounters between the human body and technologies when
machines have not totally cancelled the human hand. The latter two chapters focusing on
calligraphy robots and artificial writing represent a shift to investigating writing conditions in
machine and digital writing environment which have caused the total deskilling or displacement
of the human hand. The four moments are far from exhausting every possible and specific
embodied engagement happening in the history of writing; however, they showcase the richness
and complexity within the act of writing and the possible influences resided in singular writing
practices to historical and political narrative. This research will answer the questions: How does
embodied experience in writing change when the human hand is mediated by prosthetic writing
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technologies? What is the role the human (writing) body play in authorship production across
human-machine interactive mechanisms and moments?
This dissertation casts a new perspective on existing scholarship from a multidisciplinary
angle. Despite a diverse literature on the Chinese language and speech, research regarding
writing as visual traces and approaching from the perspective of labor and (re)production is
relatively lacking. Writing is mostly seen as the reflection of speech, with the function of
recording sound.56 However, embodied experience in writing visually reified in written traces
have the stand-alone significance by jumping out of the cliché status of being the representation
of speech. Instead of confining writing in certain languages and writing system that are
politically and socially related to certain nation and culture, writing in this work is seen as
technology that exerts influence on human’s interior domain through the body. Writing uncovers
the intimacy between a writer’s inner world and the external scenarios in singular writing
moments. Technology extends the human sensual domains and influences the human body by
building different connections between the body and the exterior. In the process, the body plays
an important role in merging writing’s two perspectives within one unified, concretized, and
highly-embodied performance in every single writing practice, and therefore links the longsegregated conceptions between the mind and body, mental and material, and intellectual and
manual.
The two perspectives—writing as technics and writing as embodied experience—
collectively undergird the structure of the dissertation. Embodiment in writing gradually loses its
visibility in the production of authorship. The rhetoric of modernity takes the principle of
efficiency, industrialization, standardization, and rationality in mind, and therefore motivates the
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coming of technological devices that assist the speediness and standardization of writing
practices. Skills in the hand that are visually delivered into written traces, which are greatly
valued in handwriting and the art of calligraphy, are eliminated from both personal writing
practices and the grand discourse about writing in society. Very singular and idiosyncratic
written traces become an obstacle to efficient information delivery and communication.
Embodied experience in writing that embraces both intellectual labor and manual labor and melts
down the two is not totally erased and transformed into digital typing fonts or faceless
mechanical unification. The two themes that guide the flow of the dissertation assist the
uncovering process of writing bodies and authenticity in the dynamics of the bodies. No matter
exploring the shifting process of authorship from stenographers to texts itself,57 examining the
changes of interface on the Chines typewriters,58 critiquing the tendency of equating the human
body with machines,59 or highlighting the importance of writing in understanding humanmachine interaction in digital media,60 researchers on writing should not overlook the realm of
embodiment in the discourse of authorship and its importance in disclosing the complexity of
interactions across cultures, nations, and writing modalities.

Dissertation Chapter Outline
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Chapter 1 “Shifting from the Eye to the Ear: The Disappearance of Stenographers and the
Coming of China’s Modernization, 1890s” investigates the emergence of technology,
stenography, in China in the 1890s. Stenography is a transitional phase between handwriting and
writing mediated by technics. The introduction of the new technology into the context of China
was pushed by the desire of synchronizing Chinese “time” with the world in the name of
modernization. The unified, simultaneous sense of time in the discourse of modernity “enables to
present racism as an ‘anachronism’.”61
Stenography provides an interesting perspective to trace technological deskilling of the
human hand in writing practices that happened in conjunction with China’s modernization
process. The grand technological and political purpose of national property and strength
(fuqiang) boiled down to the reform of the “belated” Chinese writing. It was believed that the
usage of a non-phonographic writing in China was “anachronistic” with the rest of the world;
therefore, the coming of stenography—a sound-based writing system—represented the effort of
remedying the linkage between sound and writing in the Chinese language. Within this historical
background, various stenographic works emerged in this period to serve the increasing need of
stenographers in the Congress and the political desire to be modern. This chapter, by examining
stenographic works by Cai Xiyong62 and Shen Xue63 and relevant historical archival material on
political movement and stenographic institutionalization, revisits the deskilling of writers’ hands

Timothy Mitchell, “The Stage of Modernity,” in Questions of Modernity, vol. 11,
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62 Cai, Xiyong, Phonetic Shorthand (Chuanyin Kuaizi
) (Beijing: Writing Reform
Publishing House, 1956).
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that came along with the writing technology and the resulted disappearance of stenographers in
the production of authorship in discourse.
The desire toward literary modernity anticipated a new labor division and consolidated
writing in a lower position as a way of recording sound. Texts were long seen as the authentic
records of what was said by speakers. Speakers were regarded as the intellectual contributors of
texts while writers—stenographers in this case—were largely seen as transparent, invisible in
historical documents and narratives. A “good” stenographer could faithfully and swiftly record
what they heard and then transcribed into texts. The disappearance of stenographers, therefore,
came along with and reflected the desire toward modernity in technological and ideological
discourse. Stenographers were seen as transparent, invisible, and machine-like. After comparing
stenographic scripts and Chinese scripts and examining the ideas delivered in stenographic
works, I argue that stenographers are not transparent; rather, their thinking and understanding did
not disappear when their skills in the hand was largely cancelled by the technology of
stenography. Though the expressiveness of their hand in writing became invisible, stenographers
devoted whole-bodily by using the multi-sensory engagement—the eyes, the brain, the ears, the
hand—to write and silently contributed their embodied creativity to texts. The wholeness in
stenographers’ embodied participation and creation complicated the “smooth” translation from
speech and texts. Furthermore, the “separation” between sound and writing in the Chinese
language added another layer of complexity in how stenographers used embodied skill to write
and transcribe. In the Chinese language, one sound can correspond to various characters with
different meanings. The transcription from the sound-based stenographic scripts to the nonphonographic Chinese scripts, therefore, can never be transparent. This chapter argues that the
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embodied experience of stenographers is actually an important-and-yet-hidden locus of
authorship contributing to the authenticity of texts.
Similar rationale underneath stenography also prevailed in another writing technology
popularized in a later period in China, the typewriter. Chapter 2 “Body-Centered Mechanism:
How Typists Reemerged in the Interface of the Chinese Typewriter” follows the discussion of
writing technology and technological modernity in China by inspecting Chinese typewriters’
changed tray beds and the concomitant changes on typists’ bodies in different historical periods.
The typewriter represents a series of features valued by modernity: linearity, progressiveness,
efficiency, and standardization. It is also a writing device yielded by and also enhances the social
division of labor between the intellectual and the manual (and also gender differences in
conjunction with the intellectual-manual division).
However, the typewriter encountered some difficulties in the context of China. The visual
characteristics of the Chinese characters and the large number of Chinese characters became the
obstacles in synchronizing the Chinese writing with the mechanical writing machine, the
typewriter. How to put the whole corpus of Chinese characters—more than 50,000 characters in
total according to Kangxi Dictionary—became a primary issue that engineers needed to deal
with. The tray bed layouts on different Chinese typewriters illustrated the changing mechanisms
and the struggles in the incommensurability of Chinese writing and linearity. The very initial
Chinese typewriter’s tray bed was designed based on characters’ frequency of usage; later, it was
changed to radical categorization, and eventually to body-centered matrix. In history, a fixed
layout of the Chinese typewriter has never been realized.64
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The tray bed that is in constant flux indicates the tension between embodied experience in
writing and mechanical configuration. The large number of the Chinese characters normally
resulted in a colossal tray bed. Therefore, unlike most western typewriters—such as the
standardized QWERTY typewriters65 —on which one could directly compose and blind type,
composing on a Chinese typewriter was almost impossible. In this case, typists were the group of
people who intensely engaged with their bodies with the typewriter’s interface and acted as
mediators in the translation from handwriting to unified typing fonts. Because of this, different
from most QWERTY typewriters that have a relatively fixed interface, Chinese typewriters were
largely designed to cater to typists’ bodily needs through movable tray beds. In addition, the nonlinear feature between Chinese writing and sound required the embodied participation of typists
who intensively engaged with their eyes, hands, and brain to corporately accomplish the act of
typing. The paradox therefore emerged: the overarching goal of realizing a fast, efficient typing
and unified typed texts was eventually concretized in typists’ embodied experience. Machine
writing on the typewriter therefore was not eliminating the writing body but rather respecting
bodies’ needs. With the contribution of the holistic embodied experience in typing, typists not
only contributed their manual labor, as what the social norm recognized, but silently contributed
their embodied creativity imbued with their understandings in the translation from one modality
of writing to another.
By tracing mechanisms of various Chinese typewriters in historical development and its
underlying relations between body and machine, I argue that the Chinese typewriter serves as an
interesting prism to observe and uncover writing subjects—typists—when writing is no longer

QWERTY typewriter is seen as the standardized typewriter that is widely used in many
alphabet-using countries.
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confined to individual hands, and therefore shows the necessity in understanding a history from
the typists’ highly bodily engagement.
Chapter 3 “Who is the Author? —Calligraphy Robots’ Displacement of the Human Hand
in Writing” offers reflections on machine writing and its various manifestations by examining a
technological achievement in writing, calligraphy robots. Marked as a departure from the
previous two chapters’ historical exploration, this chapter moves its gaze to today when
machines have totally replaced human’s dexterous hand in writing.
The invention of calligraphy robots has been burgeoning in East Asia in the recent
decade. Some calligraphy robots could capture the human hand’s movement, including strength
and direction in writing by using motion sensor devices attached to a brush, and then duplicate
writing by retrieving the data on writers’ bodily motion saved in computers; some calligraphy
robots “write” by following programmed algorithm with detailed footage articulated in the
program design. The two kinds of calligraphy robots, though differ in the working mechanisms
on how they write, both cause the deskilling of the hand: it seems that writers’ hands are no
longer needed in writing practices.
The calligraphy robot represents a state when technologies participate in the realm of
artistic creation in writing, the issue of which should be understood by considering the
restructuring of labor happening on writers’ embodied level. When machines have replaced the
human hand in art and craftsmanship, the location where writers’ emotional and expressive
creation is intensively reified, the issue about authenticity around “the hand” becomes salient:
Who is writing? Who is the author? After machines replace the hand in writing by using digital
sensory devices, information about the human hand’s “expressiveness” reified in writing
motions, strength, and directions are translated into digital coding data that can be retrieved
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anywhere, anytime, and by anyone. This chapter considers the production of authorship in
machines’ heightened simulation of the expressive hand in art.
Roberts’s labor theory of culture helps differentiate the complexity of labor in the hand
by categorizing them into artistic labor and reproductive labor. Artistic labor generates creative
ideas that relate to the subjectivity of the writer and his/her artistic creativity and conceptual
understandings, while reproductive labor indicates the externally visible physical labor devoted
into artwork production. Perceiving artworks as also labor-invested with the differentiated labors
in mind, I argue that the displacement of the hand by machines does not mean the end of
authorship; rather, writing skill is no longer situated in the expressive and dexterous hand when
calligraphy robots have replaced writers’ physical movement in writing; writers “reskill” by
engaging with immaterial skills such as selecting, recombining, and juxtaposing. The deskilling
of the expressive hand anticipates the reskilling of writing subjects through writers’ embodied
participation and engagement with the brain, writers’ “interior domain” that is largely immaterial
and yet crucial in the production of authorship. The case of calligraphy robots echoes the general
consideration of what counts as art and artistic creativity when social techniques have
participated in art-making process, like digital art and conceptual art relying heavily on artistic
medium. By uncovering the writing process behind calligraphy robot’s simulated writing, this
chapter invites the reconsidering of authorship when the creative organ of the hand is totally
displaced and becomes invisible.
Chapter 4 “Is He a Robot or a Human? –The Body in Artificial Writing” takes Xu Bing’s
widely-discussed artwork Tianshu, or Book from the Sky, as an example to discuss the
potentiality of writing in the digital environment. Though naming his own artwork as Tianshu,
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the word of which carries a strong connotation of “nonsense,”66 Xu Bing’s Tianshu indicates
something meaningful in how writing could be like when technologies have invaded into
human’s (un)consciousness. I propose to name Xu Bing’s Tianshu as artificial writing instead of
the often-used term “nonsense writing,” with the purpose of breaking down the assumed linkage
between writing and language. After all, the assumption in the name of “nonsense” writing is
that writing is legitimate only when it reflects speech and carries linguistic meanings. Artificial
writing, on the other hand, shows the intelligent continuity with the previous discussion and
experimentation on writing in both theory and practice. Writing is no longer seen as a writing
system intimately related to a certain language but can be broken down based on writing’s
material basis into parts and pieces for writers to pick up, recombine, and reformulate. Within the
perplexity of writing’s deviation from normative language corpuses in cybernetics, it is not only
languages’ meanings but also writings’ visual dimension that can be played around.
By doing so, Xu Bing’s Tianshu is an artificial experimentation, an intelligence associate
with writing in cybernetics. The artificial writing of Tianshu breaks combinational rules in the
Chinese writing and reorganizes to form new characters by using the modular structures and
basic strokes in Chinese characters. In this chapter, I see Xu Bing, the artist, as a “Freudian
robot” who cannot free himself from the cybernetic unconscious in conjunction with various
automatic writing machines and writing experiments .67 In the most-recent stage of humanmachine interaction in writing, I want to uncover the human body when machines have deeply
invaded into not only writers’ physical aspect but also their unconscious level.
The often-assumed disembodied trend in digital environment, which is visually shown in

Tianshu
, literary means “sky book,” have a strong meaning of “nonsense,” “crazy,” that
cannot be understood by most people.
67 Liu, The Freudian Robot.
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the unified fonts of Song style in Tianshu, is challenged by the writer’s embodied labor. Xu Bing
spent four years designing and painstakingly carving these artificial characters in his studio, and
then printing them out by frequently commuting between his place and a print factory in rural
area of Beijing.68 The labor Xu Bing has devoted into the artificial writing project recollects the
intellectual and the manual labor back to the unified writer’s body, echoing the traditionally
craft-based writing practices. Xu Bing, the writer, challenges the social division between the
intellectual and the manual by blurring the boundary in his intensive engagement with his
embodied experience in artificial writing. Through the deliberate suspension of meaning of
characters to create the artificial characters and playfulness in Tianshu, the author’s embodied
experience demonstrated in labor has resurrected and become salient. Scripts and signs are free
to be picked up in the environment of cybernetics, and the traditional, stable nexus among script,
language, and writing no longer sustains. Disembodiment does not mean the end of authorship;
rather, the writer uses his body to claim the authorship in technic-mediated writing practices. By
amplifying his own body image in the process of making the 4,000 artificial characters, Xu Bing
makes the “nonsense” joke into a serious project on artificial writing that can be seen as an
answer to the questions of how writing would be like and where we regain the missing writing
subjects in the involvement with digital technologies.
The concluding chapter, “Embodiment in Technics in writing” starts with the scarysounding idea of the “posthuman” that appear more and more often in conjunction with the
popularity of cybernetics and telecommunication. After surveying various human-technology
interactive moments in history and today, the conclusion chapter gives implications on what may
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come next in the evolution of human-machine interactions. Without denying the coming and
legitimacy of the posthuman, this dissertation provides an alternative possibility and explanation
of the posthuman that goes beyond the equation of human with information transmission
machines. The alternative perspective resides in the concretized and singular relations between
writers and their bodies which, though may be mediated with technics, is still filled with
potentials in the dynamic body motion and emotional sensations. The concluding chapter also
points to the future direction this research can pursue. With a strong focus on embodied
experience, the other side of the discussion: writing as technics and technological encounters
with political, social, and historical needs in specific contexts, are not fully expanded in this
research. As a future research, I will explore the political dimension of technology as a way of
governmentality in training the body.
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Chapter 1: Shifting from the Eye to the Ear: The Disappearance of Stenographers and the
Coming of China’s Modernization, 1890s
Pictograph is eye-dominant while qieyin69 is ear-dominant…meaning cannot carry
sound, while sound can carry meaning. [This is why] qieyin alphabets are not only
widespread but also long-lasting.
—Shen Xue

, Basic Sounds of a Prospering Age, (Sheng Shi Yuan Yin

), 195670

Introduction
At the turn of the twentieth century China, a wave of revolution in Chinese writing was
initiated by the launch of a sound-based writing technology, stenography. Newly emerged
stenographic works and institutions, alongside the increased number of stenographers, mirrored
the social need to simplify Chinese writing by following sound-based writing technology in the
1890s. At that time, many intellectuals believed that reforms on Chinese writing was the initial
step to achieve national wealth and power (fuqiang

).71 The mindset was especially

The term Qieyin (
) was initially derived from China’s own sound-recording technology,
which uses two sounds to indicate a new sound. In Shen Xue’s book, this term was used to refer
to Latin alphabet writing system(s), in which sound is the basis of writing, and writing is used to
reflect sound.
70 Shen, Xue, Basic Sounds of a Prospering Age (Shengshi Yuanyin
).The translated
titles of stenographic works in this Chapter borrow the translated names Kaske (2008) uses in her
book. See E. Kaske, The Politics of Language in Chinese Education, 1895–1919 (Leiden,
Netherlands: Brill, 2008), https://doi.org/10.1163/ej.9789004163676.i-537.
71 The goal of achieving national wealth and power was one of the collective goal shared by the
intellectuals, such as Yan Fu, Liang Qichao, Kang Youwei, in the late-imperial China. In order to
achieve this goal, learning from the West was believed to be the initial step. Continuous failure
in wars in the globalized environment also catalyzed the process. Large amount of translating
practices about Western ideas, including political structures, cultures, and technologies, into
China happened during this period, and the hierarchical relationship between China and its
western counterparts as well as the ideologies held by the latter, was formed accordingly. For
more information on this scholarship, see Benjamin Scwartz, In Search of Wealth and Power:
Yen Fu and the West (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1964).
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prominent after China’s defeat in the Sino-Japanese War in 1893-1895.72 In this historical
context, stenography came to the fore in the complexity of cultural interaction and China’s
becoming a “modern” nation. Drawing on archival material and historical resources, this chapter
focuses on a specific and often-ignored area—the disappearance of stenographers’ embodiment
in writing—within the socio-political narrative of national wealth and power and modernity. The
process of erasing stenographers’ writing bodies from historical narrative reflects the shift from
the eye-dominant writing, Chinese ideograph, to the ear-dominant writing, sound-based
stenography and Roman alphabet. As the “sacrifice” of China’s modernization, stenographers’
writing bodies were eliminated from the absolute authenticity resided in speech and texts.
Inspired by Inoue (2011)’s discussion on Japanese stenography in Japan’s linguistic modernity,
this work treats stenography, the writing technology, as the prosthetic tool for writers,
stenographers in this case, in eliminating the embodied domain and equating stenographers’
bodies with “human voice machines.”73 The writing technology’s infiltration into the embodied
domain of writers (stenographers) parallels with the shifted sensual domain from the eye to the
ear in writing. Drawing on Chinese stenography’s theoretical construction and practices in
history, this chapter maps the process of how stenographers lost their bodies in the use of
prosthetic writing technology of stenography, which was mingled with another layer of discourse
circulating in society on national strength and modernity. I aim to uncover stenographers in the
“transparent” translation from speech to texts and how stenographers’ embodied engagement

The promotion of writing’s simplification was intimately related to instrumental rationalism
that came along with western scientific knowledge and machinery. For further reading, refer to
Wang, Linmao, “On the Language Reform Movement in Instrumental Rational Thinking,”
Journal of Zhejiang University (Humanities and Social Sciences) 38, no. 5 (2008)..
73 Shen, Xue, Basic Sounds of a Prospering Age (Shengshi Yuanyin
).
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silently contributed to the eventual authenticity of texts that were initially seen as direct and noproblem reflections of speeches.

How Stenography Acquired the Connotation of Modernity
One of the most well-known and widespread stenography system, or shorthand was
invented by Sir Isaac Pitman (1813-1897) and named after him thereafter. Stenography was a
system “with regard to writing by sound.”74 Among the numerous benefits brought by
stenography elaborated in the introduction of his book Stenographic Sound-hand (1837), Pitman
succinctly summarized the importance of stenography in terms of civilization: “without
stenography, there would be no reporters—without reporters, no newspapers—without
newspapers, no readers—and without readers, England would be thrown back two or three
centuries in the march of civilization.”75 The advantageous invention greatly benefited writers in
that “his inventive powers will keep pace with his pen.”76
In Pitman’s stenography system and conceptualization, stenography is a convenient and
fast tool to use in writing so as to save the manual labor in work. Sound is seen as the only
medium in stenography; writing on the other hand is not even important, which “may be done by
a school-boy.”77 According to Pitman, stenography not only brings civilization due to its technocommunicative feature in distributing sound but also reorganizes labor division between those
who expresses his or her “inventive powers” while those who conduct the manual labor in
writing.

Isaac Pitman, Stenographic Sound-Hand (London: Samuel Bagster, 1837), 1.
Ibid.
76 Ibid., 2.
77 Ibid.
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This chapter explores the writing practice in stenography when western shorthand
systems that held the idea of “write[s] by sound” was introduced to China in the 1890s. The
“cultural shock” could not be overestimated when western writing technology was introduced to
the non-phonetic, character-based Chinese writing. Inoue (2011) explores a similar situation of
writing reform in Japan by introducing western stenography into Japan at roughly the similar
period. Stenography is defined as “a technology that faithfully turns physically-audible speech
into a precise and permanent written record at the real-time moment in which the recorded
speech is uttered” (Italic added)78. As a transition period from handwriting to mechanical
writing, stenography represents a break away from the coherent writing loop and moves to the
stage of labor division between a speaker who speaks and a writer who writes down “recorded
speech.” As shown in Pitman’s definition, stenography reinforces the social division of labor in
writing between speakers who contribute intellectual labor that was delivered through speeches’
contents and writers who (are believed to) solely engaged their manual labor in the act of
writing. In the newly constructed social relations under stenography, stenographers belonged to
the latter category who mediated information transmission from “physically-audible speech” to a
“precise and permanent written record.” In this definition, keywords such as “technology,”
“faithfully,” “precise” and “real-time” highlight the two characteristics of stenography:
faithfulness and swiftness. Stenographers are expected to record audible information on site in a
highly accurate and fast manner. Therefore, stenography, as a writing technology that is
prosthetic to the writers (stenographers in this case), tends to erase the embodied written traces of
stenographers and equate stenographers with reproductive machines that accurately and quickly
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record audible information. In other words, stenographers have no fundamental differences with
machines in the functioning of sound recording.
So far, we have discussed the emergence of stenography in China in the 1890s, but why
stenography was THE writing technology adopted by China (and Japan)? What was the politics
at play that determined the reterritorialization of a sound-based writing technology in China,
79

which was a derivative form of Roman alphabet? There was a political motivation for the
adaptation of western stenography in China. China’s continuous defeat in wars in the 1890s
triggered intellectuals to explore the country’s own political and cultural structures to find
reasons for its military performance in the globe. In the preface to the stenography work named
Basic Sounds In A Prospering Age (shengshi yuanyin

), Liang Qichao argued that

national strength depended largely upon the wisdom of the people (minzhi

), which related

closely to the people’s literacy rate. Liang compared the literacy rate in China to that in Western
countries such as Germany and United States, and East Asian countries such as Japan. The
literacy rate in Germany and United States was as high as 96-97%, and that in Japan was over
80%. However, Liang stated, in China, the country that was known for its expanded length of
civilization among the five continents, the literacy rate was less than 30%. After comparing
80

China’s literacy rate with that in other nation-state in the world, Liang and other intellectuals
believed that breaking down the incommensurability between writing and sound in Chinese was
crucial in improving the populace’s literacy rate, which could further enlighten the populace and
strengthen the nation.
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China’s adaptation of western stenography, however, goes beyond the reason argued by
Liang Qichao and echoes a grand and gradual encapsulation of the Roman alphabet that
happened in the eighteenth century. “The alphabet—or rather the Roman script—was compared
and contrasted with primitive representations of objects (‘pictographs’) or ideas (‘ideographs’).
The history of writing, therefore, became a story of progress from ‘primitive’ picture writing and
hieroglyphics to alphabetic writing ‘proper.’” In addition, numerous scholarship from different
81

disciplines have pictured the process of how alphabet gained the linguistic capital across the
world in history and today, evidenced by the global influence of English.
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The writing technology of stenography gave rise to the sensorial shift in writing from the
eye to the ear. McLuhan has stated the superiority of alphabet in comparison with so-called “prealphabet” writings including Chinese writing. McLuhan believes that “the phonetic alphabet is a
unique technology.” As a writing technology, phonetic alphabet brings “the sudden breach
83

between the auditory and the visual experience of man.” For a long time, phonetic alphabet is
regarded as the only writing technology that brings such a “sharp division in experience” In the
84

demarcation of the sensible brought by phonetic alphabet and the concomitant ideas of
modernity, writing is merely static visual marks that have lost all the dynamics. He keeps on
85

argue that the phonetic alphabetic alone “is the technology that has been the means of creating
‘civilized man’.” McLuhan’s biased stance has been criticized by many scholars, however, his
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perspective enjoyed its popularity in the history of western philosophy and corresponded to
China’s political motivation of introducing stenography in the 1890s. As a phonetic system
similar to alphabet, stenography became an important technology to incorporate phonetic feature
into Chinese writing when China was desperate to be “modern” and “civilized.” The new soundbased system was believed to be crucial in bringing a brand-new experience to the Chinese
people with the sensorial shift from the eye to the ear in writing, and from “belated” citizens to
“civilized” ones. However, what simultaneously happened when stenography acquired the
connotation of modernity was the vanishing stenographers who transcribed audible information
of speech to written texts. How stenographers engaged with embodied creativity in writing was
no longer seen as important compared to writing’s function of recording sound and delivering
meaning.
The transplantation of the western stenography to the soil of Chinese writing sparked
significant differences from traditional way of writing Chinese, which highlights writers’
embodied experience and singular written traces. Embodiment, including the totality of bodily
experience with sensorial and motional engagement and many more in writing practices, relates
to phenomenological significance of gesture of “how to write.” A writer’s embodied experience
87

could be visually perceived in different curves, dots, and strokes’ thickness and thinness, which
tell the writer’s interior domain—the understanding, creative thinking, and so on. With the
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encounter of the writing technology, however, writers’ embodied experience delivered through
the hand was missing in discourse. Political defeat in the 1890s triggered the comparison
between China and the rest of the world, through which most intellectuals believed that the
laborious writing process in Chinese writing was an obstacle that prevented China from
becoming a modern nation; using a sound-based writing to replace Chinese writing was the
necessary step in “modernizing” Chinese society and constructing a “modern” population.
Therefore, the adaptation of the stenography from western shorthand systems and phonocentric
writings to “alphabeticizing” Chinese writing was historically contingent, which corresponded to
the desire of being modern within the imagination toward the West in the 1890s. Under the
overarching rhetoric revolving around the political desire of national strength and literary
modernity, speakers mainly engaged with their speaking activities while a stenographer’ task
was to faithfully record what he/she heard on site. The labor division was therefore consolidated
in society, and accordingly, authorship was shifted from the eye to the ear, and from writing to
speech, and stays only in speech.

Historical Milieu and the Emergence of Chinese Stenography
The first wave of western ideas was brought to China by Christian missionaries during
the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644).89 The content introduced to China was largely confined to
western machineries, with little interests on political and socio-cultural aspects of society. Later

authorship to their pieces due to their injection of unique, personal embodied experiences in
singular writing practices. Actually, the unique locus of authorship has been emphasized highly
in recent years in Chinese society and carries societal and political connotation toward
nationalism and Chinese identity. The “going-back-to-tradition” undertone shown in Zhang
Yimou’s 2008 Beijing Olympic Opening Ceremony is a good example. For further exploration,
see the Conclusion Chapter on the implication of the political dimension in writing technics.
89 Ming Dynasty is a Chinese dynasty lasting from 1368 to 1644. It was founded by Zhu
Yuanzhang.
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in the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911)90, intellectuals, such as Wei Yuan, who had the chance to grasp
first-hand written materials on western economy and culture, published works to introduce
western culture and ideas such as Illustrated Treatise on the Maritime Kingdoms (Hai Guo Tu
Zhi,

)91. After defeat in wars with the West in the 1840s-60s92, China welcomed a wave

of reform to learn from the West by conducting large-scale movements, such as the SelfStrengthening Movement (yangwu yundong

)93 in the 1860s. However, the main bodies

of knowledge learnt from the West were still confined to machineries and technologies. It was
not until the Sino-Japanese war in 1893-1895 that Chinese scholars and government officials
began to realize the importance of the political and literary system to a nation. 94 In this period,
Chinese intellectual and the government tried to find reasons for the continuous failure in wars.
Due to Japan’s temporal advancement in learning and translating western scholarly books as well
as Japanese and Chinese languages’ figural similarity, Japan became a shortcut for Chinese
scholars to learn from the West.95 Scholars who studied overseas in the U.S. and European

Qing Dynasty is a Chinese dynasty lasting from 1644 to 1911. It was the last imperial dynasty
of China.
91 Wei Yuan, Illustrated Treatise on the Maritime Kingdoms (Hai Guo Tu Zhi
), vol. 2
(Changsha: Yuelu Publishing House
, 1998).
92 The most influential and well-known wars in this period are First (1839-42) and Second
Opium Wars (1856-1860).
93 Self-strengthening movement was one of the major institution-initiated reform in the late Qing
period in response to military defeats and foreign strength.
94 The Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) happened between Qing imperial government and the
Empire of Japan. The war was ended with the Qing government’s defeat by ceding Weihaiwei,
one of China’s port in Shandong province nowadays.
95 The state that Japanese and Chinese share the figural intimacies refers to the fact that Japanese
and Chinese share similar or the same writing characters and meanings even though the
pronunciations can be different. For further analysis, please refer to Yangsheng Guo, “China at
the Turn of the 20th Century: Translating Modernity through Japanese,” NUCB Journal of
Language Culture and Communication 7, no. 2 (2005): 1–15..
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countries as well as Japan, including but not limited to, Yan Fu, Kang Youwei, Liang Qichao,
Hu Shi, etc., were the main figures of China’s political reform.
During this historical period, with the goal of changing the Qing imperial court into a
modern constitutional government, China’s constitutionalists (lixianpai

advocated the launch of an advisory council (zizhengyuan

strongly

) and a congress (guohui

The Congress Petition Movement (guohui qingyuan yundong,

).

, 1910) happened

on a massive scale in different provinces in the second year of Xuantong Reign (1910). Within
the same year, the president of the advisory council Pu Lun stated the urgent need of establishing
China's own Congress:
Constitutional government is rooted in the separation of powers. If there was no
congress, there would be no legislature and constitution. The indetermination of
constitutional organization leads to the incomplete constitutional preparation. [If people]
desire to have a constitutional government, establishing the congress will be the only
way.
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The establishment of a congress, therefore, acted as the basis for that of other institutions and the
whole constitutional governmental system, and the political needs of being “modern.” What
came along the construction of a “modern” nation were new ideas on “modern” men. Numerous
96

A petition on establishment of the congress. The second year of Xuantong Reign (1910).
Document number: 04-01-01-1095-068. First Historical Archive of China. Beijing, China.
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intellectuals in the late Qing contributed to the theoretical construction. Liang Qichao stated the
necessary transition from the Chinese traditional idea of “one land under heaven” (tianxia
datong,

) to western political idealization of “nation state.”97 Coming along with the

political transition was the appreciation of the ability to give speeches in public, which became a
virtue for modern men.98 At the turn of the twentieth century when China was desperate to be
modern and catch up with the world, in 1927, Lu Xun delivered a speech, titled “Voiceless
China” (wusheng de zhongguo,

), to critique the “death” and “silence” brought by

the Chinese ancient way of writing.99 Deliberately using the title “Voiced China” (yousheng de
zhongguo,

) to converse with Lu Xun who lived decades ago, Chen Pingyuan

explores the performance of “public speech” and its irreplaceable role in modernizing the nation
in late Qing through speech. Liang Qichao’s political fiction A Future Record of New China (Xin
Zhongguo Weilai Ji,

, 1902), though using the literary genre “fiction,” predicted

the political connotation of public speech/speaking in changing China into a constitutional
nation. In this fiction, he vividly describes the ideal image of China in the year of 2453, when
Nanking (Nanjing) becomes the center where representatives from the world come to participate
in an international exposition. In the exposition, public speech platforms are everywhere, and

Liang, Qichao, On New Citizenship (Xin Min Shuo
) (Liaoning: Liaoning People’s
Publishing House, 1994).
98
Chen, Pingyuan, Voiced China-- “Speech” and Revolution on Article in Modern China., vol. 3
(Literary Criticism, 2007).
99 Lu Xun, Voiceless China (Wusheng de Zhongguo
) (Beijing: Huayi Publishing
House, 1995). Lu Xun also expressed similar concerns on introducing new ways of writing by
breaking down the boundary between vernacular and written literacy, See Lu Xun, Men Wai Wen
Tan (
, Lu Xun Quanji
6 (Beijing: People’s Literature Publishing House,
1959).
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public speeches are given every day.100 The appreciation toward public speech and the ability to
deliver ideas through speech in late Qing anticipated the Vernacular Movement (1910s 1920s),
the goal of which was to reconnect the “separation” between writing and speech by writing
“what you say” in vernacular101.
Writing system reforms coincided with reforms in governmental structure that was
undergoing during this period. Compared to the arduous effort of learning Chinese characters,
the advantage of alphabetic letters became salient. In Chinese writing and language, knowing
one character’s sound has little contribution in generating the corresponded character.
Furthermore, numerous homophone characters with totally different meanings have been largely
existing in Chinese, for example, the sound “shi” in Chinese have several possible corresponded
characters, “ ” (shì, is), “ ” (shì, soldier), “ ” (shì, try), etc. These characters, though sharing
the same or similar pronunciations, refer to very different meanings. Due to the “incongruity”
between writing and sound in the Chinese language, learning Chinese means learners had to
diligently memorize and practice thousands of characters with various visual appearances.
Unlike the laborious learning process of Chinese writing, alphabetic writings were (believed to
be) easier because the Roman alphabet can (almost) transparently records the sounds they
carry102. In terms of how much effort learners had to devote in order to be literate, alphabet was

100Liang,

Qichao, A Future Record of New China (Xin Zhongguo Weilai Ji
)
(Guilin: Guangxi shi fan da xue chu ban she, 2008).
101 Vernacular Movement, advocated mainly by scholars such as Lu Xun, Hu Shi, Chen Duxiu,
etc., promoted to use vernacular to replace classical Chinese. Intellectuals believed that when
writing by using classical Chinese, written words did not reflect spoken words in everyday life;
therefore, intellectuals encouraged to use vernacular in articles so that writing could directly
reflect speeches. However, the “separation” between Chinese writing and speech is a not a
legitimate statement, and linguistic scholars have proved the other way around. See John
DeFrancis, The Chinese Language: Fact and Fantasy.
102 Latin alphabetic systems can refer to various writing systems, such as English and French.
Latin alphabets, such as English, do not necessarily reflect the sounds in a perfectly accurate
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believed to be significantly easier. Learners just needed to command a limited number of letters
or phonemes, for example, the twenty-six English letters, to write in this language.
Chinese intellectuals in the 1890s highlighted the advantage of phonetic writing in regard
to increasing a nation’s literacy rate by drawing a comparison with the Chinese. As stated by
several stenographic experts such as Cai Xiyong and Shen Xue, writing was related to how
quickly ordinary people learn and communicate: if writing was separated from sound, the
difficulty in learning the language increases; in contrast, if writing reflected the sound, learning
and communication became easier.103 In the encounter with other writing systems which were
sound-based (including Japanese Hiragana and Katakana), Chinese writing, on the other hand,
was believed to be “non-transparent” in reflecting sound, was seen as belated, archaic, and an
obstacle to a progressive and modern nation. Drawing on the differences between the “outdated”
Chinese writing and the advantage of phonetic writing, intellectuals strongly advocated for the
reform of the writing system as a necessary part of the national strength campaign.
The need for stenographers was burgeoning under the slogan of constructing a modern
nation. In the third year of Xuantong Reign (1911), the president of the Advisory Council, Shi
Xu, submitted a petition in favor of resuming stenography institutions. The purpose of the
change was stated as follows:
Students in this category [stenography] are limited; while with the establishment of upper
and lower Congress and the concomitantly increased conferences, the demand on
stenographers will also increase. If we do not prepare now, the need cannot be satisfied in

manner; however, the basic principle of Latin alphabetic writing is to record speech by using a
limited number of sound-based letters, though the extent to which writing can accurately reflect
speech may vary.
103 Cai, Xiyong, Phonetic Shorthand (Chuanyin Kuaizi
); Shen, Xue, Basic Sounds of a
Prospering Age (Shengshi Yuanyin
).
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future. Other officials and I, after pondering, plan to recruit new students in the original
Advisory Council’s stenography institution and extend the length of semesters. By doing
so, we hope to have more stenographers after their graduation. We will have follow-up
updates on whether the number of stenographers is enough for conferences in the
Congress.
,
,
,
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Shi Xu’s petition clearly stated the relationship between the increased demand for stenographers
and the rising number of conferences in the Congress. Stenographers, those who faithfully
recorded speeches at conferences or courts, witnessed and recorded the coming of China’s
modernization that was constructed around “speech.” As Inoue (2011) states, “The stenographer
was the shadow of ‘the man who speaks,’ capturing, disseminating, and archiving his voiceevent for national publics and posterity.”105 Political agenda sparked the strong demand for
stenographers who could serve in the Congress, court proceedings, official speeches, and
company meetings. As the “shadow of the man who speaks,” stenographers in the 1890s China
also reflected the shifted locus of authorship to the “auditory intelligibility” (ding yi zhi
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Official documents on re-opening stenographic institution. (

). The third year of Xuantong Reign (1911). Document number: 03-7574-026. First
Historical Archive of China. Beijing, China
105 Inoue, “Stenography and Ventriloquism in Late Nineteenth Century Japan,” 184.
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nengli),106 a phase when speeches secured the authenticity and the desire for modernity through
the reform on Chinese writing.
Coupled with the heightened need for stenographers was the proliferation of stenographic
works in the 1890s. Important stenographic works appeared during this period, including Cai
Xiyong’s Phonetic Shorthand (Chuan Yin Kuai Zi,

of a Prospering Age (Sheng Shi Yuan Yin,

Dialects (Min Qiang Kuai Zi,

, 1896), Shen Xue’s Basic Sounds

, 1896), and Li Jiesan’s Shorthand in Min

, 1896), just to name a few. Cai Xiyong’s work was later

re-edited and published under the name Chinese Stenography (Zhongguo Suji Xue,

1934) by his son Cai Zhang, in which the widely-accepted term stenography—“Suji”(

,

)—

firstly appeared in publication.
The first Chinese stenographic work I will focus on in this chapter, Fast Words
Delivering Sound, was written by Cai Xiyong. Cai firstly studied at the School of Combined
Learning (Tongwen Guan

) in Guangzhou and later in Beijing. His distinguished English

competence gave him the opportunity to visit the United States as the translator for the imperial
commissioner Chen Lanbin (Liqiu) in 1975. Benefiting from this chance, Cai Xiyong learned
modern science, math, culture, foreign literature, reform, education, and economics from the
United States. The book Fast Words Delivering Sound was written during his sojourn in the U.S.

Examination report on Zhang Bangyong Stenography. (
). 1931.
Document number: 393. File number: 385. Second Historical Archive of China. Nanjing, China.
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The following paragraph of the book showed his first impression of local customs on “political
education” (zhengjiao

):

I used to follow Chen Liqiu for a diplomatic mission to the United States, Japan, and
Peru. During the four years of sojourn in D.C., I watched local customs on political
education in my spare time. I used to observe their political debate and lawsuit in court.
In public, people insisted on their opinions and argued back and forth with complex
issues weaving in between. After the debate concluded and audiences left, the differences
and similarities in debates had already been spread. The record [for debates] was thick,
often thicker than one cun107. I guess they must have a fast method [to do so]. Later I
asked those from that country and eventually knew that there was a kind [of technology]
called “fast writing.”

,

108

The secret for the fast spreading of the public debates triggered Cai’s interests when he was
observing public debates. Cai eventually found the method used was called “fast writing”
(kuaizi), or stenography in today’s concept. With stenography, the secret weapon used to record
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Cun ( ) is a unit of length used in China. One cun approximately equals to 3.33 centimeters.
Xiyong, Phonetic Shorthand (Chuanyin Kuaizi
), 1.

108Cai,
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speeches happening in temporal simultaneity, speech events could be recorded down timely by
stenographers and spread to a larger audience after debates were finalized. With a principle of
simplifying symbols used by stenographers, as both Western shorthand systems and Chinese
ones both value, stenographers could write so quickly that “every writer’s pen could follow the
words uttered” (bi sui kou shu

).109 Comparing to writing systems used in the West and

Japan, Cai noted that Chinese writing was the prettiest and yet most complicated and laborconsuming writing. To be literate, every Chinese must devote a large amount of time and effort
in language learning and character writing due to the “gap” between character writing (wenzi)
and speech/language (yuyan) in Chinese. On the contrary, Roman alphabet, largely based on
pronunciation, was believed to be easier for ordinary people to learn and memorize.
Stenography, a sound-based system that shared many similar features with alphabetic letters,
became an effective tool to alleviate the burden of learning Chinese writing.
Stenography was not only a method of recording speeches but also functioned as an
institution for regulating or standardizing pronunciations. For instance, Cai Xiyong’s
stenographic system standardized an official pronunciation (guanyin

) in society that

postulated which pronunciations were accepted and which were not.110 Stenography was not
merely a secret writing system circulating among stenographers; rather, stenographers’ presence
also monitored modern speakers to use standardized sound. In this sense, stenography acted as an
important technology in unifying and regulating language pronunciation in China as well as
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Cai, Xiyong, Phonetic Shorthand (Chuanyin Kuaizi
Cai, Xiyong, 4.

).
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forming the sense of a unified imagined community.111 Therefore, stenography served as the
filter to keep standard pronunciations while eliminate colloquial and dialectic Chinese, and then
exclude the unstandardized sounds by categorizing them as “wrong” usages. The function of
standardizing a national sound was also reflected in other stenographic systems and receptions
happening later on. For example, Zhang Bangyong’s stenography (zhang bangyong suji shu

), which appeared in the twentieth year of ROC (1931), was criticized due to its
deviation from the nationally standardized pronunciation.112 Because Zhang Bangyong came
from Sichuan province, Zhang’s stenographic system was based on Sichuan dialect, in which
sound pairs such as “n” and “l”, “zhi, chi, shi” and “zi, ci, si,” “en” and “eng” were seen as the
same and therefore did not carry the function of differentiating meaning in pronunciation. Due to
the phonetic deviation from the standard pronunciation, Zhang’s stenography was criticized by
the Nationalist government and was soon abandoned in society. Being linked with official
pronunciation and national standardization, stenography served as a filter in gauging
pronunciation through the process of including the “standard” and exclude the “nonstandard.”
Cai Xiyong’s stenographic system, borrowing from American shorthand system, came up
with twenty-four syllabic consonants and thirty-two vowels. Figure 1 shows the twenty-four
consonants and the visual demonstrations in Cai’s curve-arrow sound differentiation diagram (hu
shi bian sheng tu

):

111Benedict

Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
Nationalism (London & New York City: Verso Books, 2006).
112 Examination report on Zhang Bangyong Stenography. (
). 1931.
Document number: 393. File number: 385. Second Historical Archive of China. Nanjing, China.
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This method is derived from Lindsley's stenography in the United States and revised
based on my own understanding of the Chinese language. Based on the eight-direction
curves, straight lines and diagonal strokes with different degrees of thickness, I come up
with twenty-four consonants. Based on small curves, strokes, and dots, I come up with
thirty-two vowels. Like heshengyun113, which record all the possible sound [in this
system], stenographers need only two strokes to represent one character. There are cases
that even one stroke can represent one word. I use it to teach younger people, and they
just take several days to command the method.
,

114

The term “heshengyun” (
) is the same with qieyin, the sound-recording method of
using two characters’ pronunciations—combining the first character’s vowel and the second
character’s consonant—to indicate the unknown character’s sound.
114 Cai, Xiyong, Phonetic Shorthand (Chuanyin Kuaizi
), 4–5.
113
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(Figure 1.1: Curve-Arrow sound differentiation diagram. “Hu Shi Biansheng Tu," invented by
Cai Xiyong, cited from Phonetic Shorthand, 1956.)
Cai Xiyong borrowed the shorthand system from American Lindsley’s shorthand system while
incorporating Chinese language features, such as using fanqie, a sound-recording and indexing
method that was traditionally used in the Chinese phonology, to signify the stenographic
symbols’ vocal features. Similar to fanqie which selects a part of two characters’ consonant and
vowel to denote the unknown character’s sound, stenographers could use one or two strokes—
representing phonetic stenographic symbols—to denote the sound of one character. Sound
notations are recorded in different geographical locations in a diagram, as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.2 demonstrates the twenty-four stenographic symbols and the corresponded consonants
they carry. Similar to fanqie, Cai used the characters to denote the twenty-four consonants in
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stenography, which went through a double encoding/decoding processes with the mediation of
Chinese ideographic symbols. Stenographers needed to understand the twenty-four ideographic
characters’ sound and linked the syllables delivered through ideographic characters to
corresponding stenographic symbols. The rationale in indicating different sounds in the curvearrow diagram is more than being random. The thick and thin versions of one stroke indicate
aspirated and unaspirated sound within a pair of sounds. For example, “ ” (de) and “ ” (ta) are
seen as a pair, which is similar to “d” and “t” in the alphabetic system. So as the pair of “ ”
(“ge,” g) and “ ” (“ke.” k), “ ” (“bu,” b) and “ ” (“ping,” p), “ ” (“zhe,” z) and “ ” (“cai,”
c)115.

The equation to alphabetic sound made here is based on modern Chinese character
pronunciation, which may be different from pronunciation when Cai designed his stenographic
system. Therefore, some pronunciations, for instance, “zhe” and “cai” do not look like a pair in
today’s pronunciation. This can be caused by the phonetic change from the period when Cai
wrote the book to now.
115
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(Figure 1:2: twenty-four consonants chart. Er shi si sheng zimu biao. Invented by Cai Xiyong,
from Phonetic Shorthand, 1956.)
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(Figure 1:3: thirty-two vowels chart. San shi er yun zimu. Invented by Cai Xiyong, from
Phonetic Shorthand, 1956.)
Figure 1.3 shows the thirty-two vowels and the corresponding stenographic symbols and
characters that carry these vowels. The thirty-two vowels also use double-coding system by
adopting Chinese ideographs to denote the vowels’ pronunciations in conjunction with fanqie as
shown in each category. For instance, for the vowel of

shown on the right lower corner in
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Figure 1.3, Cai uses seven Chinese ideographs to denote the vowels
ideographs are (marked in modern phonetic pinyin notation):

(liáng),

(qiāng),

(jiāng),

represents. The seven

(qiāng),

(jiāng),

(xiàng),

(xiāng). Though modern Chinese pinyin connotations cannot

accurately reflect these ideographs’ phonetic features during the end of the nineteenth century,
we can roughly see the shared vowels among the seven ideographs, the sound of “iang.” On the
right of the symbol is the fanqie connotation that further denotes the pronunciation, which is
written as “

.” Pulling the consonant of

(yī) and the vowel of

(dāng), we can have

the proximate pronunciation of the fanqie as “yang.” By using different strokes and curves in
various directions to indicate sound, Cai changes Chinese writing into a much simpler system by
just using the twenty-four consonants and the thirty-two vowels to record all the possible sounds.
In other words, knowing how to write the limited number of symbols means the ability of
recording and writing the Chinese language without involving into the complexity and labor in
writing characters.
In order to ease stenographers’ burden of memorization and to record as fast as speech
goes, stenographic theorists often abbreviate stenographic symbols by combining different
sounds to subsume them under one symbol. In other words, one stenographic symbol can
represent more than one sound. Cai Xiyong also adopted this principle to his system. Figure 1.4
pronunciation equation chart synthesizes the pairs of sounds that are seen as the same and
thereby share the same stenographic writing symbol. For instance, 3(zhè) and

(zhī) are seen

as the same (marked with “=” in this chart) and share the same stenographic symbol in Cai’s
stenographic system. The assumption of equating these pairs of sounds is difficult to know based
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on what we have in this chart, because several pairs of sounds show very distinct phonetic
features based on their sound in today’s phonology. To crack down the assumed equivalence
among these pairs shown below is without question begging further explorations with the help of
phonological knowledge. Due to the primary concern of this work, which is to explore the
ideology governing the sound equivalence and its consequences instead of the concrete linguistic
reasonings behind it, will temporally leave the issue out of my scope.

(Figure 1.4: Pronunciation equation chart, zi yin xiang deng biao. Invented by Cai Xiyong, from
his book Phonetic Shorthand, 1956.)
Coming back to the discussion on the techniques used in stenography to ease the labor in
writing. The trend of merging different characters with similar (but not totally the same) sound
into one symbol in stenography is not rare due to its general principle of simplification. As
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aforementioned, in order to record quickly on site, the simpler the symbols are, the swifter
stenographers can write, and therefore more comprehensive they can record. However, in the
principle of abbreviation and simplification, one question arose: how did stenographers translate
the stenographic scripts back into the Chinese texts with such a simplified writing system
recording only vocal features? How did they know which characters and meanings that attach to
certain sounds were appropriate in that context? Stenography values the attributes of simplicity
and swiftness, the features of which require to reduce the complexity of the meaning-symbol
linkage in Chinese. This is also why the phonetic writing system, stenography, was initially
invented. However, the questions above are worth pounding when used in the context of the
Chinese language and invite us to scrutinize the specific, detailed process of how stenographers
recorded and wrote. Stenographers need to retrieve embodied information on what they heard,
saw, and processed in brain when a speech event happened. As the group of writers who shared
the circulation of the secret stenographic symbols, their embodied experience in writing through
the holistic participation in speech events was very crucial in consolidating the meaning of
speech and transcribing them into texts.
Shen Xue’s book, named Basic Sounds of A Prospering Age, was another significant
stenographic work during this period. In his book, Shen Xue advocated an ambitious system that
contained only eighteen basic sounds (yuanyin

) to record all the languages in the world.

Shen’s specific stenographic designs were missing in history, yet the motivation of creating a
highly simplified sound-based system to notate all the possible sound could still be found in his
book. He stated that stenography was a necessary step to enhance the national strength. In the
preface to Shen Xue’s book, Liang Qichao argued that national strength depended largely upon
the intelligence of the people (minzhi

), which related closely to the people’s literacy rate.
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Liang expressed his opinion on China’s large amount of illiterate popularity by citing Huang
Zunxian (style name Gongdu)’s comment on the relationship among writing, sound, and the
level of difficulty in learning Chinese:
If sound and writing were separated from each other, the number of the literate would be
low; if sound and writing were linked, the number of the literate would be high. Among
Chinese characters, the situation that one character carries several different sounds is
quite common, which makes it difficult to tell which sounds [to use]; the situation that
one sound can refer to different characters is also common, which makes it hard to pick
which characters to use. Complex characters with more than ten strokes also numerously
exist in the Chinese language, which makes the learning and recognizing characters
difficult.
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Huang’s comment sounded similar to other intellectuals during this period by attributing the
reason of the Chinese language’s belatedness to the “separation” between sound and writing. In
Shen Xue’s own preface, he reiterated the difference between Chinese writing system and
western ones to highlight Chinese writing’s features that contributed to the “belatedness” of the
nation. He stated that the logographic writing significantly slowed down the speed of learning
Chinese, and therefore brought down the literacy rate of the populace. The reason why European
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Ibid., 2.
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countries were stronger, in contrast, lay in the way they record language, which he called
“qieyin”(

). Unlike recording languages through meaning equivalence, “qieyin” directly and

explicitly recorded sound of speeches. In doing so, alphabetic languages were “easier to read,
easier to develop rational thinking (mingli

), and therefore easier to achieve the agreement

between the above and the bottom and national prosperity and strength.”117
The political goal of national strength and prosperity was boiled down to the adaptation
of “qieyin” in order to link the “separation” between writing and sound. The transition from “eye
dominance” (muzhi
“ear dominance” (erzhi

), which emphasized Chinese writing’s visual and figural elaboration, to
), which highlighted the central position of speech and writing’s

transparent attribute in reflecting and recording speeches, has been established. 118 Qieyin, as
Shen Xue stated, was easier in delivering meanings and therefore carried an important political
significance in breaking the boundary in communication between the above and the below. The
shift in senses from the eye to the ear in writing is a process of achieving China’s modernity
through embodied re-configuration. Shen Xue, by stating that “from ancient times, all speeches
must rely on sound” (zigu yanyu bi jia shengyin,

“speech is the voice of heart.” (yanzhe xin zhi sheng ye,

) with an annotation
)119, indicated his

agreement with the prioritized position of sound.

Ibid., 5.
Ibid., 6.
119 Ibid., 10.
117
118
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The sound-based stenography thrived at the turn of the twentieth century in China reveals
the direction the Chinese language intended to develop, and anticipates the debate on the
differences between the Chinese language and alphabetic languages and the coming of the
Vernacular Movement (baihuawen yundong,

) in the 1910s. The transition from eye-

dominance to ear-dominance revolving around the production of authenticity indicates the shift
from the emphasis on writing’s complexities on writers’ embodied experience to writing’s
mechanical function of recording speeches. Chinese stenography was invented within this
ideological transition in China, the effort of which heightened the speed of writing in an
economic and efficient way. Stenographers’ embodied experience and the differences shown in
figurative appearances became elements that were not welcomed in stenography and the rhetoric
of being efficient, fast, and modern.

From Eye-dominance to Ear-dominance: The Disappearance of Stenographers and
the Coming of Chinese Modernization
The emergence of stenography paralleled with that of other technologies in a similar
historical period in China, such as telegraph, telephone, and gramophone.120 The new landscape
of technological development significantly changes human’s sensorial feelings and relations with
the external world. For instance, the gramophone, by compressing sound and time within one
dimension, significantly transforms people’s experience of time and space.121 Stenographers,

The new technologies appeared during the Industry Revolution are discussed by McLuhan
from the perspective of technologies and media bring new meanings to human conscious. See
McLuhan, Understanding Media. For further reading on gramophone in China, refer to James
Hevia’s “The Gramophone in China,” in Lydia H. Liu, ed., Tokens of Exchange: The Problem of
Translation in Global Circulations (Durham & London: Duke University Press, 1999). For
further reading on telegraph in the Chinese language environment, see Thomas Mullaney, “The
1871 Chinese Telegraph Code in Historical Perspective,” in Science and Technology in Modern
CHINA, 1880S-1940S, ed. Jing Tsu and Benjamin A. Elman (Leiden & Boston: BRILL, 2014).
121
Kittler, Gramophone, Film, Typewriter.
120
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similar to gramophones that could accurately record sounds, were also expected to precisely and
swiftly reproduce speeches. Shen Xue drew an analogical comparison between stenographers
and the gramophone in his book by calling stenographers “human-voice machine recorder” (ren
sheng ji

).122 The indexical similarity between stenographers and the gramophone as well

as other reproductive machineries indicated the general development toward a faceless, unified
and standardized process of translation from speeches to final written or audial products.
Equating stenographers to human-voice machine recorders, writers’ embodied experience in
writing practice was eliminated and transformed into something inorganic that could record
speeches happening on site with no individualistic differences.
Stenographic systems synthesized and simplified complex phonetic features into a limited
number of stenographic symbols, such as Cai Xiyong’s twenty-four syllabic consonants and
thirty-two vowels, or Shen Xue’s eighteen basic sounds. These simple and yet strict rules
confined the boundaries to which stenographers could develop their personal embodied written
traces. Cai, in his book, expressed the possibility of merely using sound to express meanings of
texts. “[People could] deliver sound and achieve meanings by using sound, not characters. After
getting the sound, the meaning will automatically be achieved by linking sounds into
sentences.”123 Stenographers, by swiftly capturing what they heard at present in a unified coding
system, had simultaneously lost their embodied features and became faceless and shadowy
machine-like devices. In the process, stenographers’ embodied experience was eliminated in the
ideal principle of absolute “sameness” between writing and speeches. Speech was believed to be
accurately reflected in the final written texts. There was no gap between speakers’ speeches and
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the written scripts recorded by stenographers. Stenographers, therefore, were transparent
“devices” transmitting speeches and written texts in between, who were shadowy, faceless,
inorganic, and machine-like.
However, stenography is deeply contradictory at its core: under the idealization of fast
writing and accuracy, in reality, stenographers’ bodily presence, sensorial engagement, and
cognitive understanding—the totality of writing subjects’ embodied participation in writing—
silently contributed to the authenticity of texts. The intimate embodied engagement in the
stenographic writing process—listening, understanding, and writing— happened singularly
between one stenographer’s embodied experience and the historical speech events and therefore
were crucial and irreplaceable. Just as the modern stenographic theorist Tang Yawei says,
[Stenographers] need to use their ears to capture linguistic information; their eyes to
observe audiences’ actions, the content written down, and their own handwritten
stenographic symbols; their brain to store and deliver language information; and their
hand to automatically record words. By doing so, stenographers’ cooperative ability of
using eyes and ears and using hand and brain can be cultivated (translated by me).
1
2
124

Because of the deep engagement with stenographers’ embodiment in stenography, how
experienced a stenographer was largely decided how accurate a speech could be recorded and
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Tang, Yawei, ed., Yawei Chinese Stenography (Beijing: Beijing Normal University
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translated into Chinese script. The machine-like reproductive activity of writing sound and the
“transparency” in translating sounds into texts were eventually finalized in something very
personal on an embodied level. Different stenographers may have their own interpretations of
one symbol, so when translating stenographic scripts back to texts written in the Chinese
ideograph, variations of stenographers’ understanding from their own body memories, embodied
sensory engagement on site, and interpretation toward a piece of speech were quite possible. The
intimate relationships between a stenographer and the stenographic scripts, though not explicitly
shown, could be retrieved by juxtaposing stenographic and Chinese scripts side by side and reimagining the embodied process of how stenographers selected, picked, and decided the most
appropriate characters and linguistic meaning in certain context(s). I will use two examples in
which stenographic script and Chinese script are juxtaposed side by side; by doing so, we can
trace the hidden process of writing that happened on stenographers’ embodied level, including
actively and intensively using their hand, brain, and eyes to record embodied memories in using
the prosthetic tool of stenography. The first example is the beginning portion of the book called
the Sacred Edit of the Kangxi Emperor (sheng yu guang xun jiangjie,

),125 which

was attached at the end of Phonetic Shorthand. I select one stenographic symbol used in the
stenographic script,

(which is also highlighted in the script). Following this stenographic

symbol, I find the corresponding Chinese characters and highlight in the Chinese script on the
right. We can see that the symbol is roughly equating to the vocal sound of “yi,” if marking with

Sacred Edit of the Kangxi Emperor was compiled and published during the second year of
Yongzheng Reign (1724), with a strong ethical concern of regulating the populace on ethical
virtues and rationales. The portion shown here for discussion is about the social ordering in
parent-children relationship. This piece attached as the appendix in Cai’s Phonetic Shorthand is
an interpretation of the Sacred Edit of the Kangxi Emperor by an anonymous speaker.
Stenography was used to record the interpreter’s speech.
125
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today’s pinyin notation. However, the specific Chinese characters that can be represented by the
symbol vary from context to context. It can represent
word “suoyi”
“yisi”

),

(yǐ, “in order to”; “therefore” in the

(yì, “meaning” or “connotation”),

(yì, “intention” or “idea” in the word

). In other words, one stenographic symbol can represent several different characters

and meanings when transcribing from stenography back to Chinese script. What is more, we can
trace down the embodied information left on the stenographic scripts. The stenographic symbol
is written against the gridded paper lines, and different spatial locations in terms of the middle
line represents different tones or vocal features. For example, if
the middle line, it represents the falling tone (qu sheng

is written on the right side of

), and so on so forth. Stenographers

used the spatial feature to not only record sound but also outsource their embodied memories on
what they heard in terms of the intricate details of sound to the writing technology, which was
eventually used as the prosthetic tool to translate into the Chinese.
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(Figure 1.5: stenographic script and Chinese script of the beginning portion of the Sacred Edit of
the Kangxi Emperor, sheng yu guang xun jiangjie,
. Derived from the appendix of
Cai Xiyong’s Phonetic Shorthand, 1956)
Numerous examples from the book Chinese Stenography (1934) also reveal the process
of stenography-to-Chinese transcription and how a stenographer engaged with his embodied
experience in the writing process.
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(Figure 1.6: Chinese script and stenographic script of “Chinese National Party’s Song.” From
Chinese Stenography by Cai Xiyong and Cai Zhang, 1934.)
Figure 1.6 shows a script titled “Chinese National Party’s Song” (zhongguo guomindang dangge
) in both stenography and Chinese scripts.126 Juxtaposing the two scripts
uncovers and re-presents the activities of translating from stenography to the Chinese logograph
by tracing how the anonymous stenographers picked characters in different contexts. Take the
stenographic symbol

as an example.

The example of “Chinese National Party’s Song” is not an example illustrating a speech
event happening on site and stenographers recording the speech; rather, it is an example given in
Chinese Stenography, a textbook used in stenographic institution for educational purpose.
Therefore, it does not necessarily deliver the immediacy of speech events in the context.
However, including this example not only shows the implicit participation of stenographers
through their bodily memories and understanding, but also uncovers the political orientation and
motivation behind the promotion of stenography.
126
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Pronunciation “shi” in the stenographic symbol
Chinese characters derived
from the sound “shi”

Stenographic symbol for “shi”

……

(Figure 1.7: The stenographic symbol “

and the Chinese characters it represents)

Without much stenographic knowledge needed, we can trace the corresponding Chinese
characters the stenographic symbol “

” represent from the stenographic script. As shown in

Figure 1.7, putting the stenographic and Chinese logographic scripts side by side, the symbol
, roughly corresponding to the pronunciation “shi,” can represent several different Chinese
characters in this text:

(shì, soldier),

(shì, “be” verb),

(shǐ, arrow),

(shǐ, begin, start),

etc. Though sharing a similar (but not exactly the same) pronunciation among the characters,
their meanings vary significantly. As aforementioned, stenography simplifies writing processes
by encapsulating characters sharing the same or similar pronunciations under one and the same
stenographic symbol. Therefore, the recordings of speeches’ sounds by using stenographic
symbols yielded variable possibilities in the meaning of texts. In this sense, stenographers’
recollections and interpretations on what they heard on site are crucial elements in the translation
from the simplified writing symbols in stenography to Chinese logographic texts. Stenographers’
embodied experience and knowledge needed in the translation could be re-presented in the act of
picking and selecting specific characters from several possibilities under one and the same
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stenographic symbol in different contexts. Cai Xiyong expressed his ideal stenographic system
by stating that “meaning could be achieved by linking sounds into sentences”127 to justify the
validity of the stenography; in reality, however, transcribing from stenographic symbols to
Chinese texts was never transparent but fraught with possibilities contingent with stenographers’
embodied engagement in writing. Stenographers needed to memorize the tones in a speech,
understand the meaning of the speech in the speech events and pick the most appropriate
character(s) in specific contexts based on a stenographer’ sensorial and cognitive experience.
Therefore, through stenographers’ interior, cognitive domain was largely shrouded in the
process of writing when writers were merely seen as “manual labor,” stenographers’ embodied
experience is the basis in differentiating stenographers from machines. The mediated function of
stenographers between speeches and written texts is crucial in rendering the meaning of the text:
their embodied engagement in writing participated in the production of meaning towards the
original speech and the final written texts. Since stenographers are those who were physically
present and recorded when a speech event was happening, their embodied totality of labor
became the ground for the authenticity of texts. This chapter focuses on stenographers in writing
activities when technologies have categorized writers’ expressive hand into mere “manual
labor.” By tracing the shifted locus of authorship from the hand to the totality of embodied
participation of writing practices in stenography, I argue that stenographers’ embodied
experience—the engagement of their eyes, ears, hands, and brain—is an important and yet
forgotten locus to perceive the authenticity of texts and meaning.
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Cai, Xiyong, Phonetic Shorthand (Chuanyin Kuaizi
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In the 1950s, another wave of reform on Chinese characters launched in China. A
publishing house, Writing Reform Publishing House (wenzi gaige chubanshe

),

re-compiled works on stenography and many other works on romanization, and republished them
in the 1950s. In March 1952, Committee for Language Reform of China (zhongguo wenzi gaige
weiyuanhui

) began to promote Pinyin, a Romanization system by using

Roman alphabet to record and represent sound of the Chinese language. What also happened
during this historical period were reforms on character writing and unification, such as
promotion of simplified character, unification toward variant Chinese characters, standardization
of commonly-used characters, etc. In 1956, the State Council released the Scheme for
Simplifying Chinese Characters (hanzi jianhua fangan

Chinese Phonetic Alphabet (hanyu pinyin fangan

) and the Scheme for the

). The temporal simultaneity

between the republication of stenographic works and the series of language reforms on
simplification in the 1950s shows the interior similarity and possible linkage between the two. At
the moment when the People's Republic of China was first established and promoted literacy
among the populace carried a political significance,128 reforms on Chinese writing needed to be
justified by gaining supports from China’s own history. Stenography, therefore, was adopted and
incorporated into the political agenda due to its connotation on standardizing sounds through a
phonetic system and creating a unified “national pronunciation” (guoyin

) or “national

With a purpose of erasing illiteracy to ally with the working class, the Communist launched a
literacy campaign in the 1950s with a strong political purpose in that historical context. See
Joshua H. Howard, Workers at War: Labor in China’s Arsenals, 1937-1953 (Palo Alto, CA:
Stanford University Press, 2004).
128
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language” (guoyu

). Stenographic works, though different from Pinyin in many ways, still

endorsed the new phonetic alphabet and new nation by creating an imagined community with a
brand-new system of unified language, pronunciation, and writing. 129

Conclusion
The political desire to make China strong and prosperous in the 1890s was concretized in
reforming the “defect” Chinese writing, in specific, the “separation” between sound and
writing.130 The introduction of stenography, the writing technology to train writing bodies into a
machine-like device to write quickly, faithfully, and accurately, came along with the efforts to
change the Qing imperial court into a constitutional government in politics and Romanize
Chinese writing. The writing technology of stenography worked alongside the ideology of
modernity that was undergoing in society in the 1890s and acted as a way of erasing the rich
information delivered through writers’ hand in writing. The disembodied effect brought by the
writing technologies work squarely with the political expectation toward national strength and
literary modernity. With the dense and complex socio-political desire undergoing in this
historical period, the tension between technology and embodied writing subjects is easy to miss
or merely attributed to the differences between Chinese writing and alphabetic writing. However,
I want to emphasize that the tension between writers’ embodied experience and technological
disembodiment is always undergoing, which does not confine merely to the Chinese writing.
Writers in the 1890s, as shown in this chapter, had gone through a double-layered discursive

Anderson, Imagined Communities.
The idea strongly held by the intellectuals during this period is proved to be “fantasy” about
Chinese language and writing. Many scholars, such as DeFrancis, have proved that Chinese
writing is a syllable language with a strong phonetic rule underneath the “complicated” writing
characters. See John DeFrancis, The Chinese Language: Fact and Fantasy.
129
130
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“erasing” when stenography worked and overlapped with socio-political needs and linguisticcultural differences. Under the paralleled powers going on—one of which was technological
deskilling of the hand while the other one was cultural, political (unequal) communications with
the strong West—stenographers’ embodied experience in writing was seen as transparent
medium between speech and written texts. In the process, the vivid writing bodies were very
much eliminated and changed into mere “human voice recorders” of speeches. The
disappearance of stenographers’ embodied experience and the value toward unified writing
symbols and fast, economical and efficient way of writing came along thereafter.
In this specific context, we can also regard the linearity of alphabet as the writing
technology itself—the functioning mechanism working behind stenography—and deskilled the
expressive writing hand of stenographers. What parallels with the tension between embodied
writers and writing technologies is the contradiction within stenography itself. The two main
principles of stenography—swiftness and accuracy—eliminated the mediated writing subjects of
stenographers in the discourse; however, embodied experience of different stenographers, which
generate rich, complex, and varied understandings toward speeches, was an obstacle to achieve
the smooth delivery of meanings from speech. Stenographers’ embodied experience in
reproducing the “auditory intelligibility” is crucial in translating stenographic scripts into
Chinese writing and also the authenticity of the final written texts. Stenography, the writing
technology, is also the prosthetic tool for stenographers to surrogate their embodied senses in
writing and therefore becomes the material basis for stenographs to memorize and recall their
embodied sensorial engagement about speech events. In other words, even though the technology
of stenography consolidated the labor division in social relations and (tried to) eliminate writing
bodies by equating them with machines, stenography is the tool to carry the rich embodied
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information surrogated in it. The seemingly superior truth situated in speech, therefore, needs to
be materialized into the embodied experience of stenographers.
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Chapter 2: Body-Centered Mechanism: How Typists Reemerged in the Interface on the
Chinese Typewriters

Introduction
The Chinese typewriter, one of the milestones in the mechanical development in Chinese
writing, have gone through various changes from the 1890s to the 1960s. Writing process
revolving around the hand is now intertwined with mechanical devices and the concomitant
social division of labor in society. Writers’ sensory expressiveness that can be visually perceived
from singular written traces are now difficult to find in the unified, standardized fonts on paper.
Similar to the Chinese stenography discussed in the previous chapter, the invention of the
Chinese typewriter emerged in a period when the rhetoric of modernity and the deepened
division of labor between the mental and the manual in the techno-linguistic advancement.
The typewriter (commonly known as the standardized QWERTY typewriter) was the
131

representative icon of modernity and industrialization, which significantly promoted and
consolidated the social division of labor. When authors no longer needed to write with their hand
but just need to dictate into the typewriter, the social division of labor was formed accordingly.
The “authors” referred to those who contributed intellectual labor, whereas typists were those
who contributed manual works in writing. The labor division in society also paralleled with the
asymmetric labor division between the male and female. “[The typewriter] signifies the move
132

The QWERTY keyboard (formally known as the standard typewriter keyboard) is seen as the
universal and standard typewriter keyboard. See Jan Noyes, “The QWERTY Keyboard: A
Review,” International Journal of Man-Machine Studies 18, no. 3 (1983): 265–281. However, in
reality, QWERTY varies in a small range on keyboard layout. For instance, some versions of
IBM typewriters have the key “z” and key “y” switched and become “QWERTZ” keyboard.
QWERTZ keyboard, though not as popular as QWERTY keyboard, is still in usage.
132 Kittler (c1999) discussed thoroughly the ascribed “modern” imagination in the typewriter and
the gendered labor division in the profession of typists. In this dissertation, I do not touch upon
the gendered labor division in the standard QWERTY typewriter and the Chinese typewriter;
131
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into the Modern Era, towards the mechanization of our lives (for good or ill) and is a symbol of
progress that leads directly to the path of the PC.” The labor division was explicitly manifested
133

within the discourse in the typewriter, from which the manual-engaged individuals—typists
(mostly female)—were separated and became a profession. Focusing on the changes in clerical
office in the United Sates, Davies explicitly points out the role played by capitalism and
technological innovation:
The post-Civil War expansion and consolidation of capitalism drastically rearranged the
office by partitioning firms into departments and dividing up clerical work into
specialized tasks. Another factor which did much to alter the appearance of clerical work,
and which had some influence on the changing nature of that work, was technological
innovation, with the typewriter being far and away the most important of the new office
machines.

134

The political-economy of post-Civil War in the United States, the spread of capitalism, and
technological innovation collectively changed the appearance of clerical work by further
dividing work into smaller, specialized tasks. Similar to stenography, the typewriter is also a fast
recording technology that can quickly record down audible material into texts. With the help of

however, it is by no means unimportant, and is actually quite relevant to the social division of
labor that happened simultaneously (and predominantly) in society. For further research on the
gendered labor division consolidated by the mechanical writing device, the typewriter, Margery
W. Davies discusses the feminization of clerical work constructed between patriarchal social
relations and political-economic forces in the United States. See Margery W. Davies, Woman’s
Place Is at the Typewriter: Office Work and Office Workers, 1870-1930 (Philadelphia: Temple
Univ Press, 1982). Sharon H. Strom, Beyond the Typewriter: Gender, Class, and the Origins of
Modern American Office Work, 1900-1930, vol. 122 (Champaign: University of Illinois Press,
1994).For the gender division of labor in the history of the Chinese typewriter, see Mullaney,
The Chinese Typewriter.
133 Barrie Tullett, John Dowling, and Jodi Simpson, Typewriter Art: A Modern Anthology
(London: Laurence King, 2014), 14.
134 Davies, Woman’s Place Is at the Typewriter, 31.
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the mechanical writing machine, novelists can dictate into a typewriter because writing can be as
fast as thought. Because of the coming of the typewriter and the new profession of typists who
could be dictated into, the speaker who became salient whereas typists were seen as invisible and
substitutable in the writing process. Typists took over the manual labor in writing by engaging
135

embodied movement of capturing visual or audial information and typing on the typewriter. In
the dynamic of dictating and typing, typists became nameless and similar to the machine itself.
Equating typists with the machine yielded a silent imagery of typists: no matter who he or she
was, the typed texts were seen as accurately recording of the author’s ideas and words. The
mediated function of typists is very much invisible. With the labor division consolidated through
the mechanical machine of the typewriter, the locus of authorship was fixed within the
intellectual’s words and ideas carried in words; typists’ bodily engagement was seen as
transparent in mediating the speech (or handwriting manuscript in the case of the Chinese
typewriter) and the final typed texts.
When the mechanical achievement came to the context of the Chinese language and
writing, a problem appeared: how to incorporate the Chinese writing, which seemingly went
against the rationales held by the typewriter and alphabet—efficiency, linearity, etc.—into the
design of the Chinese typewriter? Engineers had experimented several interfaces in order to
address the “problem” in the Chinese typewriter’s invention: instead of having a fixed typewriter
interface, like what QWERTY typewriters had achieved in most alphabet-using countries, the
Chinese typewriter did not eventually finalize into a fixed interface design; on the very contrary,
the Chinese typewriters’ interfaces was in constant flux in the interaction with historical, cultural
and political needs and typists’ bodily habitus. What is the motivation, then, that prevented the
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formation of a fixed interface? Within the discussion around the issue of the incapability of
finalizing an interface on a Chinese typewriter, the typists’ embodied knowledge became
conspicuous and crucial in determining the layout patterns of the machine’s interface.136
In this chapter, I focus on typists’ embodied experience—sensuous, locomotive, and
cognitive engagement—through their body entanglement with the Chinese typewriter by
situating the issue within a bigger philosophical concern. I raise the following questions as
guidance: How did Chinese writings incorporate the general logic of the typewriter, which
prioritizes speed, efficiency, and linearity over complexities in writing’s figural appearance and
writers’ embodied interference? What is the new interactive mechanism in the Chinese
typewriter that is similar to and different from other writing technologies such as stenography?
In the process of emancipating writers’ labor and achieving techno-modernity, will the
authorship locating in writers’ hands still exist? The Chinese typewriter, in order to preserve the
Chinese figural appearances, slowly shifted from machine-centered interface to body-centered,
“user-friendly” design, the latter of which prioritized typists’ embodied experience in typing (or
“writing” on the machine). Typists’ bodily memory, senses, locomotion, and cognitive
understanding were interestingly demonstrated through the body-centered mechanism. After
tracing various Chinese typewriters’ interfaces in the historical development and the relations
between the body and the typewriter, I argue that the Chinese typewriter serves as an interesting
prism through which to observe the lost “body” when mechanical technology interfered into the

The initial political-economic reason for issue of the Chinese typewriter’s interface was due
to the large, massive gross number of Chinese characters existing in the corpus of the Chinese
language. Here, however, besides thinking beyond the cultural boundaries of different writings
and languages, I also consider the issue of interface design from the perspective of labor and
production contributed by typists who corporeally engaged their embodied experience in the
process of “writing” on the machine.
136
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realm of writing. Looking at the Chinese typewriter also shows the necessity in understanding
historical narrative from the embodied typists and their relations with machines.

The Typewriter’s Philosophical and Semiotic Meaning
Heidegger deeply concerns about technology’s meanings to human life and essence. He
explicitly discussed the issue in his book The Question Concerning Technology (1977) by
looking at the intimate relationship of the human hand and human essence, and the breakdown of
the intimacy by the interference of technology. “When writing was withdrawn from the origin of
its essence, i.e. from the hand, and was transferred to the machine, a transformation occurred in
the relation of Being to man.”137 From the very outset, western philosophical discussion around
technological advancement was set against the traditional “handwriting.” Technology and the
operational organ in traditional writing scenario, the hand, are the most often juxtaposed entities
in discussion. Heidegger, as one of the pioneers who shows high suspicion and anxiety toward
technology, treats the hand as “the origin of [writing’s] essence”; machine’s coming changed the
relation between human Being and the hand in the shift from the hand to a prosthetic device. As
stated in the following paragraph from Parmenides (1992), the hand, through which the human
conduct “actions,” is the eternal sign that differentiates humans from other creatures:
Man himself acts [handelt] through the hand [Hand]; for the hand is, together with the
word, the essential distinction of man. Only a being which, like man, “has” the word, can
and must “have” “the hand.” Man does not ‘have’ hands, but the hand holds the essence
of man, because the word as the essential realm of the hand is the ground of the essence
of man.138

Heidegger, The Question Concerning Technology, and Other Essays, 85.
Martin Heidegger, Parmenides, trans. André Schuwer and Richard Rojcewicz (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1992), 80.
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In handwriting, the traditional writing loop involving a writer, writing media and written
products is interfered by new technologies, from stenography to digital writing (which is going
to be discussed in Chapter 3 and 4). The typewriter is one of the most conspicuous technologies
in the history of writing that has dramatically changed the way we write. Heidegger shows his
strong suspect toward the term “technology,” the typewriter, and its philosophical meaning
developed historically in the name of being “modern,”
It is not accidental that modern man writes “with” the typewriter and “dictates” [diktiert]
“into” a machine…The latter no longer comes and goes by means of the writing hand, the
properly acting hand, but by means of the mechanical forces it releases. The typewriter
tears writing from the essential realm of the hand, i.e., the realm of the word. The word
itself turns into something “typed.”139
The anxiety in facing technology and the associated suspension of the hand are intriguing
and relevant to the discussion of typists’ (dis)embodiment. After all, the writing hand is the main
organ that involves in the act of writing on a typewriter. Heidegger, having been consciously
aware of the importance of the hand in its philosophical meaning toward the human “Being,” has
sensed the possible changes the emergence of the typewriter may cause. Seltzer (1992) reinstates
the change brought by the typewriter to the (in)coherence of writing processes:
The linking of hand, eye, and the letter in the act of writing by hand intimates the
translation from mind to eye and hence from the inward and visible and spiritual to the
outward and visible and physical, projecting in effect ‘the continuous transition from
nature to culture.’ The typewriter, like the telegraph, replaces, or pressures, that fantasy
of continuous transition with recalcitrantly visible and material systems of difference:
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with the standardized spacing of keys and letters; with the dislocation of where the hands
work, where the letters strike and appear, where the eyes look, if they look at all.140
Labor division between the intellectual and the manual is taken for granted by both Heidegger
and Seltzer in stating the disappearance of the hand (with a concern and sad tone). However, the
hand does not disappear but is stripped away from the realm of “the intellectual” and then
“deskilled” by the mechanical machine. As pointed sharply by Derrida (2005), when typewriting,
the hand is not canceled; on the very contrary, humans still need to use hand, or even more
engaged in the writing process: “you do it more with the fingers—and with two hands rather than
one.”141 The hand does not disappear itself, but it is disappeared in discourse. Typists, as the
group of people who intimately work by engaging with their hand and body, is largely ignored in
the authorship production. The position of the hand is relocated into a lower position in the
hierarchy between speech and writing under the discourses of modernity, capitalism and technolinguistic advance. The hand no longer means something interior to or directly express human
beings but is rather marginalized into something supplementary.
Due to the incompatibility between Chinese character-based writing system and the
embedded linearity in most typewriters, the shocking effect in synchronizing the Chinese
language and writing into the typewriter came stronger than that in most other cases. The
typewriter largely changed the conceptualization around authorship. The standardization and
unification brought by the writing technology on letter fonts and spaces gradually created
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Mark Seltzer, Bodies and Machines (Routledge Revivals) (New York City & London:
Routledge, 2014), 10.
141 Jacques Derrida, “The Word Processor,” in Paper Machine, trans. Rachel Bowlby, vol. 32
(Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 2005), 19–32.
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distances from the concrete process of “writing,” and focus its narrative instead solely on
authorship in speech and the content of typed texts.

Historical background: When and Why the Chinese Typewriter was Invented?
Typewriter, as one of the achievements of western modernization and technology,
encountered difficulties to include the Chinese writing into its mechanical and linear system.
According to Kangxi Dictionary,142 the Chinese language had roughly 47,000 characters in total.
The daunting number of Chinese characters became an obstacle for the Chinese language to be
incorporated into the typewriter, which naturalized the use of alphabets in mechanical design.
The small number of alphabetic letters used in most alphabetic languages made it convenient to
arrange on a limited space of a typewriter’s keyboard; coming to the invention of Chinese
typewriter, however, how to put the characters on a keyboard, or invent a mechanism that could
generate as many as 50,000 characters, was the main issue for many inventors of Chinese
typewriters.
Another layer of incompatibility between the Chinese language and the world, as
Mullaney states, is the coding incompatibility between Chinese language and modern technology
in the era of cybernetics.143 Roman alphabet, due to its attributes of linearity, is itself aligned
with the requirement of quickly and conveniently transmitting information from one device to
another through coding systems; in contrast to alphabet that shares the logic with modern
information transitional patterns, the Chinese writing needed to go through a difficult path to
match the “modern information transition system”:

Kangxi Dictionary (Kangxi zidian) was compiled under Kangxi Emperor’s order during the
Qing Dynasty (1636-1912) in 1710, and eventually published in 1716. Kangxi Dictionary uses
214 radicals to categorize the more than 47,000 characters. The 214 radicals later become the
standard for character taxonomy.
143 Mullaney, “The Moveable Typewriter,” 779; Mullaney, The Chinese Typewriter.
142
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As compared with this rather well-rehearsed history of cognition- and culture-centered
criticism has remained largely unexamined. This line of criticism centered around the
idea that Chinese script was fundamentally incompatible with the technological
requirements of modernity, such as efficient systems of information organization,
retrieval, duplication, and transmission.144
Therefore, with the double obstacles between Chinese writing and technological modernity, the
Chinese typewriter was destined to go through a difficult path. In this chapter, I think against the
semiotic meanings around the typewriter in conjunction with the Chinese script’s incompatibility
with modern information transmission mechanism to scrutinize the hidden dynamic of humanmachine interaction on the Chinese typewriter. Kittler (c1999) pungently points out the possible
consequence technology could bring to the human: “humans change their position—they turn
from the agency of writing to become an inscription surface.”145 How to incorporate writing
technology into Chinese writing becomes the key issue various researchers and engineers had
engaged with. I argue that, the invention of the Chinese typewriters does not mean the erasure of
writers’ embodied experience in writing a; rather, the concertized and tangible mediated process
in writing through the typists’ embodied experience ground the idealized imagination that came
along with the typewriter. In the following part, I will first explore the historical background of
the emergence of the Chinese typewriter, and then focus on the analysis of how typists
reemerged through bodily interaction with the typewriters’ interfaces.
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From Frequency of Usage, Radical Categorization, to Body-Centered Matrix: the
Chinese Typewriter and Deepened Human-Machine Relationship146

(Figure 2.1: D. Z. Sheffield’s Chinese typewriter, from “A Chinese Typewriter,” Scientific
America, June 3, 1899)
D. Z. Sheffield, a Presbyterian missionary, can be seen as one of the pioneers in inventing
the Chinese typewriter. Promising to emancipate writing labors from the traditional domain of
using brush and ink, Sheffield’s typewriter designed as a rotary turntable on which typists could
select characters by spinning the giant tray bed. A piece of news titled “Typewriter in Chinese”
(The State, 1897) stated, “it turns out to be a great success and will relieve both the foreigners
and the native Chinese from the necessity of using a paint brush and a pot of ink in conducting
their correspondence.”147 Sheffield’s machine included about 4,000 characters in number, which
were recorded on 20 or 30 wheels attached to the typewriter (see Figure 2.1). In order to operate
For the shifted interface design on Chinese typewriters, Mullaney have discussed the
changing trajectory of Chinese typewriters’ interface designs. See Mullaney, The Chinese
Typewriter.
147 “Typewriter in Chinese,” The State, May 27, 1897.
146
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the machine, the typists needed to “strike two keys to make an impression,” using handles to
locate the character and then pressing the character matrix. Sheffield’s typewriter, with a huge
number of characters on the typing interface, required the typists’ high familiarity with the layout
on the rotational pan so that selecting and striking handles to impress the characters could be
done in a short period of time. Since the large number of characters included on the wheel,
“naturally the machine has required great labor in order to perfect it.”148 Sheffield’s typewriter
was grouped by “alphabetic order according to their accepted spelling in English” and separated
the “most commonly used” group regardless of spelling. This typewriter used the strategy of
arranging massive Chinese characters according to the frequency of characters’ use and sound.
Without being disturbed by rarely used characters intermingled with the commonly used
characters on the massive wheel, the typists could reduce the extent to which their bodies moved
in typing and therefore could type faster. Sheffield’s typewriter design was visually similar to Bi
Sheng’s character-picking wheel (see Figure 2.2).
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(Figure 2.2: Bi Sheng, character-picking wheel with movable matrixes. Photos taken with
permission. Shanghai Printing Museum, Shanghai, China)
Bi Sheng (ca. 970-1051) was the inventor of the movable type printing during the Song
Dynasty (960-1279). Bi Sheng’s movable type printing was believed to save printing material
and largely expedited the print speed. In practice, workers needed to select type heads from a
character panel. How to quickly select the desired type head from the massive movable matrixes
became a challenge. The invention of character-picking wheel was to facilitate the speed of
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selecting and recomposing words by following certain ways of categorization. Similar to the
desire and mechanism in Bi Sheng’s character-picking wheel, selectiveness of characters lied in
the core of Sheffield’s typewriter mechanism. The standard in deciding which characters should
be on the wheels of the typewriter and which should not was largely decided by the frequency of
character use in the Chinese language. One of the solutions to achieve “swiftness” and
“efficiency” was to categorize Chinese characters based on the frequency of usage. As stated in
the aforementioned news, among the large number of characters existing in the language,
“[t]here are between 4,000 and 5,000 in common use, which he has selected and placed upon his
typewriter.”149 In so doing, the daunting number of characters in the corpus of the Chinese
language became manageable. However, though the selective method made it possible to
incorporate the seemingly irreconcilable writing rationales between the Chinese writing and the
typewriter, the way of arranging symbols—based on these characters’ alphabetic writing and
orders in English—still relied on a very mechanical and linear rationality.
Similar to the selective standard used in Sheffield’s typewriter, Hou Kun Chow (Hou
Kun Zhou), a graduate student of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology invented a Chinese
typewriter by using no less than 4,000 characters:
The ordinary Chinese printing office uses about 6,000 characters, while a complete
Chinese dictionary may contain as many as 50,000. For all practical purposes, however,
the 6,000 characters commonly used in a Chinese printing office are sufficient.”150
Hou Kun Chow used a similar strategy as what Sheffield did to reconcile the large amount of
characters in the Chinese language and the limitation of the tray bed space on a typewriter. Based

“A Chinese Typewriter,” 4.
“Chinaman Invents Chinese Typewriter Using 4,000 Characters,” The New York Times, July
23, 1916.
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on the frequency of character use in specific professions, Chow indicated that the commonly
used 6,000 characters could satisfy the need for daily oral and written communication. Hou Kun
Chow stated that the layout of the matrix was fixed:
My machine has an indicator, upon which are written 4,000 characters, each occupying
predetermined positions, or, in other words, each has coordinates. Now, suppose we roll
up the flat surface to the cylinder: the relative positions of the characters will not be
changed. And if we connect this cylindrical surface and the flat surface by mechanical
means, as I have done, we should be able to locate anything on the cylinder while we are
locating its counterpart on the flat surface. This is the whole secret of the invention. So
far as its mechanical development is concerned. This done, the rest is easy.151
This article further explained the arrangement of the tray bed matrix in Chow’s invention. The
layout was based upon Kang Xi Dictionary (Kangxi Zidian): first, characters were arranged
based on radicals, and after that, number of strokes. Chow shrank the size of his typewriter by
categorizing the commonly used characters and then put them on a cylinder. Through the relative
locations between cylinders and the flat surface through “mechanical means,” typists could
locate a character by following its coordinate on the machine.
Sheffield and Hou Kun Chow’s typewriters, with the desire to include as many characters
as possible, uncover the mentality undergirding their designs by treating Chinese characters as
unbreakable entities. Both of the inventors showed no desire to change the appearance of
Chinese characters: they kept the characters as they were, treating each character as a coherent
and unbreakable entity that could not be further divided into smaller units. Sheffield and Chow’s
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designs illustrated a similar way of dealing with the incompatibility between the large number of
Chinese characters in total and the limited space on a typewriter by selecting the most commonly
used characters to arrange on the typewriter’s tray beds. Characters’ frequency of usage was the
key standard for typewriter inventors in this period to decide which should be kept and which
should be abandoned. The logic, appearing very much reasonable at the first glance, was actually
a very vague and general standard. After all, the frequency of characters’ usage may vary in
different professions, contexts, and socio-political needs in society. The selectiveness of
character arrangement clustered characters with higher usage and located them in the central tray
bed so that typists could minimize bodily motion in selecting words by avoiding the disturbance
caused by the large portion of less used characters. However, the characters commonly used in a
bank and those used in healthcare companies may rarely overlap with each other. The
selectiveness based on the frequency of character usage, therefore, was a generic and imagined
corpus that rejects the peculiarity under specific professional and historical conditions. What is
more relevant to the discussion is, arranging characters based on the frequency of usage also
ignored specific typists’ embodied needs. Having little or no chance to rearrange the interfaced
tray beds, typists had to memorize thousands of characters’ locations on a massive Chinese
typewriter. The embodied practices of writing and typing needed to incorporate and catered to a
mechanical logic. In the interaction between human bodies and the mechanical devices, the
typists had no differences with each other, all of whom needed to train their body memories and
locomotive habitus into the generic and mechanical interface.
During the similar historical period, another young Chinese also showed his great interest
in the Chinese typewriter. Heuen Chi (Qi Xuan) filed a patent application for his Chinese
typewriter on April 17, 1915, and was patented on March 26, 1918, under the title “Apparatus for
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Writing Chinese.”152 Heuen Chi’s invention gained newspaper coverage after its debut with eyecatching titles such as “4,200 characters on new typewriter: Chinese Machine has only three
keys, but there are 50,000 combinations” published on The New York Times on March 23, 1915,
“First Chinese Typewriter Makes 4,200 Characters: First Letter of 100 Words Written with It
Takes Two Hours to Finish—Fair Speed Possible, However” published on Fort Worth Star on
April 4, 1915, just to name a few. These news on Heuen’s invention emphasized a similar feature
of his machine by stating that “the new machine has 4,200 characters in all and only three keys: a
back spacer, the space key, and struck key.” The striking tension between the number of keys on
the typewriter and the number of characters it could generate came to the fore, which made the
news very attention-grabbing while simultaneously triggered a question: how was it possible?
Heuen Chi’s method, though looked similar with those in Sheffield’s and Hou Kun Chow’s
typewriters, stood out by treating Chinese characters as entities composed by “radicals” instead
of a whole that cannot be further divided. Heuen explored smaller units—radicals—that
composed characters by learning from Chinese dictionaries especially the Kangxi Dictionary:
He began a study of the Chinese dictionary at once to isolate the ‘radical’ or base
characters of the words. In most cases one character represents a whole word in Chinese,
though, according to Heuen Chi, thousands of these characters are made up of simpler
characters which alone represent words themselves.153
Focusing on radicals, the “simpler characters,” and its possibilities of generating large numbers
of characters, Heuen Chi demonstrated a significant advance toward “solving” the problem that

Heuen Chi, Apparatus of Writing Chinese, US1260753A, filed April 17, 1915, and issued
March 26, 1918.
153 “4,200 Characters on New Typewriter: Chinese Machine Has Only Three Keys, but There
Are 50,000 Combinations,” The New York Times, March 23, 1915.
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had haunted the invention of Chinese typewriters for years. The significance of the changed
mentality of seeing characters as entities composed by detachable radicals can to be situated in
the bigger historical development of information transmission coding systems. “Radicals” can be
seen as the basic units that compose characters through various different combinational ways. At
the level of informational transmission, Chinese radicals showed an intense similarity with
Romanized letters in alphabetic languages, both of which are the basic components in generating
new words (characters in the case of the Chinese language). By doing so, Heuen changed the
“non-linear” feature of Chinese writing into something “linear”: characters could be reproduced
with different radicals’ combinational possibilities.
Heuen Chi’s design of his typewriter indicates the transition to a new mechanism that
Chinese writing could be assimilated into the “alphabetic universalism”154 and the technological
information age. With a strong consciousness in breaking down each Chinese character into
smaller components and treating radicals as the smaller unit, Heuen’s typewriter represents the
shift to the “modern” desire in mimicking its western counterparts by absorbing the linear logic
as what most QWERTY typewriters have in mind. Similar to Heuen Chi’s logic and desire in
resolving the controversy between the Chinese language and the limited space on keyboards by
breaking the whole chunk of Chinese characters into smaller components, Lin Yutang’s MingKwai Chinese typewriter has caught scholars’ attention due to its significance in leaping from the
massive tray bed matrix to a much smaller keyboard that could generate Chinese characters
through a variety of combinational possibilities.155

Mullaney, The Chinese Typewriter.
Lin, Yutang, Chinese Typewriter, US2613795A, filed April 17, 1946, and issued October 14,
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(Figure 2.3: Lin Yutang’s Chinese
typewriter. Filed April 17, 1946, and
patented Oct 14, 1952. From patent
documents with the number US
2613795 A.)
Lin Yutang’s typewriter (see Figure 2.3) was visually smaller than the aforementioned
ones. Compared to, for instance, Sheffield’s typewriter design with a gigantic rotary table, the
size of Lin’s typewriter had no significant difference with the mostly popular QWERKY
typewriters and was therefore very portable and light. Figure 2.4 shows the layout of the
keyboard marked with radical components on the keys.

(Figure 2.4: Lin Yutang’s
typewriter and the keyboard. From
patent document with the number
US 2613795 A.)
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Tsu Jing states that Lin’s machine “was about to fundamentally revise these terms of
asymmetry” between alphabet and ideograph.156 Giving Lin’s typewriter a high appraise by
saying it “importantly anticipated the eventual digital globalization of the Chinese ideograph,”
Tsu Jing reveals one very significant advancement in Lin’s machine: it opens the possibility to
introduce the Chinese language into data processing and numerical codes of transmission. The
design of the keyboard was marked with radicals, in which thirty-six represented the “top”
component and twenty-eight represent the “bottom” (see Figure 2.4). By pressing one button
representing a character’s top radical and simultaneously pressing another one representing the
bottom radical, eight possible characters that met the combinations would show up in the “magic
eye,” from which the typists could pick the desired character by pressing the corresponding
number of that character. Using radicals as the basic characters rather than treating each
character as an undivided entity, Lin’s machine was progressive and revolutionary in its design
of breaking down characters’ modular structures. The action of pressing the top and bottom
radicals of a character corresponded to the linearity that stayed at the core of the typewriter’s
mechanism. Lin’s “alphabet” “disregarded a character’s pronunciation and focused instead on a
combination of relative stroke positions,” on characters’ “spatial aspect.”157 No matter how
complex a character looked, only two radicals mattered in the act of typing/writing on the
machine without considering the internal complexity involved in other parts of the character. The
linearity and the top/bottom binary system embedded in Lin’s design predicts and corresponds to
the forthcoming coding information transmission, in which complex and individualized signs are
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changed into 0 and 1 binary code system. The “Alphabetism of the Ideograph,” as is called by
Tsu Jing, highlights the similarity between Lin’s Chinese typewriter and the linearity of alphabet
with respect to the technological mechanism.
Though with the heightened similarity with QWERTY typewriters, the keyboard of Lin
Yutang’s Ming-Kwai typewriter was still composed by radicals instead of Romanized letters.
When an individual—no matter he/she was a writer or a typist—operated on the machine, he/she
needed to visualize the character in the mind first, and then decided the keys to press so as to
generate the character. In other words, characters’ visual features caused the mediated stage
happening in the cognitive process when a typist saw or heard a character, constructed the
character’s image in mind, pressed keys, and selected the desired character on the typewriter. In
other words, typing Chinese characters on Lin Yutang’s typewriter involved a process on typists’
cognition in capturing the visual images of characters. Only the visual feature of Chinese scripts
matters at the moment of typing. The layout and the logic behind Lin’s typewriter help us
retrieve the scenarios of how typists worked on it by collaborating their visual sensory
engagement—retrieving character image in mind, or check characters written on paper—with
their hand movement on the machine. The seemingly linear action of typing and the transition
from speech to typed texts were not that smooth anymore; rather, the practice of writing on the
typewriter varied according to how familiar he/she was to Chinese characters’ visual features and
his/her understanding toward different characters. Lin’s typewriter provides a possibility to
perceive the hidden typists’ embodiment in writing on the machine. In order to operate the
machine, typists needed to know how to write the Chinese characters first in order to efficiently
translate written texts into typed texts.
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Interesting changes on the layout of Chinese typewriters’ tray beds happened during the
Maoist period. The Chinese typewriter design showed a sharp departure from previous
typewriters, no matter using a fixed tray beds with rotary wheel (Sheffield), three keys to
generate all possible characters (Heuen Chi), or an “alphabeticized” keyboard with radicals
marked on keys (Lin Yutang). Rather, the Chinese typewriters in this period articulates a new
design mechanism by changing typewriters’ tray beds into movable ones. The change on the tray
beds, though looks trivial, represents a great leap from the previous machine-centered/bodyerasing mechanisms to a body-centered interface design by catering to typists’ body needs and
natural language processing. By saying machine-centered mechanism, I refer to the state that
typists needed to familiarize themselves (both in body and mind) with the typewriters’ fixed tray
beds; in this case, the human body movement and sensory engagement in typing was subsumed
under the mechanical logic. During the Maoist period, on the contrary, typists were flexible to
rearrange the interface based on their personal embodied habitus and memory and natural
language usage related to specific socio-political needs. Therefore, the interface of the Chinese
typewriter was shifted to typists’ embodied engagement.
Wanneng Typewriter (wanneng shi daziji

(shuangge daziji

) and Double Pigeon Typewriter

) were the two main models during this period. Normally there

were typing manuals that came along with the typewriters; for instance, Chinese Typist Manual
for Wanneng Typewriter (wanneng shi daziji tongyong zhongwen dazi shouce

) was published by the Commercial Press in 1956 as a manual for training
typists who worked on Wanneng Typewriter (see Figure 2.5). This manual clearly stated
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strategies typists ncould implement and practice to improve typing efficiency on the Chinese
typewriter. The most prominent strategy that can be used was the layout of the tray bed design.158

(Figure 2.5: The cover of the Chinese Typist
Manual for Wanneng Typewriter, The
Commercial Press, 1956)

Based on the Chinese Typist Manual for Wanneng Typewriter, the layout of a tray bed
significantly determined how fast a typist could type on the typewriter. Elements such as the
appropriation of the arrangement of a tray bed, commonly-used characters based on political
needs, character clustering with similar radicals, etc. were the main aspects to consider.159
(1) In addition to the original arrangement based on radicals and the row numbers of
commonly-used characters intact to cater to old typists’ habits, characters need to be reselected and re-arranged based on practical needs; (2) Compound words with the same or
different radicals should possibly be arranged in radiative clustering, parallel, or vicinity,
with the aim to reduce the movement of the print hammer, improve typing speed, and
make it easier for associative memory. The ordering is still based on radicals. (3) Reduce

Cheng, Yangzhi, ed., Chinese Typist Manual for Wanneng Typewriter (Zhongwen Dazi
Shouce
) (Beijing: Commerical Press, 1956), 9.
159 Ibid.
158
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or exclude rarely used archaic or variant characters to avoid repetition and waste;
alternate keys with the same radicals should be collected in one box so as to facilitate the
process of picking.

1

160

(Figure 2.6: commonly used characters word table for Wanneng Typewriters. From the appendix
of Chinese Typist Manual for Wanneng Typewriter, The Commercial Press, 1956)
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Wanneng Typewriter did not initially take the strategy of clustering characters through
compound words into spatially proximate locations on a tray bed, with the worry that the
incoherence of typewriter’s layout may confuse different typists. However, the updated Wanneng
Typewriter allowed tray bed to be rearranged based on typists’ own needs, with the purpose of
improving typing speed and efficiency. Figure 2.6 illustrates the word table for Wanneng
Typewriter, which adopted the principle of clustering words based on character’s combinations
in natural language usage and processing. Within the middle two sections, which are taken by
commonly-used characters, some characters are arranged based on their shared radicals;
however, typists can also arrange characters with similar meaning into spatially proximate
locations. For instance, the group of characters clustering around “ ” (hé) included, “ ” (jiāng)

located on the bottom can combine into a compound word “

” (jiāng hé) with the meaning

of “river;” “ ” (liú), locating on the left of “ ,” could be combined with “ ” into words “

” (hé liú, “stream”). Within this smaller context, the three characters were clustered together
not only because of their shared radicals “ ” but also because of the possible word
combinations among the three characters.
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(Figure 2.7: Double Pigeon typewriter, invented by Shanghai Electronic Computer Company.
Photo taken by the author with permission at Lu Hanbin Typewriter Museum, Shanghai, China)
Double Pigeon Typewriter, Shuang Ge Typewriter (Figure 2.7), demonstrated similar
designs with Wanneng Typewriter on the tray bed. The tray bed interface on the Double Pigeon
Typewriter had gone through several versions. Chinese Typing (zhongguo dazi,

) was a

manual for typists operating the Double Pigeon Typewriters. The basic tray bed was arranged
according to radicals when the typewriter was just released from manufacture factories.
However, in most cases, the basic tray bed could not meet the need for work units (dan wei
). some characters would be often used in one profession while they probably would not be
used at all in another. In this case, most typists, with the purpose of increasing the typing speed,
revised the basic tray bed to make it easier to memorize and operate. Though with the variables,
the basic rule of rearrangement shared by different working units was to break the radical-based
arrangement and use radiative clustering method to redesign the typewriter interface. As
demonstrated before, radiative clustering design picked one character as the center and then
112

arranged characters that could make compound words with the central character scattered in
parallel, vertical, or diagonal vicinity. The rearrangement based on natural language usage and
the spatial proximity on the tray bed made it easier for typists to memorize and therefore
increased the typing speed. Figure 2.8 exemplifies the radiative clustering layout on Double
Pigeon Typewriter. The central character in this small piece of clustering is “ ” (yi); if
combining with the above character “ ,” we have “
the one on the right, we have “
we have “

” (yì bān , “general”); Combining with

” (yí qiē , “everything”); combining with the one on the left,

” (yì xiē , “some”), and combining with the one below, we have “

” (tǒng yī,

“unify”). The characters that are combinable with “ ” also form other small clusters by treating
each of these characters as the central characters. Therefore, it is the typists’ job to rearrange the
interface of the tray beds based on their own body habits and the natural language combination.
Since there are unlimited possibilities in combining characters into words, there are unlimited
possibilities in arranging them on the tray beds. Typists’ arrangement design is mostly very
personal and unrepeatable, is “uniquely his/her own and may not make any sense to another
typist.”161

Baotong Gu, From Oracle Bones to Computers: The Emergence of Writing Technologies in
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(Figure 2.8: radial clustering method of arranging characters. From Chinese Typing, Higher
Education Press, 1989, p. 21)
Wanneng Typewriter word table (Figure 2.6) also reflected the linguistic ecology and the
larger social, political and cultural background that cultivated the emergence of certain word
combinations, semantic meanings and other related sociolinguistic phenomena, which had been
reflected and also affected the arrangement of tray bed. The second smaller cluster of characters
surrounding “ ” (sū) exemplifies the specificity of word clustering with a strong sociopolitical
contexts (Figure 2.6). The character above the central character “ ” was “ ” (yīng), the two of
which can be combined into a word “
Union.” The word of

” (yīng sū), referring to “Great Britain and Soviet

, however, carries a strong political and historical connotation under

the specific environment of World War II. As the first two countries forming anti-Nazi league
during the World War II, the Great Britain and Soviet Union came to form a league, as the
origins of the Grand Alliance, in fighting against Nazi Germany by providing mutual support.162
It would not be surprising to see the character-combination on the tray bed during the Maoist
See Steven Merritt Miner, Between Churchill and Stalin: The Soviet Union, Great Britain,
and the Origins of the Grand Alliance (Chapel Hill, NC: UNC Press Books, 1988).
162
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period considering China had deeply involved with the World War II. If combining the character
“ ” with the one on its right, we will have the word “

” (sū lián), which refers to the Soviet

Union, the meaning of which is also strongly related to the political environment in China. As
the strongest socialist state in Eurasian area, Soviet Union acted as a model for China during this
period.163 The two cases indicate that the rules of arranging characters in a radiative pattern on a
typewriter’s tray bed in this period were very much contingent and provisional, depending
heavily on the communicative needs in a certain historical period. In Maoism, the expressions
about World War II would still be very prevalent if considering China’s anti-Japanese war was a
component part of the World War II, and Soviet Union was an important resource for China to
develop its own Marxism and Maoism theories. Because of this, words like

or

would

appear in documents and books quite often at that time. Some of these character combinations
and word expressions are still in use while other may have already vanished.
One way to test the historical contingency of certain word combinations and whether they
are still in use is to use character input method to type the combinations and see whether they
will automatically appear among the first several suggested words. Today’s information
transmission on a digital machine widely uses Markov chain probability to predict the upcoming
characters or words in typing (Markov chain will also be discussed in the Chapter 4). The more
often a word is used by people in their typing, the more upfront the word will appear among the
word choices. On the contrary, if the word combination is not often used anymore, the input
method will ask the user to manually select the appropriate word combination one by one. Here I
use Sougou pinyin, a popular pinyin input method for the Chinese, for demonstration. For

See Shen Zhihua, Zhongsu Guanxi Shigang, 1917–1991 [An Outline of the History of SinoSoviet Relations, 1917–1991] (Beijing: Xinhua Publishing House, 2007).
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example, if I input “sulian,” the pinyin of

still have “

(Soviet Union), into Sougou input method, I can

” be automatically generated as the first possible word based on the frequency of

input; while if I input “yingsu,” the pinyin of “

,” the combination will not be prioritized

among the choices, which is probably because yingsu has been “out of the context”164 (see
Figure 2.9).

(Figure 2.9: word choices and prioritized orders when using Sougou pinyin input method to input
the two words, sulian, and yingsu.)
Similarly, the changes of tray beds’ layouts are also affected by and reflect the bigger
social historical changes in language policy. In 1956, Chinese typewriters’ tray beds were
required to change due to the national promotion of simplified Chinese characters. Large batches

It is worth noting that which word combinations are kept and which are lost is also very much
related to the current social expectations and concerns in society. Though the Soviet Union has
collapsed as a historical fact, the word still exists in today’s discourse. This is well illustrated by
the word suggestion when I input the pinyin “sulian” into sougou. This consideration also entails
further thinking about the political mechanism behind Sougou pinyin: What data the Markov
chain algorithm it uses as the data base for prediction? Are there any potential bias in word
combination popularity and prioritization?
164
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of traditional characters were erased and replaced by the new simplified characters.165 For
example, in 1966, a notice was sent to Shanghai Computational Typewriter Factory (shanghai
jisuanji daziji chang

) about font standardization and simplification based

on the requirement of the Central Committee of Language Reform (zhongyang wenzi gaige
weiyuanhui

) and the Ministry of Culture. This notice required that word

fonts and characters on Chinese typewriters must follow the chart of simplified characters
jianhuazi zongbiao

) that was enacted and promoted in 1964.166

The movable tray bed(s) of the Chinese typewriter during Maoism, therefore, not only
catered to the embodied experience of typists but also echoed the bigger social and historical
desire and the grand discourse circulated in society. The embodied writing practices on a typist
bridged the two aforementioned principles of tray bed arrangement. The social political
influences needed to go through typists’ embodied experience so as to achieve the goal of fast
typing and accurate translation from handwriting to typed texts. In other words, the typists’
bodies became the mediator in channeling the grand socio-political narrative, the technological
advance, and the authenticity in texts. The engagement of multi-senses in typing, which was the
embodied basis in guaranteeing the authenticity of typed texts, requires long-time training and
practice:

“On Chinese typewriters using the standard font Songti No.1 promulgated by both Committee
for Language Reform and Ministry of Culture.” Oct 22, 1966. Shanghai, China: Shanghai
Municipal Archive.
166 “Notice on Chinese Typewriters’ adaptation of the standard print font Song Style No.1
stipulated by the Central Committee of Language Reform and the Department of Culture and
combining two boxes of spare character matrixes into one box.” October 22, 1966. Shanghai
Municipal Archive. Shanghai, China.
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Chinese typing is a task that synergizes the eye, brain, and hand. Use eyes to read
manuscripts, use brain to check characters, and use hands to type words; typists should
combine their eyes, brain and hand movement together to maximize the typing results;
properly use operational method so as to improve work efficiency.

167

The following diagram (Figure 2.10) demonstrates exactly how typist cooperated and
engaged through a multi-sensory manner among the eye, brain, and hand on a Chinese
typewriter, to “maximize the typing results” and “improve work efficiency.”
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(Figure 2.10: Diagram demonstrating how the eye, brain and hand corporate in the action of
typing, from Wu Yue. & Guan Honglin., eds. Chinese Typing, Beijing: Higher Education Press,
1989)
Having an original manuscript (gao

) laying on one side, a typist’s eyes need to capture the

characters on the manuscript, the action of which delivers to the brain to search for the
characters’ locations on the typewriter; brain memory guides the typist’s eye-hand coordination
to find the location of the desired character on the tray bed; eventually the typist uses the hands
to press the correct character type head. Actions happen in a nonstop fashion: when the typist is
searching the location of one character on the tray bed, s/he is also engaging the eye movement
to search the upcoming characters from the manuscript. The multi-sensory engagement among
the eye (reading the texts and recognize words), brain (searching for the appearance of characters
and recall the location on typewriters) and hand (use hand to press down the keys or type
characters) is the basis of fast typing. After repeating the eye-brain-hand cooperation in typing,
the typists’ bodies can achieve a level of proficiency that they do not even need to think about
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what their bodies need to do next every time they search and type a new character. In this
moment, typists have “reskilled” through the intense participation of their whole bodies.
Typists, in collaboration with the author invisibly embedded in the original manuscript
(gao

), interfere into writing through the wholeness of embodied engagement in the process of

changing handwriting into typed writing. Though the typewriter enhanced the social division of
labor and categorized those who “write” with the machine—typists—into manual workers,
typists were still engaging closely with their embodied understanding toward texts, and therefore
silently participated into the production of authorship through their bodies.
The non-transparency between Chinese characters’ figural appearances and their
pronunciations makes the collaboration of embodied senses obvious in the case of Chinese
typing. “Chinese typing is a task that synergizes the eye, brain, and hand.” Chinese typewriters
are different from most QWERTY typewriters, on the latter of which “blind typing” is a common
skill a typist has in operating a typewriter;168 QWERTY typewriter even became an icon that
indexed the “author” due to the intimate embodied relationships when a writer who directly
composed works on the machine. “It is still a signifier of the writer, the critic, the intellectual.”169
Many writers claimed to own their private typewriter, Mark Twain bought a Hammond Model
1880 typewriter, hired a typist to transcribe his novel “Life on the Mississippi in 1883” into
typed form.170 Hemingway also owned a typewriter and would “stand six hours a day in front of
this Royal typewriter and pound out his stories.”171 The Remington typewriter owned by Henry
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James even caused mental influence shown in his late works after he switched to use typewriter
as the medium of composition.172 However, blind-type is impossible on a Chinese typewriter.
The act of selecting characters, recalling its figural images, finding the characters on a
typewriter, and eventually typing on a piece of paper—the series of acts that have little to do
with the work’s semantic meaning—became an obstacle in composition. In the context of the
Chinese typewriter, “smooth” thinking happening between the brain and the hand had a large
chance to be disturbed by the tedious embodied labor happening on a Chinese typewriter.
Therefore, the typist was a necessary component of translating handwriting to typed texts. Only
through the corporation of typists’ multi-sensory engagement could fast and accurate typing be
achieved.
I want to remind the readers that how typists “write” on a Chinese typewriter has no
fundamental differences with writing practices on a QWERTY typewriter. Using the case of
Chinese typewriter does not intend to advocate how special it is, rather, Chinese writing
exemplifies and augments the process of “how writing is done” and the importance of typists’
embodied experience in its interaction with machines. In other words, the sensory-engagement in
typing was also happening on QWERTY typewriters, but not that obvious and explicit. I concern
how writing is done on a Chinese typewriter and what is the connotation to other writings in
terms of human-machine interaction. Surrounded by numerous ideas about Chinese writing, the
focal point is easy to be covered by the discussion of the differences between Chinese typewriter
and other typewriters, and how difficult it is for Chinese writing to be incorporated into
“modern” information transmission infrastructure. But going back to the overarching concern
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about the tension between human bodies and machines in writing, I want to use the example of
Chinese typewriter to highlight the hidden aspect that every typewriter attains in terms of how
writing subjects reskill after the expressive hand is surrogated to the external writing machines.
The holistic labor subsumed in embodied experience of writers challenges the social
labor division between the intellectual and the manual. Though only being recognized as manual
contributors in dealing with the manual physical labor of typing, Typists were potentially
contributing their embodied creativity through the holistic participation of their bodies in writing.
Those who write by intimately engaging and using their hands were reduced to the mere manual,
productive labor, writing subjects were still attaining their embodied experience and therefore
had the potentiality to silently contribute to and disturb the authorship in discourse located in the
aura of original manuscripts.
The transitions of Chinese typewriters’ development, from “selectiveness” based on the
frequency of character usage to radical categorization, to movable tray beds, reflect the changes
from a machine-centered mechanism to body-centered mechanism. Instead of following
language’s generic and standard rules on how frequent characters are used, or how characters are
composed, movable tray bed that emerged in the Maoist period showed an interesting return to
typists’ body and embodied experience. The group of people who “wrote” on the machine,
typists, used their embodied experience to produce meanings in embodied interactive practices
on the mechanical interface.

Conclusion: Typists’ Bodies as the Hidden Locus of Authorship
The typewriter, after the debut of the very first commercially successful typewriter made
by E. Remington in 1874, quickly “became a fundamental part of cultural, social, commercial
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and industrial world.”173 What impressed the world was “it allowed writers to write as quickly as
they thought,” because this machine “created a clean, universal format, allowing for the
immediate, and modern, presentation and dissemination of thought in a way that handwriting
never could.”174 The typewriter is “a modern machine, with modern methods, for modern
men.”175 The simultaneity between the act of typing and composing, which is possible on the
QWERTY typewriters, can profoundly affect the outcome of a piece of work. For example,
Schilleman (2013) examines how “the material effects of the writing machine” influenced Henry
James in forming “[his] dynamic system of drives, compulsions, repetitions, and displacements
for which James’s late works are famous” when James began to dictate into a Remington
typewriter.176 James became so attached to the writing machine that “on his death bed, Henry
James called for his Remington to be worked near his bedside.”177 The typewriter therefore
becomes an icon that intimately relates to, and even exerts a psychical influence on those who
composed upon it. The modern machine further becomes an index of the author. As stated by
Mullaney, “the typewriter…had become a thick symbolic ecology made up of imagery,
aesthetics, iconography, and nostalgia. In service of the cult of authorship, the typewriter became
a legitimating mark of the artist.”178
However, the Chinese typewriter eventually failed to become a romantic icon of literacy
and authorship, as its alphabetic counterpart did. The separated process of writing and typing in
the context of the Chinese complicates the issue of authorship. The frustrations and struggles
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triggered by the new technology in mediating human’s body in writing are also discussed in the
context of QWERTY typewriter. For instance, Benzon (2010) pays attention to the “irreducible
possibility of error” made on the typewriter, the individual traces left on typewritten texts, and
treats them as “a unique record of an individual sequence of body-machine interfaces and
technological inscriptions…[however], they can never fully clarify or contextualize it.”179 While
on the Chinese typewriters, the bodies within human-machine interfaces can be traced in
relatively obvious ways because of the visual complexities in Chinese script and its contingent
influence on memory and bodily locomotion. Chinese characters’ figural, visual aspect acts as
the “obstacle” for writers and yet is the prism through which to perceive the typists’ bodies. The
mediated body operating on a Chinese typewriter can be traced in various scenarios when a
writer cannot directly compose the work on a Chinese typewriter, and when the tray bed
interface design is strongly catering to the typists’ bodily needs. Typists who visually captured
the image of characters, searched shapes with character matrixes on the tray bed in mind, and
selected and pressed the matrixes, played an important part in mediating handwriting and typed
texts.
Different from QWERTY typewriters, on which typists could type “blindly” and
therefore type and compose simultaneously to achieve a state of “écriture automatique”
(automatic writing),180 the Chinese typewriter fails to achieve the automaticity that enabled
writers to directly compose on the machine. Failing to construct the direct link between the
Chinese typewriter and the ascribed “authors” contradictorily and interestingly indicates the
complicated coordinative processes in labor in operating the machine and generating written
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texts. Chinese authors rarely composed their works directly on a Chinese typewriter; rather, a
writing mediator was normally needed—a typist—to change handwriting into typed fonts. In the
context of the Chinese typewriter, the two processes—writers dictating and typists typing—could
happen in different time and space configurations. Writers handwrote their works with a pen and
paper and then sent to typists, and typists transformed into typed texts for publication. As the
necessary embodied mediator, typists’ importance in the production of authorship became
salient. However, due to the social labor division and the consolidated locus of authorship in the
authorial author, the visibility of typists can only be achieved through the detoured way by
looking at the body-centered tray bed design and the multi-sensory engagement in typing. Other
than that, the name and image of typists are pretty much missing in historical archive and official
narrative. When typists are largely seen as no fundamental differences with dictating machines,
they are invisible in history with no name. The only time they can (probably) claim their
“authorship” and demonstrate their visibility is the time when they make typing mistakes.
The typewriter has an indexical significance of efficiency, progress, and linearity, which
reconfigures social relations by enhancing the labor division between the intellectual and the
manual labor and equating typists with machines. However, after scrutinizing the Chinese
typewriters’ changing mechanisms from centering on mechanical principle to bodily needs, we
can uncover the typists, the important mediator of linking the ascribed “author” in the “original
script” (gao

) and typed texts. The authenticity of texts needs to be materialized through

typists’ embodiment—their hand, eyes, and brain coordination in bodily locomotion. Within the
highly embodied history in typing and authorship (re)production, we have the chance to perceive
a more complete picture of Chinese writing history through typists’ bodies.
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Chapter 3: Who is the Author? — Calligraphy Robots’ Displacement of the Human Hand
in Writing

Introduction: The Emergence of Calligraphy Robots
With a continuing focus on writing technologies and yet a diverted attention to recently
emerged writing inventions, this chapter takes the calligraphy robot as the research object to
explore machine’s replacement of the human hand. Calligraphy robots appear sporadically in
East Asia, such as Japan, Mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, where writing with brush
and ink still holds a social and aesthetic significance in society. Seiichiro Katsura, a professor
from the Department of System Design Engineering at Keio University in Japan, can be seen as
the pioneering inventor of the calligraphy robot by inventing a “motion database” to record,
research, and reproduce human motions in traditional craftsmanship. Other examples of
181

calligraphy robots include, for instance, Callibot invented by engineers from Chinese University
of Hong Kong (CUHK). The Callibot can learn Chinese calligraphy from real-person
demonstration and copybooks to “record the motion and repeat it” and therefore “transfer writing
skills from a human to a robot.” Variations on the calligraphy robot design, such as teaching
182

calligraphy robot via a touch screen, can also be spotted in the field of electrical and electronic
183

engineering.
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The calligraphy robot is without question replacing and deskilling the hand, which has
long been engaged with traditional handwriting and technical-device-infused writing practices, in
a very explicit and direct manner. Davies (1982) mentions the possible changes computers and
automation can bring to the restructuring of workspace and the elimination of employed
typists.184 The influence of the transition from technical machine of the typewriter to the next
level of technological advance, represented by computers and other digital devices is significant.
“These technological advances were the prelude to changes…A significant reduction in the
amount of paper used by an office could well mean severe cutbacks in the numbers of file clerks
and typists employed.”185 The more important influence coming with the calligraphy robots and
advanced writing devices in general, is the interesting and yet controversial issue concerning the
very debate around the relationship between human and machine surrounding the core question:
“who is the author?” If discussions on the stenography and typewriter in the previous two
chapters represent the phase when writing technologies are still “assisting” the hand by going
through and exerting influences on the writing bodies,186 this chapter represents a transition to
the next stage in which machines have totally replaced the human hand in (re)producing written
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products. The calligraphy robot is interesting also because, the hand that is deskilled in this
context is not the “hand” assigned with manual works in social division of labor, but the
expressive hand that makes art. Thanks to the technological achievements such as motion sensors
and memory chips, accurately recording human body motions in writing and duplicating written
products are no longer challenges for digital machines. The human body is not the necessary
participatory part in the act of writing with the totality of digital deskilling. Co-involvement
between the two entities—human and machine—significantly deepens as exemplified in the case
of the calligraphy robot.
The calligraphy robot, the new digital device that could not even be thought of decades
ago, unveils a new stage in machine learning when machine can accurately record and duplicate
human body motions. However, a question raises alongside the deepened involvement of digital
technologies in writing: if the calligraphy robots can accurately capture writers’ writing motions
and duplicate in a highly accurate manner, is the human body still important in writing practices
and art creation, and attain the self-sufficient authenticity in the embodied, sensory, and
expressive hand? Who should own the authorship of the work, the human, or the machine? This
question echoes the issue raised by Kittler (c1999) on the “flatness” brought by the digitalization
of media:
The general digitalization of channels and information erases the differences among
individual media. Sound and image, voice and text are reduced to surface effects, known
to consumers as interface…Inside the computers themselves everything becomes a
number: quantity without image, sound, or voice. And once optical fiber networks turn
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formerly distinct data flows into a standardized series of digitalized numbers, any
medium can be translated into any other.
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According to Kittler, in the information era when data flow across media and receptions, the
differences in the materialized entities of information are hard to grasp. Writing happening in
information transmission is no longer the “expression of individuals or the traces of bodies. The
very forms, differences, and frequencies of its letters have to be reduced to formulas. So-called
man is split up into physiology and information technology.” The digitalization of media and
188

the “de-humanized” trend in information transmission from one carrier to another seem to hint
the “flatness” among information carriers. If so, even in the case of calligraphy writing—the art
form with a high singular and idiosyncratic trace in writing styles—the agency of machine and
that of human beings would have no fundamental differences in carrying the information
delivered in calligraphy writing. Authorship of writings becomes murky after the hand’s
expressiveness is open to digital technologies and writing subjectivities become anonymous in
the age of digitalization.
However, the flatness of media encounters some difficulties in explaining artistic,
embodied creativity in writing. Taking Chinese writing as an example. Chinese writing is both a
functional tool carrying linguistic meaning and an art form with aesthetic value. In most cases,
189
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writers are also artists. As an art form, machine’s replacement of the writing hand in Chinese
190

calligraphy not only concerns the disappearance of productive labor that generates a piece of
writing but also involves the possible cancellation of the skill in the hand that forms the origin of
artistic creativity and subjectivity. If the machine has totally replaced the hand in craftsmanship
and art creation by imitating the hand’s movement, could the machine also duplicate and replace
the artistic labor, which is closely related to artists’ subjectivities and understanding toward
writing (art)? This is the key in understanding the issue of authorship in the machine’s
replacement of artists’ hands in the process of writing. The calligraphy robot is a representation
of how technologies participate into the realm of artistic creation in writing, the issue of which
should and only could be understood by considering the division of labor in society and the
concomitant transformation of authorship that come with technological advances. In this chapter,
I unpack the layered, collaborative labor when calligraphy robots have participated into the
production of writing, and why technology’s invasion into writing art should be boiled down into
“a discourse on labor.”
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Related to the overarching focus of this work, the idea of seeing writing as embodied
experience is, to some extent, treating writing as an art form and focusing on the intervention of
digital technologies within art making processes. This chapter unravels the relationship between
human and machine in the case of calligraphy robots and uncovers the locus of authorship when
technologies have deeply interfered into the traditional realm of art, in which the expressive,

Due to the dual role of calligraphy carries as both artistic works and everyday writing
practice, I want to erasure the boundary between the two and propose that everyday writing is
also replete with creations. Writers, even though the purpose of his or her writing is for nonartistic reasons and purposes, still input his or her personal interior understandings, emotions,
and feelings into a written piece.
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sensorial hand plays an important role in authorship production. Due to the significance of
embodiment in calligraphy’s authorship, I begin the discussion with the philosophical meaning
of the hand in terms of authorship, and revisit the embodiment’s role in Chinese calligraphy,
which foregrounds the following discussions on technological intervention into writers’
embodied experience.

The Expressive Hand as Artistic Labor
Leroi-Gourhan’s Gesture and Speech (1993) emphasizes the importance of the hand in
differentiating humans from other animals. The formation of subjectivity comes from human
bodies’ interactions with technics, the external prosthetic devices.192 Subjectivity cannot be
formed without technics’s influence through the body. By “palpating the surface of the external
milieu,” the hand:
Brings back knowledge not only about the object but also about the worker’s body,
that is, about what gestures have to do, how muscles have to work, in order to produce
better contact…Agency emerges as a result of embodiment, of possessing a body that
moves and feels.193
By reaching, groping and touching with one’s hand in gestures through maneuvering muscle
movements, humans become “agency” or “subjectivity” in the act of touching the external
environment, “producing better contact” and other embodied feeling through the exterior.
Therefore, gesture attains meaning in differentiating the human body by “transforming it into a
technical prosthesis (an extension of the stylus) or a type of sign (the sign of belonging to a
certain gender, class, subculture, or gang).”194 Gesture not only refers to the external body
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movement but also brings out the potentiality of human subjectivity and its interactions with the
external milieu. Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology (1962) points out that body sustains two roles
simultaneously, “prosthetically functional and intimately sensate”:
Merleau-Ponty develops a clear understanding of the gestural that accounts for its
paradoxical nature as at once tool (sedimented “acquis”) and palpating openness to
the world…Merleau-Ponty notes how the hand can serve as a prosthesis extended in
space while also providing sensory information to the nervous system that then seeks
to “curve” the program, to establish better “connect.”195
Therefore, the hand that functions as sensory perception is also the prosthesis that has the
manipulative function. The phenomenological way of understanding the importance of
embodiment reverses the order between epistemology and embodiment: rather than moving from
epistemology to embodiment, the body is the primary source “as the necessary background out
of which all acts of inscription emerge and take on meaning.”196 The dual roles of the hand are
important and relevant to our discussion in writing’ involvement with general social techniques.
Developed from the very dexterity of the hand, humans could reach out and interact with the
external world by using the hand, which enables humans to manipulate prosthetic tools for
exploration. The dexterous hand also delivers humans’ inner world—the emotional, sensorial
feelings and cognitive understanding—into products that are represented in exterior, objective
forms. In other words, the embodied-and-manipulative hand bridges the interior of a human’s
mind and the exterior world. Gestures happening by moving the dexterous hand and the whole
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body are not meaningless locomotion anymore; rather, they are the traces mapping the writing of
humans’ creativity in temporal and spatial specificity.
As both a prosthetic tool and sensory medium, the human hand accomplishes works that
require productive labor, such as carving, holding a brush, applying paint on canvas, etc. In
addition, and what is more important is, the hand can also achieve creative innovation in sensory
understanding delivered through bodily movement such as reaching out, touching and feeling to
interact and create singular connections with the subject’s environment. In other words, the
human hand not merely functions as a productive labor that only concerns manual work;
embodied experience delivered through the hand renders the potentiality of creativity. Revisiting
the definition of authorship uncovers the importance of embodied experience resided in the
hand’s gestures:
Authorship refers to the effective communication of an individual’s inner state; an
individual that is moreover perceived as unique and capable of speaking directly and
relaying life experiences. This presumably traditional (and to many, unviable)
conception of the authors presupposes control, authority, originality and selfexpression.197
The absolute author and authorship in the traditional argument in art history, literature, and other
related fields has been vehemently criticized by theorists such as Roland Barthes by removing
the absolute authenticity existing within the author and texts.198 Sayad’s definition of authorship,
though it seems to be in alliance with the traditional understanding of authorship, is providing an
alternative view of usurping the constructed hierarchy between author and texts. Sayad’s
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authorship includes “self-expression,” which can be achieved through non-verbal and nonrationalistic means. The definition illustrates that authorship links to embodied experience from
“an individual’s inner state,” which can be delivered, if discussing in the act of writing, visually
through highly stylistic brushwork, ink tones, strength in strokes, and writing speeds. These
features in writing collectively betray the embodied experience of writers and produce the
authorship of a writing work.
Therefore, the expressive hand, which is unique to the human beings and the organ to
differentiate humans from animals, helps construct the subjectivity in the interaction with
external technologies. In the traditional craftsmanship and art making, the expressive hand
merges and dissolves different kinds of labor in artistic production, mainly referring to artistic
labor that relates to writers’ subjectivity and artistic creation, and production labor, the physical
labor to accomplish the production of artistic works. The expressive hand imbued with writers’
embodied experience is also crucial in Chinese calligraphy.

Embodiment in Chinese Calligraphy and the Encounter with New Machines
The aesthetics and social expectations of Chinese calligraphy lie in the emphasis on
characters’ visual appearance and singularity delivered through writers’ embodiment. Chinese
calligraphy carries two functions, one of which is “significative being,”199 referring to its
linguistic meanings, and the other one is the variations of visual exhibition in strokes, dots, and
ink tones. Similar to handwriting that delivers rich information about the person who write,
Chinese calligraphy highlights the significance of visual appearance and the concomitant body
gesture and movement.200 The written trace in each piece of calligraphy work is an indicator of
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the quality of Chinese calligraphy’s irreproducibility since each piece is contingently conducted,
heavily relying upon the material, writers’ emotional feeling, bodily locomotion, and his/her
understanding toward writing in a specific time-space configuration.201 Rather than treating
writing as a general, inclusive category of conceptualization, Chinese calligraphy engages with
the specificity of writings that happen in unique, personalized, and private moments. Through
body’s entanglement with the exterior world, calligraphers can perform and exhibit his/her
intrinsic understanding with writing tools and media. A clear linkage between calligraphy and
calligraphers’ embodiment can be observed through the traces of inks, the visual capturing and
exhibition on papers. The locomotive continuity, direction and smoothness, connectedness,
anticipation and echoing between two strokes, strength released in dots and strokes, fastness and
hesitation, contrast between strokes’ thickness and fineness, collectively make Chinese
calligraphy an art form with rich sensuous information expressed by brush and ink. Ng calls the
intention of expressing through brush and ink “calligraphic intentionality.”202
In the discipline of Chinese calligraphy, writing tools or media, such as brush, ink, paper,
also participate in the production of the subjectivity of a calligrapher. Media are not only the
externalization of a calligrapher’s body, but also, or more importantly, the “technics” that
enables and disciplines human being’s bodies. In the traditional discourse around Chinese
calligraphy, therefore, tools form the coherent writing loop happening among the writer,
exteriority, and final written products. They confine a calligrapher’ body movement but also
simultaneously emancipate the possibility of body locomotion and sensorial expression. Chinese
calligraphy is an art form that assembles both freedom and discipline. In the realm of
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calligraphy, the semantic aspect of characters is brought down while writers’ embodied sensuous
significance attains a major role in articulating the meanings in the aesthetics of writing.
Digital writing technologies used by many calligraphy robots challenge the necessity of
the human body in writing by recording writers’ delicate gestures and hand’s movements in
writing. In order to duplicate a piece of writing, calligraphy robots just need to retrieve the data
of the detailed information on human body’s movements. Robot-generated written products are
so delicately articulated that they cannot be visually told from calligraphy works written by the
human hands. Due to the emphasis on gestural significance, Chinese calligraphy becomes an
interesting area to explore newly emerged digitalized writing technologies and see how
embodiment delivered through the expressive hand—rich resources of artistic expression and the
locus of authorship—is copied, transformed, eliminated or emphasized by technologies.
The advanced technologies in writing worried Leroi-Gourhan because the linearity in
alphabetic and robotic writings “will eventually immobilize the human body” by “reducing
mythogrammatic multi-dimensionality” and leading to a “less corporeal and imaginative
engagement.”203 Within the collaborative works brought by technological intervention, artistic
labor is detached from the traditional expressive hand.
With the assistance of advanced technologies, robots can even “learn” from real
calligraphers and synthesize writing styles. As mentioned by Dr. Jun Li from Southeast
University in China, one of the inventors of calligraphy robots discussed in this chapter, the
idealized calligraphy robot his team aims to develop can incorporate Artificial Intelligence with
deep learning ability. If calligraphy robots he described can be invented one day, the robot has
the potential to gain the “artistic” level of creation. In other words, the “idealized” calligraphy
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robots have no differences with the human writers who have the ability to learn, internalize, and
synthesize different styles, and generate new writing styles that only belongs to one calligraphy
robot.204 However, the uncanny feeling triggered by robots due to their similarity with human
bodily motions in cybernetics is always haunting, just like when I saw a piece of calligraphy
written by a mechanical robot named “Fu Jiang” (see Figure 3.1). Signing the calligrapher’s own
name at the end of a piece of writing is a gesture of claiming the authorship, a protection of the
relationship between written traces and writers’ embodied experience in writing. However, when
a calligraphy robot signs its name at the end of a writing piece, the gesture of which strongly
indexes the “author” behind the signature itself, what kind of uncanny it can trigger to
audiences? Can the calligraphy robot, “Fu Jiang

” be seen as an artist?205

Derived from interview with Dr. Jun Li conducted in July 2017, at Southeast University,
Nanjing, China. The interview was about whether calligraphy robots have the ability to develop
its own writing style. Li Jun’s answer was, “this is totally possible. The coming of AI may cause
a lot of teachers’ unemployment. The trend is quite possible. But it can also work as a
supplement for teachers…If robots can really write it well, itself can be a master, it can be Wang
Xizhi, or a synthesized version of several masters.” (2
AI
204
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The issue of signature written by a collaborative labor/worker has been discussed by Winnie
Wong. In her book, she discusses the reasons behind the signature, which is derived from the
uncertainty and romantic expectation toward “what is an artwork” in the circulation of the copied
artworks from Dafen village to clients from all over the world. With a signed written mark,
clients can be confirmed that “this is art.” The interesting economic-aesthetic reasons behind
signature in the deskilling of artistic labor is very intriguing and can be incorporated into the
future work. See Wong, Van Gogh on Demand: China and the Readymade, 172–73.
205
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Figure 3.1: Fu Jiang calligraphy robot,
with a signature at the end of the
writing “The Year of Bing Shen,
written by the Fujiang robot.” (bing
shen nian fu jiang ji qi ren shu).
In this chapter, I draw on ethnographic material on calligraphy robots design, interviews
with an engineer/inventor of a calligraphy robot in China, and relevant articles on calligraphy
robots mainly published on the journal of Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE). The mechanisms in the design of calligraphy robots are similar: engineers “teach” robots
how to write through either computational programing or handholding teaching method.
Computational programing is widely used especially in the initial stage of calligraphy robots;
this is also the way used by industrial machine arms. Unlike today’s calligraphy robots invented
with strong research orientations,206 these calligraphy robots’ mechanism is pretty simple, though
with eye-catching demonstrative writing “skills.” Widely used by commercial companies, this
type of robot is very performing: it sometimes can compete with real-person calligraphy writing
in both style and speed with a detailed written algorithm with articulated footage. I remember
when I was watching Chinese Spring Festival TV show series in 2017, one competition between
a small calligraphy robot and the TV show’s host, Sa Beining, caught my attention. With a nice
brushwork and writing speed, this little robot easily beat Sa Beining with graceful calligraphy
brushwork. However, the mechanism working behind the machine arms like this is simple:

The development of calligraphy robots is mostly conducted by professors in universities, with
a strong research motivation of improving digital technology and incorporating Artificial
Intelligence into these robots to bridge the differences between technology and art.
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engineers design computational programs and send to the robot as a task so that it can move in a
point-to-point manner by following the footage designed beforehand in program (see Figure 3.2).
With programmers’ delicate design and repeated adjustment, calligraphy robots can generate
graceful and elegant calligraphy, as shown in the written trace of the character

(lóng, dragon)

on a paper (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.2: the pre-written
computer program design for the
calligraphy robot. Photo taken
with permission, Southeast
University, Nanjing, China

Figure 3.3: the calligraphy robot
“writes” a character based on
computational input. Photo taken
with permission, Southeast
University, Nanjing, China

Another widely used method is handholding teaching method. Katsura’s robot is a good
example that can fall into this category. With attached motion sensors on the brush, a
calligrapher is the “teacher” that holds the brush to write as a way of demonstrating. The
calligrapher teaches the robot how to write by providing amplified and multidimensional
information on body motions in the act of writing. The robot can accurately record writing
strength, direction, speed, and distance from the brush to the paper, etc. and save the bodily
information on memory chips, so that it can duplicate the writing motions and therefore generate
a similar written product. As we will see, the written product duplicated by the robot is so similar
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to the one from calligraphers that we as audiences cannot even tell which piece is written by
calligraphy robots and which is done by calligraphers. The robots invented by Dr. Jun Li from
Southwest University and Dr. Yangsheng Xu’s team from the Chinese University of Hong Kong
also belong to this category. For example, Jun Li’s robot uses a touchscreen to capture writing
traces from fingers that go through the screen surface, and then translate the information—
including writing speed, accelerated velocity, direction, point-to-point locations, and the distance
between brush and paper—into program language that can guide the robot to move the brush and
complete the act of writing.
When writers’ expressive hands can be duplicated in a heightened similarity and accuracy
by machines, then, what is the importance of the human hand and embodied experience delivered
through the hand into writing products? Is the sensuous, autonomous hand still important in
determining the self-sufficient authorship in the deepened interaction between human and
machine? Will machines’ replacement of human hands cause the embodiment in writing in
digital era? These questions pivoting around the interaction between the human hand and
machines with the coming of digital writing technologies are the core issues in the upcoming
analysis around machine arms in Chinese writing.
The machine’s simulation of human’s writing relates to machine learning, which has
been widely adopted by Artificial Intelligence (AI) in various industries. By feeding machines
with a large amount of real-life information generated from humans’ needs, including but not
limited to, ways of expression, body information on nuanced gestures, preferences, linguistic
usage patterns, etc., machines can categorize these information, “learn” from the feedings of big
data, and “act” like humans delivered through linguistic expressions and even cognitive path.
Machine learning has been widely used in industry, and companies such as Google have been
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adopting AI technology to enhance user’s interface experience. Though the current development
of calligraphy robots has not reached the profoundness of machine learning, it is crucial to
consider the influences brought by machine learning and AI technology and the possible
expectations in the field of calligraphy robots. The questions at stake are, to what extent could
technologies used in calligraphy robots collect writers’ bodily information and duplicate writing
motions? Is it possible for robots to independently conduct calligraphy writing or robots still
need to rely on external information feeding on a continuous manner? Will the duplication of
writing motions threaten the authenticity in the human hand? In the follow part, I will go into
details to explore different calligraphy robots and examine calligraphy robots’ influence on the
traditional expressive hand in writing, and what that means to writing subjectivities with the
changed mediators in writing.

Deepened Division of Labor and Deskill: When Machines Replace the Hand in
Calligraphy Writing
The engineering professor Seiichiro Katsura from Keio University can be seen as the
pioneer in the invention of the calligraphy robot. His team developed a calligraphy robot to help
preserve the art of calligraphy with a Motion Copy System robot. Katsura states that “we have
been able to teach this robot to successfully copy the brush strokes of a master of calligraphy”;
Katsura’s calligraphy robot can record, store, and reproduce calligraphers and painters’
movements when they hold a brush to write or paint (see Figure 3.4).
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(Figure 3.4: A writer is holding the brush installed with motion sensor device. Screen captured
from the video “Calligraphy robot uses a Motion Copy System to Reproduce Detailed
Brushwork.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0ASmb3QFKE)
In Seiichiro Katsura’s calligraphy robot, traditional writing form is still very much visible to
audiences, illustrated by the tools used in the writing process such as brush, ink, and traditional
rice paper; however, the machine arm goes beyond the tradition by installing motion sensors and
memory chips to trace and record the movements of the writer. A calligrapher holds the brush to
write, and in the process the calligrapher’s bodily motion information—writing strength, moving
directions, and other nuanced information happening in the writing process—is fed to the
machine. After recording the body motion information, the machine can regenerate a calligraphy
work by retrieving the information stored on a memory chip.
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(Figure 3.5: A calligraphy robot is “writing” calligraphy by retrieving motion information given
by a calligrapher and generate calligraphic works without facilitating by a human hand. Screen
captured from the video “Calligraphy robot uses a Motion Copy System to Reproduce Detailed
Brushwork.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0ASmb3QFKE)
Figure 3.5 illustrates how the robot duplicates the movement and generates a calligraphic writing
“independently.” With the help of advanced digital devices’ detailed recording, the calligraphy
robot can make similar writing pieces with the original piece written by calligraphers (Figure
3.6). Juxtaposing the two writings side by side—the original and the reproduced—telling which
writing is generated by human’s hands and which by a calligraphy robot is a challenge. The
sameness between the two writings raise a question that may trigger the anxiety among
audiences: is it possible that one day, robotic hands could replace the human to be the “master”
of calligraphy (and maybe master of everything)?
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(Figure 3.6: Juxtaposition of original calligraphy work and reproduced work by the calligraphy
robot. Image captured from the video “Calligraphy robot uses a Motion Copy System to
Reproduce Detailed Brushwork.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0ASmb3QFKE)
Zusheng Xu and his team from the Chinese University of Hong Kong has also invented a
calligraphy robot, named Callibot, to record and generate calligraphy writings through a
mechanism called learning from demonstrations.207 Callibot is designed in comparison with the
process of a student learning calligraphy skills from a teacher. In real life, three-stage learning
happens on a calligraphy student, first, “a teacher holds the student’s hand while writing
calligraphy,” after being fed with demonstrations, “the student will map from the strokes or
characters to the motion of the brush”; the mapping sets the basis for the second step, which is
“imitating from a copybook”; eventually, after imitating, watching demonstrations, and imitating
again, the student arrives at the last stage called “write in a particular style.”208 Similar to a
student’s learning process, Callibot can absorb training models (demonstrations) by “record[ing]
the motion and repeat[ing] it.”209 However, different from a real writer/learner who can
synthesize, internalize, and transform demonstrations and copybooks into personal styles and
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writing skills, robots “cannot write other characters which are not taught.”210 In order to enable
Callibot to generate new characters like what a calligraphy student does, engineers start from the
level of strokes rather than characters.
Callibot demonstrates a potential direction to make calligraphy robots “smarter,” if
compared with Seiichiro Katsura’s calligraphy robot, by training the machine with strokes
instead of whole characters so that the machine has the potential of generating more characters
beyond the limited characters it is taught. However, Callibot does not illustrate a significant
improvement in its core mechanism in design. In practice, calligraphers still have to hold the
machine arm to “demonstrate” how brush should work when writing certain strokes (see Figure
3.7). Within the relation between the calligrapher and the machine, the calligrapher is always the
master while the latter is the “student” who are yet to generate its’ own writing styles.

Figure 3.7: Demonstrating writing
calligraphy on Callibot. Image retrieved
from Sun et al., Robot Learns Chinese
Calligraphy from Demonstrations, IROS,
2014, 4411.
Similar to Katsura’s robot, Callibot can record information on writing motions and positions of
the brush by using devices attaching to the brush. “The encoders will record the joint positions
while demonstrating.”211 Callibot is taught with strokes instead of characters, and by giving
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information such as the parameters of these strokes, the algorithms built inside the robot can
retrieve “the positions and orientations of the brush.” After recording the data from a
calligrapher’s hand movement in writing and successfully retrieving through data, Callibot
“replicates the writing motion.”212
Jun Li’s team from Southeast University in Nanjing, Mainland China exemplifies the
third calligraphy robot this chapter focuses on. Li’s robot design, which is said to be his team’s
first-generation robot, uses a touchscreen as the input device to collect motion data in writing.
An individual uses a finger to write characters on the touchscreen, and then the screen collects
data on writing’s motions, strength and direction. The data is used to train the calligraphy robot
with real-life data so that the machine can generate calligraphy writings by retrieving the data
from its system.213 Still largely confined within its predecessor, mechanical arms, the calligraphy
robot looks more cumbersome than the other two (see Figure 3.8). Figure 3.9 shows the
flowchart of how a capacitive touch screen retrieves information and “learns” from a writer. The
touchscreen can capture information on the writing finger’s touch point position, area and time,
store them in data, and identify stroke and form correlation. The information from the touch
screen is delivered to the computer, which can change these data into program, and eventually
generate writing.
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Figure 3.8: Calligraphy robot
prototype. Image retrieved from
Li et al., Teaching a Calligraphy
Robot via a Touch Screen, 2014
IEEE International Conference
on Automation Science and
Engineering, Taipei, Taiwan

(Figure 3.9: “Flowchart of teaching a calligraphy robot,” retrieved from Li et al., Teaching a
Calligraphy Robot via a Touch Screen, 2014 IEEE International Conference on Automation
Science and Engineering, Taipei, Taiwan)
Jun Li’s team is undergoing a new calligraphy robot design, as he said during his interview with
me. When I met him and his students in the lab in Nanjing during the summer of 2017, I was
warmly welcomed and introduced the new calligraphy robot they are working on (see Figure
3.10). This new robot explicitly engages with traditional writing tools; the four articles of the
writing table (wen fang si bao

) such as brush and ink, sharply differs from their first-

generation robot.
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(Figure 3.10: The secondgeneration calligraphy robot by
Jun Li. Photo taken with
permission, Southeast University,
Nanjing, China)

(Figure 3.11: Teaching and
adjustment box used to connect the
calligraphy robot to a computer.
Photo taken with permission,
Southeast University, Nanjing,
China)

Though a newer look and various traditionally writing tools that appear in juxtaposition with the
machine arm, the second-generation calligraphy robot still belongs to the demonstration-replay
model, as we have seen in the previous several examples. A small teaching and adjustment box
(see Figure 3.11) is connected to the machine that can guide the arm’s movement through
computational adjustment. A programmer feeds the robot with computational algorithms to
deliver locomotive information as a way of guiding the machine arm’s movement. The delicate
adjustment and follow-up by programmers is very crucial in generating a high-quality
calligraphy work. Because of this, as Li stated, programmers also needed basic calligraphy
connoisseurship so that the output of the written products would look nice and elegant.
Though with an ambition of integrating Artificial Intelligence (AI) into the new, secondgeneration robot with the hope that the robot may have real “learning” skills, the current
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development yet goes beyond the limitation set by the other aforementioned two examples. Push
further, though computational algorithms are the sources for “demonstration” in the secondgeneration robot, the person who design the algorithms—the programmers—are the key in
giving the eternal value of the calligraphy through a technological way of expression.
Programmers’ intentionality and aesthetical understanding toward calligraphy is the eternal
resource and authorship.
From several examples of calligraphy robots we can see that, no matter conducted in a
hand-by-hand method or computational algorithm instruction, demonstration is the main way
(and maybe the only way so far) for the machine to “learn” how to write. To be specific, the
human hand is either holding the brush to directly feed bodily information to robots, or the hand
is doing designing works through algorithms so that robots can generate the visual traces. Even
though the three examples feed different demonstrative information to the machine and sensors,
the demonstration-learning process determines the hierarchical relationships between human and
machine in generating creativity.
Two interrelated-yet-contradictory aspects exist in the discussion of calligraphy robots:
on the one hand, the robots are invented mostly in the name of preserving the art of calligraphy,
which falls under the bigger theme of “cultural heritage of humanity.”214 On the other hand, the
anxiety resided in the relationship between human and machine never goes away but haunts
constantly in every stroke a machine arm writes. A series of questions become conspicuous in
the discussion: does it mean that machine arms will substitute human hands if technology
reaches its maturation? Where to trace writing subjects and embodied information if the hand is
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deskilled by technologies? How to compromise the seemingly unrelated two fields—art and
technology—into dialogue?

Deskilling and Reskilling of the Hand in Technological Interventions
The displacement of the calligraphy hand by machines in the case of the calligraphy robot
echoes afar the deskilling of artistic labor in readymade art in the West, the latter of which
represents a departure from pre-modern art.215 Similar to readymade, the calligraphy robot
invites machines, or non-artistic labor to participate in the process of art making, in which artistic
hands become invisible from the technological “deskilling.” When audiences watch calligraphy
robots write, the real author is not present because the writing hand is deskilled. As stated by
Roberts, deskilling is the issue artists need to deal with after art gets involved with social
techniques. “Artistic skills find their application in the demonstration of conceptual acuity, not in
execution of forms of expressive mimeticism.”216 Artistic labor is peeled off from the domain of
the traditional craftsmanship and carries on an immaterialized form when it encounters with
technologies.
The discussion on machine’s deskilling of the hand cannot be fully achieved without
revisiting Marx’s discussion on social division of labor under capitalism and industry
manufacture. The coherent labor process that could initially be completed by a worker now is
decomposed into several segments; therefore, workers’ labor is stripped away from their
autonomy in traditional form of working mechanism.217
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The work is therefore re-distributed. Instead of each man being allowed to perform all the
various operations in succession, these operations are changed into disconnected, isolated
ones, carried on side by side; each is assigned to a different artificer, and the whole of
them together are performed simultaneously by the co-operating workmen. This
accidental repartition gets repeated, develops advantages of its own, and gradually
ossifies into a systematic division of labour.218
Marx’s description of the process of labor division in manufacture under capitalism illustrates
not only the normative process of how social division of labor became a norm that came along
with technologies, machines, and massive factory reproduction and manufacture, but also the
ramification of the norm in every walk of society. “The tailor, the locksmith, and the other
artificers” were all involved in the social changes. Each artificer departed from its own holistic
domain of labor and was instead confined within a “narrowed sphere of action.” The division of
labor in manufacture normally came in conjunction with gender, age, experience, and other
related factors, and was bound with the irremediable abyss between the intellectual labor and the
manual labor. The “unity of intellect and manual labor for the majority of those who labor”
cannot be secured in capitalism.219
Therefore, capitalism, mechanical reproduction, and manufacture is the social-economic
material basis that brings brand-new social relations. Traditional art forms, such as painting, have
gone through a dramatic change with the coming of mechanical reproduction.220 Reproducibility
is not a new word even in the realm of art. Walter Benjamin firstly recognized the potentials
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brought by mechanical reproducibility to creating new art forms and emancipating the human
hand. By using technological reproduction, the “aura,” the “embeddedness of an artwork in the
context of tradition found expression in a cult” that surrounds classical arts vanished and
replaced by new art forms by using reproductive images and techniques.221 Reproducibility is
revolutionary in that the traditional hierarchy between author and non-author as well as the
affiliated pair notions of “authority” and “authenticity” to authorship is overturned, “as soon as
the criterion of authenticity ceases to be applied to artistic production, the whole social function
of art is revolutionized.”222 When the machine records human’s gestures and reproduces it
independently, the aura around a calligrapher’s authorship is dissipated: the calligrapher’s
gestures in artistic practices can be reproduced anytime and anywhere by anyone. The
reproducibility also enables the independent reproductive ability of machines, which can be seen
from the highly similar calligraphy works produced by machines with the original writing piece.
However, the human’s artistic labor imbued with embodied creativity does not follow the
reductive tendency under capitalism. Rather, reproducibility engenders new basis for authorship.
The deskilling of the hand in the discourse of traditional craftsmanship that defines the
authenticity of an artwork does not mean machines have taken the “author” role of an art piece.
In art,
The reskilling immanent to general social technique is emergent from the postartisanal conditions of deskilling…. Reskilling is emergent from deskilling precisely
because as non-heteronomous labor the deskilling of art is open to autonomous forms of
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transformation, and these forms of transformation will of necessity find their
expression in other skills than craft-based skills: namely, immaterial skills.223
Artistic labor is different from productive labor in its deskilling process by techniques. Machines
could replace the hand’s productive labor but the autonomy in writers’ embodied experience
cannot be reduced to technical reproduction. In calligraphy writing, the coherence of labor
around the calligrapher, including both the physical manual engagement of holding the brush,
dip the ink and write on the paper, and the intellectual/artistic labor that deliver the calligrapher’s
interior value, are disturbed by machine arms or digital-device-attached brush. The deskilling of
the hand also is conspicuously exhibited in other art forms such as digital art (or new media art
as a more general category). Digital art explicitly incorporates digital technologies and media
into the process of art making, which is similar to the calligraphy robot under discussion.
Traditional expressive hand is difficult to trace in digital art projects due to the incorporation of
digital technologies into the process of art making.
However, artistic labor existing in the interior domain of writers is unique because it
“opens to autonomous forms of transformation.” In other words, even the dexterous hand in craft
works of art is replaced and deskilled by technologies, artistic labor still keeps its autonomy,
which may transform and illustrate in other ways of expressions. The artistic labor within the
writing of calligraphy attains its visibility though machine arms can totally deskill the writing
hand by recording the hand’s writing movement. Reskilling is “emergent from” deskilling of the
hand in art and transformed into “immaterial skills.” The writing subjects are reskilled when
writers have changed into “instruction teachers” who give locomotive orders to robots on brush’s
directional and speed information, or into engineers who infuse their artistic creativity into
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intricate program designing. Artistic labor does not disappear within mechanical and digital
replacement; rather, it changes its representation and functions in different realm(s) after general
social techniques come to the domain of creation in writing.
Echoing the deskilling of the hand in many art forms such as painting, carving, and
modeling, the disappearance of the hand in calligraphy robots maps the transition from
expressive hand in the idea of traditional art to artists’ “intellectual decisions” that responds to “a
conceptual schema,” which seems to be a necessary path to take when art has been involved with
social techniques.
By not painting (and also by not modeling or carving) the artist’s hand is able to act
on intellectual decisions in a qualitatively different kind of way. The hand moves not
in response to sensuous representation of an external (or internal) object, but in
response to the execution and elaboration of a conceptual schema, in the way a
designer, architect or engineer might solve a set of intellectual or formal problems.224
With the participation of social techniques, the hand in artistic expression is shifted from “the
hand [that] moves in response to sensuous representation of an external (or internal) object” to
“the hand [doing] execution and elaboration of a conceptual schema.” The shifted demonstration
of the hand also witnesses changes of artists’ identity, which is opened to the categories of
“designers,” “engineers,” and “architects.” Therefore, in the shifted schemes from a concrete
hand to immaterial artistic labor shown in executing and elaborating, artistic labor is still holding
its autonomy in creation. “[Subjecting] to general social techniques does not imply the
diminishment of the autonomy of the hand and therefore the eradication of craft skills as
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such.”225 When the hand was emancipated from concrete hand-engaged craftsmanship in
traditional art making, artistic labor changes its role from “expressive manipulation” exhibited in
painting, writing, and carving, to “conjunction and superimposition.”226 Even though the intimate
bodily collaborations among sensory organs between the eye and the hand is disrupted, new
correlations are produced due to the coming of new social techniques.
Therefore, the “deskilling” of the hand by machines paradoxically generates the hand’s
reskilling and the emergence of a new meaning of authorship through the “mediafication” of
experience. Technological reproducibility and replacement of human hands, as what Roberts
suggests, stir up the emergence of authorship from artistic labor in postmodernism, “[t]he latent
totipotentiality of the hand in productive labor emerges, paradoxically, at the point where the
hand withdraws from labor, for then the hand opens up the actuality of production to other usevalues.”227 Artistic labor nowadays can be emancipated from reproductive craftsmanship and is
given other tasks. When calligraphy robots have deskilled the writing hand by recording and
duplicating writing movement and gestures, the expressive hand is taking over the domain of
skills in giving orders through bodily motions in writing. Simultaneously, “writers” change their
identity into “engineers” who adjust the intricate footage for calligraphy robots, or “designers”
who design the path of writing for calligraphy robots to follow.
Furthermore, the mostly stated motivation of inventing the calligraphy robot—preserving
“cultural heritage of humanity.”228 or “an ancient skill that may fear is fast dying out.”229 –also
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highlights the significance of skills embedded in the human body. The gesture of exhibiting
calligraphy robots as the replica of real calligraphers echoes the goal of inventing calligraphy
robots, which is to preserve the traces of embodied writing subjects by using digital motion
capturing technologies. Though the idealization of Artificial Intelligence is to achieve the high
simulation on the level of consciousness and cognition of machines, it is still impossible for
machines to achieve the absolute duplication of human’s embodied experience. The holistic
embodied loop in absorbing and internalizing the external world and delivering singular
understandings through embodied expression is very challengeable for machine simulation. “It is
extremely hard to achieve genuine embodiment in the real world solely through the electronic
manipulation of symbols,” since “machine-consciousness is still principally a number-crunching,
computational intelligence, heavily reliant on the top-down direction of programming and
subject to limited real movement.”230 Machine arms lack the ability to synthesize the content of
the information they were fed and therefore could not regenerate new information on embodied
experience and physical movement in writing. Therefore, the technologies we are having in
calligraphy robots are impossible to produce new information and writings generated from the
machine itself and go beyond what they have been taught.
The discussion therefore echoes my overall argumentation in the dissertation, which aims
to uncover the embodiment as a locus of authorship in writing and the changes of embodiment in
the trajectory of human-machine relationship. The concern about “whether the deskilling of the
hand by machine can shake the stability of authorship in the human hand” is not valid from its
very beginning. Authorship in writing is not only about the hand’s movement, strength, and all
other physical locomotion engaged in the process of writing, but also involves writers’ interior
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domain delivered in the form of embodied creativity and conceptual understanding. Hand
movement therefore is just the external and surface phenomenon but not the determinate features
to undermine and reduce writers’ embodied experience to social techniques. Because of this,
calligraphy robots’ deskilling the hand by copying its writing gestures does not alter or erase the
authenticity in writing subjects. In the interaction with techniques, writing subjects have
transformed the creative labor from the sensuous hand to the brain: where the hand retreats, skills
are delivered through writing subjects’ conceptual and immaterial understandings toward “how
writing is done.”
However, the discussion of embodied experience in calligraphy robot is based on and
confined within the current technological advances. It does not mean that humans own the
absolute authorship and stay in the master position in relation to calligraphy robots. In the
development of AI technology, calligraphy robots have the potential to “learn” the “spirit” (shen
)—the internal understanding embedded in embodied traces—and synthesize different writing
styles to form its own. In short, calligraphy robots may become a master some day and sign with
his own name and claim the ownership of a writing. One day in future, robots may become the
mediated “writing subjects” and contribute its “own” embodied understanding toward writing.

Conclusion: Writing with Machines
The deepened interaction between human and machine has been undergoing long before
the invention of calligraphy robots. Machines such as the Chinese typewriters, voice recognition
technology, and today’s machine simulation technologies are examples of human-machinelanguage interactions. One important difference between digitalized technologies and mechanical
ones lies in the extent to which technologies interfere into human body dynamics. Digitalized
machines show its one-step advance to break down the boundaries between writing and language
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and technology and focus merely on “how writing is done” in the interaction between human
subjects and machines. The necessary path of going through digital technologies, which erases
the differences and uniqueness of information by translating them into 0 and 1, revolutionizes
writing practices into a new concept. Therefore, the invention of voice recognition, motion
sensor devices and the like are closely related to Shannon’s mathematical and statistical model in
communication.231 Audio, visual, and other kind of information is translated into a unified
coding system in machine. Writers’ idiosyncratic writing motions and written traces can be
recorded and become downloadable.
Writing’s subjectivity can be formulated in the writing process infused with digital
machines. The external devices leave embodied influences on writers at the physical level,232 and
furthermore, to the interior domain of human beings. “Technologies most often play the role of
material condition for new forms of subjectivity…technologies generate new types of human
embodiment that should lead us to question the privilege we grant thought in determining what
constitutes identity or agency.”233 The calligraphy robot represents a new phase of
technologically-mediated writing practice we can imagine in the near future. We are living in a
time when androids and cyborgs have come to our lives, and the hand is no longer needed in
many circumstances. From amazon dot Alexa to voice-control lights, the improvement of
technologies has gradually changed our life and ourselves.
However, the rampant influence of digital machines nowadays does not erase the human
hand in making creative works. In this study, writing is situated and analyzed in the context of
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traditional craftsmanship which requires an intense devotion of the writing subject’s emotional
expression, artistic creativity, as well as embodied labor through the hand. The calligraphy robot
is the very case that the machine replaces the human hand, the important component of the
authorship in art-making and craftsmanship. I argue that even after the hand is largely replaced
and deskilled by advanced technologies and thereafter becomes invisible in the process of
writing, the writing subjects preserve the writing skills by engaging with his/her immaterial labor
on execution or conceptual understanding. Writers do not need to physically engage with their
hand, but the skill owned by writers in terms of “how writing is done” is transformed into
immaterial skills in the form of execution and management.
Therefore, writers’ embodied experience—including not only the physical labor but also
“skills”—attains its legitimacy within the heightened replacement of the human hand by
machines, which is especially true in the realm of artistic writing. Drawing on Roberts’s labor
theory of culture, two kinds of labors—productive labor and artistic labor mostly mingled with
each other in traditional art forms in the hand—are differentiated after arts begin to incorporate
social techniques into the writing process. Productive labor in the hand is easily replaced by the
advanced, money-saving, and efficient machine labor and therefore achieved the “deskilling” of
the hand. However, it does not mean the disappearance of writing subjects and “authors.”
Embodied experience delivered through the hand—singular understanding related intimately
with the writer—cannot be generated and duplicated independently by calligraphy robots, the
latter of which have not attained the ability to generate self-sufficient consciousness, creation,
and understanding with no humans’ input information and instruction. The input process of
holding the brush and write or feeding with detailed footage through programs, therefore,
becomes the resource for calligraphy robots to duplicate. The seemingly independent writing
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process conducted by the robot itself is actually a simple duplication of writing hands’ physical
labor, a part of the holistic embodied experience manifested in the expressive hand. Within the
interaction between human and machine demonstrated in calligraphy robots, artistic labor
changes into immaterial labor that is still haunting in the writing practices by calligraphy robots.
Within the interaction with technological devices, another important change happens on
the writing subjects as well. When we communicate with a machine—no matter it is a
smartphone, a laptop, Amazon dot, Google Home, or Siri—we are “interacting” (in both verbal
or non-verbal manners) with machine as if it is a human; in the process, we have already turned
ourselves into “posthuman.”234 “Posthuman,” whose connotation goes beyond the use of
prosthetic devices, “means envisioning humans as information-processing machines with
fundamental similarities to other kinds of information-processing machines.”235 Without hands
writing and fingers typing, information pathway that links the organic body and prosthetic
extensions can travel between carbon-based organic components and silicon-based electronic
components.236 In this case, the human is equated to the machine. The machine becomes
“intelligent” in the way that human can even not be able to tell whether it is a machine or human
being in interactions237. Machine not only deskills human labor by replacing manual work but
also interacts with human on intelligent and emotional levels. Will the deep interactive loop
between human and machine be imaginable in the near future? What emotions will it trigger to
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humans? Where to tell the differences between human and machine if mechanical and digital
mentality has infiltrated so deep into human bodies and even taken it over? In the next Chapter, I
use the example of Tianshu (Book from the Sky), an artificial writing produced by Xu Bing, to
demonstrate the possible consequence in writing and the issue of authorship when technologies
have invaded into the human’s unconscious level and bring the human into the stage of the
“posthuman.”
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Chapter 4: Is He a Robot or a Human? —The Body in Artificial Writing

Introduction: Artificial Writing in the Digital Era
The infiltration of technologies into writing has a long history in the development of the
human being, as what I have shown through the previous several cases in history and today.
From the writing technology of stenography to the Chinese typewriter and calligraphy robots,
various technologies have significantly influenced the domain of the human body. The boundary
between the physical body and external devices become murkier in writing since the physical
body has to go through externalized entities in writing practices.238 The level of technological
infiltration significantly increases in the cybernetic environment of writing. In the previous
chapter, the calligraphy robot demonstrates the phase of digital-technology-infused machine’s
replacement of the human hand in writing while still leaves the artistic labor and authorship to
the writing subjects’ bodies, which cannot be reduced to productive labor and replaced easily by
machines. Related to this case and yet with a deeper level of technological entanglement, the
discussion in this chapter on artificial writing represents the phase when computational logic has
invaded into the human’s mental and unconscious level. The two aspects of writing we have
engaged with—technics and embodied experience—collide into one writer due to the
technology’s entanglement with the human beings as a whole, from the physical to mental.

Though the discussion on the two aspects in writing, external devices (technics) and the
embodied experience in the organic body domain undergirds the whole dissertation and applies
to every case discussed, the boundary between the two entities/domains has been relatively clear
before this chapter. The socially-perceived and -accepted separation between the human body
and technological devices is clearly articulated based on the material basis of the two: the body is
made of flesh and blood while the technological devices are normally made of medal, wires, and
cables. The boundary becomes murky in the case of artificial writing. Though writers are still
attaining human being’s bodies, he or she can be so deeply wired with digital technological
logics in behavior and cognitive mechanisms that the assumed biological basis in distinguishing
the two is no longer valid anymore.
238
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Various scholarship has discussed the future of human evolution in confrontation with digital
machines.239 Similar to a cyborg, humans’ brains are bounded with mechanical and
computational logics. The human brain can even become a computer itself. It would be hard to
talk about human “Being” in a philosophical sense without considering the prosthetic
externalization through digital technology in the near future.
Situating in this phase of writing with a much-deepened engagement with technologies,
this chapter looks at artificial writing in order to explore the potentiality of writing in the digital
era. To be specific, this chapter looks at Xu Bing’s well-known and widely discussed artwork
Tianshu (Book from the Sky,

).240 Xu Bing creates more than 4,000 artificial characters that,

although not real Chinese, look like Chinese. I argue that Tianshu well exemplifies the
interwoven relationship between human and machine in writing. In addition to seeing Tianshu as
an artwork, I see it as artificial writing, an intelligent experiment on exploring writing’s
potentiality in cybernetic environment by considering digital and computational writing’s
material basis. This chapter historicizes the writing practices into the development of technics241
while scrutinizing the interactive mechanism between the human beings and the prosthesis when
the exterior entity becomes a lot more faster and smarter in many ways.

Human evolution discussed here includes both physical and mental evolution after the human
has gone through technological influences.
240 Tianshu is a set of hand-printed books and scrolls printed from blocks inscribed with 4000
characters invented by Xu Bing. From Xu Bing’s website, Tianshu is “an installation that took
Xu Bing four years to complete, A Book from The Sky is comprised of printed volumes and
scrolls containing four thousand ‘false’ Chinese characters invented by the artist and then
painstakingly hand-cut onto wooden printing blocks.” See Xu, Bing, Tianshu (Book from the
Sky), 1987, 1987, www.xubing.com.
241 Writing, as a prosthetic technology expanding human’ s physical body domain and
supporting memories and other cognitive actions, is “artificial” in the core. This is in alliance
with the discussion of seeing writing as technics (see the Introduction chapter).
239
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Tianshu is normally seen as “nonsense” since the more than 4,000 artificial characters
invented by Xu Bing do not carry sound or linguistic meaning. Xu Bing used the basic elements
in Chinese characters’ modular structures and then recombined them in new ways. These
artificial characters do not correspond to the extant “real” characters in the corpus of the Chinese
language. Therefore, though looking like Chinese characters, they have neither sound nor
meaning.
Understanding Tianshu as artificial writing instead as “nonsense” writing is crucial in my
discussion. The epistemological foundation of the normative view, which sees Tianshu as
“nonsense,” is the belief that writing needs to reflect speech and meaning. Saussure stated that
“language and writing are two distinct systems of signs; the second exists for the sole purpose of
representing the first”242 Writing’s function is confined to reflecting and recording sound, which
is normally linked to certain language and nation. Based on this understanding, Tianshu is
“nonsense” because it breaks the semiology between writing, sound, and semantics. In this
chapter, I instead treat writing as coding in the digital writing environment. By this token,
writing, after being detached from a certain language and nation, becomes “coding,” in the
process of which writing elements can float (across cultural and political boundaries) to be
recombined and reformulated for new meanings. Tianshu is a good example illustrating the
experimentation of artificial writing in digital environment by dismantling and recombining
symbols and creating a new “writing.”
Discussing artificial writing in cybernetics faces a similar concern on authorship: How
can we know it is a human or a computer that is writing? Where to draw the line between the two
entities when the delineation is almost impossible in cybernetics? Among the inundated

242

Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, 23.
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linguistic or non-linguistic symbols, is it still possible to claim authorship through meaning? If
not, how to find the author in artificial writing like this? Following Lydia Liu’s use of the term
“Freudian robot” in the discussion of unconsciousness in digital media, I regard Xu Bing, the
experimenter of artificial writing, as a Freudian robot, who has been deeply wired with
technological and mathematical logics and cannot free himself from the unconscious in “coding”
in the cybernetic writing environment. 243 In the discussion of authorship, the contribution of
embodied labor in the production of writing becomes prominent and relevant. Xu Bing’s
painstaking labor contributed to the making of Tianshu paradoxically and interestingly reminds
us of the body behind the standardized scripts in book-binding and the unified typing fonts.
Engaged with the theme of embodied experience in writing, I argue that Xu Bing uses his
conspicuous, embodied skill of production to bring the notion of authorship back to the body in
artificial writing practices.
In the context of China, authorship in digital writing cannot be discussed without
considering the national script reforms on the Chinese language in history. The simplification of
characters and the promotion of Pinyin—the Romanization of the Chinese language—
significantly influence everyday writing practice and writers’ embodied relationship with
characters and character-writing. According to a survey conducted by Chinese Youth Daily
(zhongguo qingnian bao

), 98.8% Chinese people are reported to have experienced

the symptom of “pick up the pen, forget characters,” or “character amnesia” (ti bi wang zi

243

Liu, The Freudian Robot, 2.
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)244. Xu Bing once attributed the reason of creating Tianshu to his own embodied
experience of script reforms from traditional characters into simplified ones.245 Character
Romanization and digital writing methods largely make the process of writing far more efficient
and convenient, while at the same time, they have caused the obliviousness of muscle and
cognitive memories in writing.
This chapter addresses the aforementioned questions by looking at what artificial writing
brings to the experience of writing Chinese when disembodiment in information transmission are
largely assumed, and when humans act like a robot when writing. To be specific, this chapter
looks at the moment when computational and mathematical logics have penetrated deeply into
the mental and unconscious level of writers. In this context, authorship becomes a problem.
Artificial writing, on the one hand, still attains the original elements of writing in many ways,
while on the other hand, it creatively changes writing’s appearance by twisting, discomposing,
and recombining extant writing scripts. In the following part, I will first look at the schizophrenic
paradox in Tianshu as an artificial writing, and then illustrate the labor in artificial writing that
plays an important role in producing writing and the notion of authorship.

Schizophrenia in the Artificial Writing: Wandering Between Sense and Nonsense
Chinese characters’ figural and spatial features have been adopted for delivering
intercultural and intermodal possibilities happening in the realm of writing.246 Xu Bing is one of
artists devoting to this endeavor. His well-known artwork, Tianshu, was firstly exhibited in

“98.8% Interviewees Have Experienced ‘Ti Bi Wang Zi,’” Zhongguo Qingnian Bao, August
27, 2013.
245 Wang, Chia Chi Jason, ed., Xu Bing: A Retrospective (Taibei Shi: Shi li meishuguan, 2014),
40.
246 Other artists include but not limited to Gu Wenda, Cheng Puyun, Chen Guangwu, Inoue
Yuichi etc.
244
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Beijing in 1987 and has been installed in various museums around the world since then. (see
Figure 4.1 and 4.2). Tianshu is composed by more than 4,000 artificial characters designed,
hand-carved, and printed out by the artist within a four-year period of time. In its first
installation, audiences felt shocked when they firstly saw the large amount of artificial characters
demonstrated in a massive scale; some people even painstakingly tried to find at least one
character that had a concrete meaning. At one’s first glance, these characters look like real
Chinese characters: the layout, the denseness in structural arrangement within each character,
and stroke combinations strictly follow the modular principles of Chinese characters; however,
they have neither concrete meaning nor sound. Tianshu was criticized due to the artwork’s
rebellion to the political and social expectation on art, which was, art should serve the people.247
Xu Bing’s Tianshu, by inventing more than 4,000 artificial characters and therefore blocking the
channel of meaning delivery through the traditionally established linkage between signified and
signifier, challenged the accessibility of art by the mass.

Mao, Zedong, Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art (Zai Yanan Wen Yi
Zuotanhui Shang de Jianghua
) (Beijing: Commerical Press,
1972). The series of talks lay the foundation of the political agenda toward artists and artworks.
247
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(Figure 4.1: Xu Bing's Tianshu, or Book from the Sky. Image retrieved from Xu Bing’s official
website at www.xubing.com)

(Figure 4.2: The cover and one-page content in Tianshu, 1987, Beijing, Image retrieved from Xu
Bing's official website at www.xubing.com.)

Xu Bing’s artwork has raised numerous discussions and controversies among artists,
scholars and ordinary audiences from both domestic and overseas. The nonsense playfulness in
Tianshu, claimed by the artist himself, comes from the artist’s own experience with Chinese
writing:
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Just as I was starting elementary school, the movement to simplify Chinese characters
took place in China. Batch after batch of new characters were announced, and old
characters were discarded. New characters were later altered or abandoned, while some
old characters were reinstated. This really made us confused…This relationship to
writing is unique to my generation in China.248
The artist expressed his motivation of creating the crazy project, which was inspired by the
feeling of perplexity during the national and political script reforms. Tianshu is a way to express
Xu Bing’s personal tie with a bigger historical scenario and his own understanding toward the
“nonsense” in the technological changes in writing and language. However, understandings
toward the meaning of artworks are always open-ended. In a complex artwork such as Tianshu,
the artist’s own explanation can only serve as one possible approach among the many. The
schizophrenia delivered through the artwork of Tianshu, the wandering between sense and
nonsense, between the “authentic” Chinese characters and “artificial” ones, I argue, well
exemplify artificial writings—how writing is done—in cybernetics. Lydia Liu “places this
Chinese artist [Xu Bing] among the ranks of major twentieth-century artists, engineers, and
philosophers.”249 The praise, which appears quite interesting and strange, triggers a question
pertinent to this chapter: Based on what reasons can Xu Bing be called an “engineer” in addition
to being an “artist” and a “philosopher”?
The development in information theory undergirds the intertwined relationship between
human and machine in the current discussion on artificial writing. Various engineers and
researchers have made prominent achievements in machine learning and machine simulation in

Wang, Chia Chi Jason, Xu Bing: A Retrospective.
Lydia H. Liu, “The Non-Book, or the Play of Sign,” in Tianshu: Passages in the Making of a
Book, ed. Katherine Spears (London: Bernard Quartch Ltd, 2009), 65.
248
249
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both theory and practice.250 Machine, with the advancement in digital technologies, can achieve
the level of intelligence that real humans would be deluded by highly simulated and synthesized
conversations.251 The issues around the “unconsciousness” triggered by digital writing
environment become heated questions discussed by scholars, engineers, and artists. Lydia Liu, in
her book, The Freudian Robot (2011), explores the unconscious in the interactive loop between
human and machine in digital media. She borrows the artistic work named The Mechanical
Head: The Spirit of Our Age by Raoul Hausmann in 1920 as the original image of the Freudian
robot, which is seen as a metaphor of how the future humans would be like due to the deepened
interactions with machines. Based on that, she introduces the concept of Freudian robot, which is
defined as “any networked being that embodies the feedback loop of human-machine simulacra
and cannot free her/him/itself from the cybernetic unconscious.”252
As she states, this definition “should accommodate ‘cyborgs, androids, and all robots of
the present and the future.” The flip side of the question she raises is intriguing: “does it also
apply to human beings who prefer not to associate themselves with cyborgs or machines?”253
Whether humans can also be seen as Freudian robots is really an open (and tricky) question. If
biological differences between human and machine were prioritized and firmly grounded (the
normative view of seeing the differences between human and machine), humans are not even

In the development of information theory, theorists such as Shannon had made significant
contribution to the changed understanding of language, information transmission in a
computational environment. See Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication.”
251 Turing Test is one of the most well-known text to determine whether machine can think by
Alan Turing. See A. M. Turing, “COMPUTING MACHINERY AND INTELLIGENCE,” Mind
LIX, no. 236 (October 1, 1950): 433–60, https://doi.org/10.1093/mind/LIX.236.433; Stuart M.
Shieber, The Turing Test: Verbal Behavior as the Hallmark of Intelligence (Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 2004); James Moor, The Turing Test: The Elusive Standard of Artificial Intelligence
(Berlin, Germany: Springer Science & Business Media, 2003).
252 Liu, The Freudian Robot.
253 Ibid.
250
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close to being categorized as ‘robots’; while if the biological is not the absolute condition, then
humans fit perfectly into the category of Freudian robots, the “networked being that embodies
the feedback loop of human-machine simulacra” especially with the deepened usage of
technologies in today’s society.
I explore Xu Bing’s Tianshu with the aim of uncovering the meaning behind the artificial
writing in terms of the material condition of everyday writing in the digital context. Asking
alongside Lydia Liu’s idea on the (blurred) differentiation between the human and the machine, I
treat Xu Bing as a Freudian robot who “writes” by following mathematical and computational
logics and therefore has no fundamental differences with a machine. The making process of
Tianshu functions as an intelligent endeavor and exploration on writing’s possible expectations
in digital media.
Seeing Xu Bing as a Freudian robot corresponds to the shifted intention of seeing
Tianshu as an experimentation of artificial writing. While Tianshu carries the connotation of
“nonsense” in both its name and intention,254 the character-making process strictly follows

254

The naming process of Tianshu took a long time. First named Fenxi shijie de shu (A book to
analyze the world,
), some critics preferred Xishi jian (A mirror that analyzes the
world,
), often followed by the phrase shijimo juan (fin-de-siecle volumes,
)
(Berger, 2000, 84). After one writer suggested the name ‘Tianshu,’ which literally meant “sky
book,” “sky writing,” “heavenly writing,” “book from the sky,” etc., which, interestingly, had
another connotation of “nonsense” writing, Xu Bing quickly adopted the name as his official
name for this art piece, “proclaiming his project nonsense, a thing ultimately empty of meaning
or, at best, like burns on the skin, susceptible only to general interpretation as symptoms of a
previous, horrific event” (84). The coming-back-and-forth processes in naming his own artwork
reveals the uncertainty of Xu Bing in conceptualization. The previously candidate names such as
“A book to analyze the world,” “A mirror that analyzes the world,” or “fin-de-siecle volumes,”
show the seriousness Tianshu is intended to uncover; it seems to explore meaningful topics
concerning the world and existence. Finalizing the artwork’s name as ‘Tianshu’ legitimizes the
dimension of “nonsense,” playfulness, and joking tone underneath the work: after all, the
painstakingly carved 4,000 false characters do not carry any meanings. By joking and playing
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mathematical and computational rules. Xu Bing claimed to utilize the 214 radicals stipulated in
Kangxi Dictionary (Kangxi Zidian

)255 (see Figure 4.3). Xu Bing drew the modular

rules in the structures of Chinese writing—the pre-existing components—to creatively design the
artificial writing.

(Figure 4.3: Part of Kangxi Dictionary radicals. From Handian online digital archive (
http://www.zdic.net/z/kxzd/)

):

The combinational possibilities in the 214 radicals are infinite in the sense of mathematics,
which provides the basis for Xu Bing to play around and generate artificial characters that go
beyond the current corpus in the Chinese writing system. Let me briefly discuss the two modular
rules that exist in Chinese characters’ visual structures before diving into the discussion of how
Xu Bing uses mathematical algorithms to generate artificial writing.

with audiences and traditional Chinese writing, Xu Bing reveals some kind of “truth” of the
world through the intelligent exploration of the artificial writing.
255 Kangxi Dictionary was compiled under the order of Kangxi Emperor, finalized in 1716 (the
Fifty-fifth year of Kangxi Reign), and became the modular basis and the guideline for the
standardization of Chinese characters.
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Six graphic structural types (liu shu

yong (yong zi ba fa

)256 and the eight basic strokes in the character

)257 have grounded the rules that guide the combination of

256

See Xu, Shen, Shuo Wen Jie Zi (
; Michael Loewe, Early Chinese Texts: A
Bibliographical Guide, 2 (Berkley: University of California Inst of East, 1993). The six graphic
structural types, based on Loewe’s summary, refer to hsiang hsing
(pictographs), chih shih
(graphs that suggest the meaning of the words for which they stand through some kind of
indicative graphic shape, though not the concrete depiction of any thing), hui i
(etymonic
compounds; characters in which at least one component serves to convey both phonetic and
semantic information simultaneously), hsing sheng
(phonetic compounds; characters that
include a graphic component that is intended to suggest the pronunciation of the character in
question, through a similarity to the pronunciation of that component as it occurs in other
characters), chia chieh
(phonetic loan characters), and chuan chu
(graphically and
etymonically related pairs of characters’; i.e., a term suggesting words that are phonetically
similar, graphically related and for which the meaning of one is somehow seen as an extended or
derived sense of the other). See Loewe, Michael, “Shuo Wen Chieh Tzu
,” in Early
Chinese Texts: A Bibliogrpahical Guide (Berkley: University of California Inst of East, 1993),
432. Examples of hsiang hsing
(pictograph characters) include , which means “sun,”
following the iconic image of the sun
in nature. Most of ideograph characters are singlebodied characters. In the category of chih shih
characters, for example, by adding small
hints in different parts on the character
and

(mù, tree), we have two new characters

(mò, end). Examples for the category of Hui i

(běn, root)

(etymonic compounds) include the

character
(xiū), in which the left part is “ ,” ‘person,’ and the right part is a “ ,” ‘a tree.”
By combining together, the character means “a person leaning on a tree,” with a further meaning
of “rest.” Hsing sheng
(phonetic compounds) include, for example, the character
(qīng),
the left part of which is the radical

(water radical) indicating the character is related to

‘water,’ whereas the right part of which is
character. Chia chieh

(qīng), indicating the pronunciation of the

(phonetic loan characters) means in the process of recording

language, extant characters were borrowed to indicate new characters, for example,
(zhǎng). chuan chu

(lìng) and

(graphically and etymonically related pairs of characters’) means

using the same original radical to create different characters. For example,

and

share the
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characters’ modular structures in Chinese writing. The six graphic structural types lay the
foundation for creating and using Chinese characters. Some characters are made by imitating
objects in the nature (for example, pictograph characters such as
characters into one (compound ideographs such as
(phono-semantic compounds such as the

), some by combining two

), and some by combining sound and image

). The six graphic types not only stipulate the rules of

creating Chinese characters but also defining characters’ modular structures, including the level
of stroke’s denseness within a character, modular structures, stroke combinations, and even the
average number of strokes in one characters. For example, in pictographic characters, there are
numerous single-standing characters, whereas compound ideographic characters are made by
combining more than one component. This is also true to phono-semantic compound characters.
Because of the complexities in meaning delivered through components in a character, component
arrangement becomes crucial. There are left-right structure, like the character
structure, like

; left-middle-right structure, like

surrounded pattern, like

; surrounded pattern, like

; top-bottom

; top-middle-bottom structure, like
; and independent structure, like

; half.

These basic categories of structures encapsulate every character in the Chinese language and
guarantee the visual feature of Chinese characters.
The eight basic strokes in yong indicates the basic eight strokes that compose Chinese
characters. At the basis of the combinational rules, radicals and modular chunks are not the

same radical on the top, and the two characters both mean “old,” but the they are different in
writing.
257 Yong Zi Ba Fa stipulate the eight basic strokes in Chinese writing, which is the basis of
calligraphy practicing. Compared to Liu Shu, Yong Zi Ba Fa is more about the basic strokes in
Chinese writing, especially calligraphy. Introducing yong zi ba fa to the discussion and juxtapose
with the rules of character making is to explore the possible basis in composing the artificial
writing.
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minimal units in Chinese characters; rather, minimal components can be further divided into
strokes. In the tradition of Chinese writing, “the eight representative strokes in the character yong
” (see Figure 4.4) is known as the basis of practicing Chinese calligraphy and the basic strokes
in composing characters.

(Figure 4.4: demonstration of the eight representative strokes in the character ‘yong’

)

The character “ ” (yong) includes the basic eight strokes of composing characters.
Numerous historical works have detailed the importance of the eight strokes as the basic and
main knowledge Chinese writing practitioners need to practice. For instance, in Shufa
Zhengzhuan (

) edited by Feng Wu (

) in the Qing Dynasty, the basic and

important role of the character “yong” is also highlighted in understanding and reproducing
characters in calligraphy writing:
For all the learning activities, there must be a main thread, just like net is held
together by the scheme; only following the key could everything be in a good order.
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The character “yong” is the key for all characters; if you know this, then you have
commanded tens of thousands of characters.
1
258

Theorists like Feng Wu have shown the embedded mathematical dimension in the eight
basic strokes. The eighth strokes can generate unlimited number of Chinese characters with
different combinations. Similar to the twenty-six letters in English, the basis of word generation,
the eight basic strokes can also be combined in many ways to generate unlimited numbers of
characters.
Therefore, the six graphic structural types (liu shu) and the eight strokes in yong (yong zi
ba fa) are the two overarching principles in guiding the modular structures and basic strokes in
Chines characters. The six graphic structural types define the spatial structures and the eight
strokes point out the basic minimal elements that constitute Chinese characters and guarantee the
infinite possibilities of character production. Therefore, the total 50,000 characters existing in the
Chinese language does not equal to 50,000 different “drawings,” “paintings,” or “symbols” that
have no similarities with each other; rather, these characters are guided by the two rules.
Xu Bing’s artificial writings can be seen as the generated productions by following a
Markov chain, a stochastic mathematical model fed with the Chinese characters’ structural
component and rules. Markov chain is “a stochastic process…the process decides where to go
next by a random mechanism which depends only on the current state.”259 In text generation,

, Shu Fa Zheng Zhuan
(Taipei: Huazheng, 1988).
David Freedman, Markov Chains (New York City & Heidelerg Berlin: Springer Science &
Business Media, 2012).
258
259
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Markov chain is widely used to predict which word or character that comes next based on the
given word or character through the calculation of probabilities. Though it may sound
unfamiliar, Markov chain algorithm is actually widely used nowadays in various scenarios such
as writing suggestions on mobile devices. With a built-in database as the input source for
Markov probability, writing devices can suggest the upcoming word choices based on the given
word. Figure 4.5 shows the experimentation I conducted on my phone by starting a paragraph
with the word “a,” and the mobile phone can generate a paragraph through auto-generated
writing. The paragraph may or may not “make sense” to readers, but it is legitimate in terms of
the mathematical and computational probabilities.

(Figure 4.5: An example of auto-suggestions in text generation.)
Similarly, if feeding a Markov chain algorithm with the modular components of Chinese
characters, Chinese writing has a predictive “program” embedded in characters’ modular
structures and stroke combinations. The predictive program has no concerns with characters’
linguistic meaning. Xu Bing’s artificial writing is legible in terms of the computational
probability even though they do not “make sense” in linguistic meanings. The existing corpus of
Chinese characters can be seen as Xu Bing’s resource in producing his own artificial writing. He
recombined the minimal units of characters of strokes in new ways based on the rules embedded
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in the corpus of Chinese characters: which stroke comes after which, which modular chunks are
more likely to combine with which in some certain modular structures (left-right, up-bottom,
etc.), and the average stroke numbers in Chinese characters.
Due to the similar mathematical probability used in the artificial characters, the more than
4,000 artificial characters are visually similar with real Chinese characters Figure 4.7 shows a
small chunk of artificial characters Xu Bing designed by putting them in square boxes, just as
how Chinese people practice character writing and carving. He even classified them according to
radicals, the normative way of classification in a Chinese dictionary.

(Figure 4.6: The process in designing false characters. Picture from Xu Bing's official site at
www.xubing.com)
Take one artificial character, highlighted in Figure 4.6, as an example. The basic modular
chunks in the artificial character under discussion is not unfamiliar to a Chinese, which is
composed by three familiar chunks,

on the left,

on the upper right corner and

on the

lower right corner. To further divide the component, this artificial character contains six strokes:
horizontal

, vertical

, hook

, raise up

, left fall

, and press down

. It also follows a
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left-right structure. Chart 4.1 visualizes the sequential order from one stroke to the next and
combinational possibilities in succession:

horizontal

Left fall

vertical

horizontal

Connected strokes in sequence

hook

Raise up

Left fall

horizontal

Press down

Probability demonstrated with often used characters

Horizontal-vertical-hook-raise

……

up
Raise up followed by horizontal

……

Horizontal followed by left fall

……

Left fall followed by horizontal

……

Horizontal followed by left fall

……

Left fall followed by press down

……

(Chart 4.1: Markov chain indicating the possibilities of one stroke following the previous stroke
in the exemplified artificial character. Since no statistical information about the exact possibility
of one stroke following the previous one in the Chinese language, the listed characters that
follow similar stroke orders can exemplify the probability—how common the sequential rules
are—in the combinations among strokes.)
I do not have the exact statistical probability on how possible one stroke follows another
in the corpus of Chinese characters. However, I can easily find these characters that follow the
same stroke order and therefore demonstrate the high probability in the combination of
sequential strokes (as shown in the right column in Chart 4.1). In addition to the Markov
probability in terms of order of strokes, this artificial character also follows the modular spatial
combinational principles. For instance, the percentage of the radical

taking the left space in a
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character is 100% probability, which means the radical always appears on the left component of
a character. In addition, the left-right structure is the most often used structure when

appears

as a component. The basic strokes used in each character and the Markov probability in terms of
stroke and module combinations guarantee the visual similarity between Xu Bing’s artificial
characters and real ones. By leaving the assumed correlation between writing and sound behind,
squeezing the sound and meaning out from writing and focusing merely on writing’s forms, Xu
Bing created new, artificial characters from the “old,” pre-existing rules. Just as Lydia Liu states,
These nonsense characters make better mathematical sense than they do linguistic sense.
They make mathematical sense because the character combinations on the basis of
minimal, discrete, and repeatable strokes can potentially generate billions of unrealized
combinations within the writing system. This is by no means futile exercise.”260
Compared with the Markov chain algorithm used in text-prediction and -generation in English,
we can see how exactly these “nonsense characters make better mathematical sense.” The three
characters on the cover of Tianshu also exemplify the similarity between the true and the
artificial (see Chart 4.2). The three characters’ stroke components do not go beyond the eight
representative strokes; also, the structural features of the three characters are strictly following
the modular rules.

260

Liu, “Tianshu,” 73.
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Artificial

Modular

characters

structure

Strokes

structural modules.

Top-bottom or

Horizontal(

top-middle-

dot (

bottom structure
Left-right
structure

)

down (

structure

)

)

hook (

left fall (

)

)

press

)

vertical ( )

) dot ( )

)

Press down (
)

left fall(

vertical ( )

Horizontal (

hook (
Left-right

Characters with similar

)

vertical ( )

press down (

horizontal (
dot (

)

)

(Chart 4.2: comparison between the three characters on the cover of Tianshu and characters from
the corpus of Chinese character.)
The mathematical probability undergirds the generation of artificial characters Tianshu
echoes Lin Yutang’s keyboard design on his Ming-kwai typewriter (see Chapter 2 on the
Chinese typewriter). Instead of treating characters as a whole, Lin focused on Chinese
characters’ structural features and treated “chunks”—components of characters—as the basic
units in his typewriter interface design. Typists just needed to press two keys representing a
character’s upper and lower components and then the typewriter would select eight characters
that met the combinatory possibilities in its “magic eye.” By doing so, Lin’s typewriter did not
need to have a massive, gigantic keyboard that included thousands of characters; rather, the
limited number of character chunks tacitly shrank the keyboard size, because the component
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chunks, mathematically speaking, could generate unlimited characters. Similarly, due to the
usage of minimal units of strokes as the basis, Xu Bing could generate unlimited artificial
characters as well, in the mathematical sense.
The artificial characters in Tianshu are similar to the writing products generated through
an auto-writing practice by a robot. Searle (1980)’s “Chinese room” thought experiment is worth
mentioning for comparison.261 Searle’s Chinese Room Argument (CRA) is a well-known thought
experiment. In this experiment, Searle, a person having no knowledge of the Chinese language,
imagines himself sitting in a room and being given a batch of Chinese writing. He is also given a
batch of Chinese script together with a set of rules. The rules, given in the language Searle
knows (in this case, English), are similar to the computational programs that give the instruction
of how to make sense of the Chinese writing he is given. Then a Chinese native speaker outside
the room gives him a question written in Chinese. After going through the rules and the
corresponding Chinese scripts, Searle can be so good at following the programs to manipulate

See John R. Searle, “Minds, Brains, and Programs,” Behavioral and Brain Sciences 3, no. 3
(1980): 417–424. Searle’s Chinese Room Argument (CRA) is a thought experiment to refute the
strong AI (artificial intelligence) hypothesis, which is “the appropriately programmed computer
really is a mind.” By setting himself as the person sitting in the Chinese room and acting as a
computer who takes input information and output the appropriate Chinese answers according to a
“manual,” similar to the program in computational running. However, he, the computer, does not
understand anything about Chinese. He is simply output information based on program
knowledge provided to him (the computer). By doing so, Searle argues that the computer does
not understand even though it passes the Turing Test: the Chinese speakers outside the Chinese
room think the person inside the room knows Chinese well. The impression that AI computer
programs gives to people that it is “smart” is actually deluding in that AI has no understanding.
Here, though CRA has been under various critiques, I borrow the CRA in conjunction with my
argument that Xu Bing is similar to the person sitting in the Chinese room, acting as a computer
who has no understanding of the inputted material; after following the programmed rules he can
generate artificial writings based on the input.
261
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the Chinese symbols that the Chinese native speakers outside the room thinks his answers to
questions have no differences with native Chinese speakers.262
In the Chinese room experiment, Searle does not answer the questions by deciphering
meanings of Chinese symbols but by “programing,” the rules that correlate different batches of
Chinese scripts. In other words, Searle is able to “answer” questions, or acting to answer, in
Chinese by running programs to “manipulate uninterpreted formal symbols.” In this sense, the
Chinese room acts like a computer, in which the person working on outputting information—
Searle in this case—is a computational mind: “I simply behave like a computer; I perform
computational operations on formally specified elements. For the purposes of the Chinese, I am
simply an instantiation of the computer program.”263 In the process of inputting and outputting,
Searle acts like a Chinese native speaker from outsiders’ viewpoints, however, he does not
“understand” anything. Computers function but do not understand.
Juxtaposing Tianshu with the Chinese room experiment, Xu Bing is analogous to the
person sitting in the Chinese room. We can imagine that Xu Bing is given a large batch of
Chinese characters and the articulation of Chinese writing’s modular rules and components,
which is the “program”; and then he, the human “computer,” processes the information and
generates output (the artificial characters) by simulating the existing character components.
Similar to an intelligent machine, Xu Bing has the ability to store, process, transmit, and output
information. If thinking beyond the biophysical boundary between human and machine, Xu
Bing, the experimenter of artificial writing, has no differences with a machine that follows the
Markov algorithm of compositional symbols, learns from models and programs, and regenerates
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new characters by assimilating combinational rules. The information-transmission process of
making artificial characters in comparison with the Chinese room experiment equates Xu Bing to
a Freudian robot who is stuck in the interactive loop with the prosthetic devices.264 The
biological human no longer exists after biological demarcation is replaced by a biocybernetical
view.265
The incommensurability between Tianshu’s content meaning (which is void) and its form
(mathematically organized and computer-generated characters) is the origin of the schizophrenia
between sense and nonsense. The artificial writing challenges the long-established tradition of
reading. The tradition of reading is so overpowering that even Chinese calligraphy also values
linguistic meaning delivered in the highly singular written traces. “The compulsion to read and
the curiosity about the content of illegible calligraphic masterpieces, was intense.”266 Numerous
examples illustrate the need of translating cursive scripts into standard scripts in different
historical periods. For example, there are dictionaries that assist calligraphy practitioners or
anyone who need to crack down meanings in a cursive script, such as Chinese Shorthand (cao
sheng zi bian

).267 The impulsion to read a piece of writing is not only manifested in

translating unrecognizable calligraphy works into standard scripts but also in the desire to “read
out” characters on a calligraphy work. However, in Tianshu, the readability and the accessibility

Though Lydia Liu uses the term to mainly refer to the highly simulated machines that are so
similar to the real humans that they may trigger an uncanny feeling in spectatorship and sensorial
touching, here I expand the connotation of Freudian robots by including the other side of the
picture, the human, into the category.
265 See Liu, The Freudian Robot, 224.
266 Robert E. Harrist Jr, “Book from the Sky at Princeton: Reflections on Scale, Sense, and
Sound,” in Persistence–Transformation: Text as Image in the Art of Xu Bing (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2006), 35.
267 Chew Fish Yuen, Cao sheng zi bian: Chinese Shorthand, 2nd limited ed (Hong Kong : C.F.
Yuen, 1973).
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to meaning have been dissolved in his “joking” gestures with the traditionally established linkage
between characters’ form and meaning. Tianshu is a speechless writing:
Xu Bing’s characters are disturbing not only because they have no fixed meanings,
but also because they have no fixed sounds. This simple observation immerses us in
what appears, to a layman, to be the most controversial issue in studies of the
psychology of reading: the role of speech or phonological coding in facilitating access
to the reader’s mental lexicon.”268
The relationship between speaking and writing is an ongoing theme in my discussion. Speech is
historically prioritized, which has been crystalized in the discussion on stenographers when
China was desperate in changing its status and being modern (see Chapter 1 on stenography).
Writing is supposed to be read out and understood by readers, the assumption of which is
initially derived from alphabetic writing and the transparency between writing and speech. In
addition to the characteristics of linearity, convenience, and progressiveness in the rhetoric of
modernity, sound also has the function of “facilitating access to the reader’s mental lexicon.” In
psychology, sound and speech are linked directly to one’s mind, and therefore become the most
important external factors that influence the internal perception.
The similarity between Xu Bing and a robot well illustrates the possibility of writing’s
manifestations in artificial writing practices. However, I do not mean that humans subjectivity is
totally erased within the deepened infiltration and mediation of technologies in the process of
writing. Though information is largely seen as disembodied, circulating among devices and
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human beings without considering the material basis upon which information is received and
delivered, human writing subjects are still traceable. Xu Bing proves the other way around in
how he used his embodied skills to question the labor relations brought by digital technologies
and redefine authorship in artificial writing.

Re-Presenting Embodied Labor in Artificial Writing
The experiment of artificial writing in Tianshu can be historicized in the development of
Chinese writing. For example, in order to pursue new possibilities between writing bodies and
writing techniques, calligraphers in the late Ming Dynasty, such as Wang Duo269 and Fu Shan270,
created the aesthetics of “qi” (or “chi,”

) to deviate writings from the “standard” by overtly

showing their singular, accidental, and strange written traces in calligraphic works. The
aesthetics of ‘qi,’ literally means ‘unusual,’ ‘strange’ and ‘grotesque,’ became the dominant
calligraphic aesthetics pursued during that period.271 Calligraphic works following “qi” triggered
a strong ‘strange’ feeling in spectatorship since the ‘default’ aesthetics before the “qi” valued
graceful, smooth and elegant writing, which was long established by calligraphers such as
Zhong Yao,272 Wang Xizhi,273 and Yan Zhenqing.274 Historicizing Xu Bing’s Tianshu into the
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development of Chinese writing, I argue that Xu Bing’s artificial writing represents the effort to
rebel against the standard and to create new writing when writing is mediated by digital
technologies. The artificial writing, though it may look strange, is also an effort to produce a new
understanding of authorship derived from the tension between the writing subjects and the
mediated environment.
Xu Bing intimately engages his labor—both intellectual/artistic labor and physical
reproductive labor—in artificial writing through a series of embodied practices such as
designing, hand-carving, printing, and stitching. In Tianshu, on the one hand, writers’
embodiment is hidden and seems nowhere to trace. As aforementioned, Xu Bing acts like a robot
who generates characters through “learning” the programmed information of Chinese characters.
The highly mathematical trait in Tianshu is also featured in the unified font size in the Song
typeface (Song Ti

), which betrays little to no personal traces. Writing technics have greatly

changed the visual appearance of artificial writing by erasing personal written traces on any
media surfaces and physical labor in writing. The erasure of personal traces demonstrates the
similar technological influences onto writing subjects when discussing the Chinese typewriter.
On the other hand, artistic creativity is not totally untraceable but illustrated in both explicit and
implicit ways. Explicitly, the writing subject is demonstrated in the making process of artificial
characters by the writer’s active engagement with his physical labor of production. Xu Bing does
not try to hide the physical labor he has devoted to Tianshu, on the contrary, he explicitly
showed the making process in designing, carving, and printing out the artificial characters.275
Implicitly, the artistic deviation from the standardized writing characters and creating artificial
writings devoid of the normative function of recording sound (and meaning) is another way of
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showing author’s intentionality and subjectivity. Tianshu is a “mad, nonsensical game it invites
us to play.”276 Instead of reproducing or repeating what have already existed in the Chinese
writing, Xu Bing re-appropriated the features of Chinese writing and illustrated in a creative
way. These creative results of artificial characters escape the cognitive path when native Chinese
speakers try to “read” them. Audiences lose the origin to find meaning when writing itself
deliberately departs from speech and sound, while in the process, the author of the “crazy”
artificial writing emerges.
The explicit and implicit embodiment through materialized, embodied labor and
immaterial artistic skills related to the writer’s artistic creation and intention are collided in the
unified body of the artist; in the process, Xu Bing uses his embodiment in writing to bring back
the authorship in the experiment of artificial writing. Xu Bing is recollecting the coherence of
labor in embodied experience by deliberately showing his physical labor in the book-making
process so as to remind audiences of the embodied hand as the locus of authorship. As argued by
John Roberts in his labor theory of culture (2007), artistic labor that undergirds the notion of
authorship has transformed its manifestation into immaterialized labor after art has entered into
social techniques.277 After the body is deskilled by technologies (as shown in both the discussion
of calligraphy robots in Chapter 3 and the artificial writing in this chapter), the notion of
authorship needs to be redefined by taking social techniques and its relations with the labor of
production into consideration. “Embodied traces” are not only shown in concrete and physical
level linking closely to subjects’ bodily movement and interior emotion and senses, but also in
implicit, hidden and conceptual ways: how people creatively mingles signs, logos, icons,

Rajchman, John, “Xu Bing: Art as a Mode of Thinking,” in Xu Bing: A Retrospective, ed.
Wang, Chia Chi Jason (Taibei Shi: Shi li meishuguan, 2014), 90.
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language or non-language features into digital writing and creativity. Through the implicit and
explicit exposition of embodiment in the highly mathematical metaphor in Tianshu, the critique
toward the tendency of erasing the body can be perceived prominently.
After peeling off the possible, presumed routes to meaning through sound, writing
uncovers its mostly-ignored aspect: writing, as traces, has its stand-alone meaning that goes
beyond the function of reflecting speech. By blocking other channels in understanding the
“nonsense” and the playful, artificial piece of writing, the writer’s body and “the familiar
performative skill shared by all who are literate in Chinese”278 through the hand becomes
prominent:
Book from the Sky denies access to meaning through the eye or the ear. But people also
make sense of writing by using their hands…As a result of this pedagogy, the hand
becomes a storehouse of graphic knowledge, with the frequent result that even when the
mind seems to forget a character, the hand remembers, much as a nervous piano recitalist
whose mind may go blank for an instant find, gratefully, that her fingers keep playing.279
The returning to the hand, the traditionally defined locus of skills in the production of writing,
echoes the value held in the tradition of handwriting. Artistic labor that delivers writers’
creativity in writing is overlapped and undividable with physical labor. In writing, a writer uses
physical body movements to deliver his/her inner understanding toward the world. The body
moves with an intention, which is guided by the writers’ conceptual understandings. Digital
technologies change the relationship among writers, media and written traces. For a long time,
the body is detached from the final written products because of technology’s deskilling of the
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hand. Embodied experience in writing, therefore, is untraceable due to technologies’ influences
and the concomitant ideologies surrounding them.
The artificial writing not only uncovers the intentionality of the author—the 4,000
characters’ intentional avoidance of sound and meaning—but also the labor of production behind
the process of making artificial characters. If we put these artificial characters as the output result
in the aforementioned Chinese room experiment prototype, Xu Bing will obviously fail the
Turing Test since these characters are not recognizable to native Chinese speakers. The body’s
physical productive labor in the middle of the mathematical and computational logics of writing
is reminded in Xu Bing’s four-year painstaking carving and printing in traditional book-making
processes.280 The materialized process of the 4,000 artificial characters by carving them on wood
panels and printing out in traditional book-making techniques reveal the hidden body behind the
highly mathematical artificial writing. Some scholars have noticed the importance of labor in
understanding Tianshu. Haun Saussy comments that Tianshu is “more than casual and playful
marks on paper, more than a wry conceptual joke, and more than a jest at the expense of tradition
and elders.”281 It is not its ideology or visual presentation but the amount of “effort” that makes it
a “monument,” which always absorbs and “squanders” a prodigious amount of human labor.282
Juxtaposing the disembodied, faceless, and machine-like artificial creation and the highly
embodied labor of production behind the artistic demonstration, Xu Bing strategically unveils
himself—as the author of the artificial writing—through his “effort,” both in the form of artistic
intentionality and understanding of the deviation, and in the physical, concrete human labor of
production.

See Spears, Tianshu, 41.
Ibid., 94.
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Xu Bing used his engaged body to recollect productive and artistic labor together by
blurring and questioning the boundaries between the two. In his four-year labor work on
designing, carving, and printing Tianshu, where is the physical labor, and where is the artistic
labor? The two aspects—mathematical demonstration on how the artificial characters were
made, and the embodied, physical engagement of production in the process of materializing the
4,000 characters—are highly interwoven. Artificial writing’s artistic creation is exhibited in
activities implemented by the body: he designed, hand-carved the characters, and eventually
printed out. By using ancient Chinese movable printing technology and painstakingly carving the
more than 4,000 false characters in four years, Xu Bing re-skilled the process by intimately
engaging with his body.283 As stated by Harrist, “The sight of so much writing also reflects a
staggering amount of work: each beautifully formed character, each perfectly printed page, each
neatly stitched volume is an indexical trace of the labor required of the artist and his
assistants”284 Therefore, the seemingly contradictory conceptualizations coexisting in Tianshu—
mathematical and artistic, disembodiment in unified fonts and embodied book-making process,
sense (logic and coding) and nonsense (deviation from the orthodox, deprived of sound and
meaning)—is reconciled by Xu Bing’s repeated act of carving, numerous trips to printing
factories in Beijing, and designing the 4,000 characters in his studio. Abstract ideas and
information are eventually concretized in the highly embodied labor in production.
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(Figure 4.7: Square Word Calligraphy. Image retrieved from Xu Bing's website at
www.xubing.com.)
Another piece of Xu Bing’s artwork, named Square Word Calligraphy Classroom
(Yingwen fangkuaizi shufa rumen,

, Figure 4.7), is also an experiment of

artificial writing. Square Word Calligraphy triggers discussions not only on intercultural
practices happening between two scripts but also on cognitive science. In 2010, “Xu received a
request from Australia’s Ministry of Education to include Square Word Calligraphy in a new
Intelligent Quotient (IQ) test. International cognitive scientists are also using Square Word
Calligraphy in experiments to determine how people’s psychophysiological systems process
such “conceptual obfuscation.”285 Similar with Tianshu, Square Word Calligraphy delivers a
strong “craziness” in the artificial writing project by breaking down writing elements and
mingling them in a creative way. What differentiate Square Word Calligraphy from Tianshu is,
Xu Bing extends his artificial writing with no sound and meaning into something inter-culturally
meaningful. It “forces the language back in again, in a mad sort of way, exploring the distinction
between graphic form and linguistic content by generating English-language writing according to
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hybridized Chinese-English graphological principles.”286 The created artificial writings are
actually composed by the twenty-six English alphabetic letters, which are re-packaged in a very
traditional writing form: Chinese calligraphy.
By fitting the twenty-six alphabetic letters into the squared spatial configuration of the
Chinese characters, Xu Bing has created a new font for English which is packaged in the square
word formation, and therefore dramatically changed the linearity of alphabet and the cognitive
path in reading/understanding alphabetic languages (in this case, English). Xu Bing commented
on the outcome after observing people practicing Square Word Calligraphy, “I can see how it
forces their minds to move in nonlinear paths. This opens up many untouched spaces in our
minds and recovers those primal areas of thought and knowledge that have been lost.”287 The
experiment of artificial writing in Tianshu is translated into another modality shown as interscript practices in Square Word Calligraphy. The two scripts involved in the artificial writing in
Square Word Calligraphy, ideograph and alphabet, share distinct mentalities in terms of how
people’s cognition engages with the scripts and trained by the two scripts. Though it seems to be
an intercultural intermingle practices, the new English fonts reconfigured in Chinese square
words are not, if at all, about cultural differences and interaction. It relates more to the distinct
cognitive pathways scripts bring when confronting with different writings. Working in the
writing environment mediated by digital technologies significantly changes the consideration
toward different scripts and the coherence among language-nation-writing triad. Instead of
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assigning ideograph to have the feature of “Chinese” and alphabet to “English,” we can see
elements in scripts as “codes” being (re)combined and (re)formed in new way with new
meanings, the meaning of which does not originate from English’s semantics but from the
creativity of combining scripts.
What makes the case of artificial writing in Square Word Calligraphy interesting is the
deliberate return to the human’s embodied experience in writing. Explicitly engaging in the
media used in Chinese calligraphy and making the installed setting as a calligraphy classroom,
Xu Bing makes the artificially created and culturally-hybrid characters as something generated
from individual’s embodied experience, visually shown in brushed written traces. Through the
hybridity and creation in writing’s figural aspect, Xu Bing re-represents and re-produces the
authorship of the artificial writing through artistic labor in the embodied hand. Furthermore, the
artistic labor exists in every writing subjects once they engage with their own embodied
experience. Using the traditional modality of writing in the form of Chinese calligraphy
interestingly magnifies and explicitly uncovers writing bodies in the classroom, who are
practicing/producing the artificial writing through bodily engagement with writing tools to
deliver embodied skills in the hand. The Square Word Calligraphy Room therefore vividly
mimics the modality of writing in today: everyone uses their “brushes and pens” to redefine what
writing means through a highly embodied manner. Writing subjects can twist ideographic and
alphabetic letters into new visual fonts, recombine in space and generate new meanings. The
gesture of using a brush to practice writing explicitly demonstrates the effort of bringing the
authorship back into the intimate relationship with human bodies in the singular moment
between the body and the media. Authorship is contingently produced in the dynamic relations
between embodied labor and media.
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Both Tianshu and the Square Word Calligraphy represent the changes of writing into
“coding” in digital writing environment. The two artificial writing experiments create “deviated”
writings that are different from the standard, familiar configurations and demonstrate the desire
to challenge the established patterns of writing, language, and culture by breaking the normative
relationship between writing and language. Xu Bing shows his artistic intention and conceptual
understanding not only through body engagement but also through his intentionality in
combining the two different writing scripts into one.
The paradox between sense and nonsense, unified writing fonts and highly embodied
written traces in the labor of production is also informative to today’s everyday writing in the
digital environment. Individuals can pick up codes such as different language or non-language
symbols, writing styles, and logos to deliver information and express opinions. Similar to what
Xu Bing has uncovered in Tianshu and Square Word Calligraphy, nowadays writing goes
beyond its function of reflecting and recording sound, and instead plays around visual features.
The “play” on writing symbols is happening on an everyday basis. For instance, Chinese
“netizens” (wangmin

) have invented a script named “Martian script” (huoxing wen

)

which soon became popular in the online writing environment especially among young Internetusers. Martian script is composed by symbols such as traditional Chinese characters, Japanese
hiragana and katakana, Korean Hangeul and rarely used characters and symbols. Creators
decompose script elements from the resources and then recompose in new ways to create the
distance from the standard Chinese characters. It is easy to find translation tools online from
simplified/traditional scripts into Martian script and vice versa.288 By typing the three characters
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“

” into the translation dictionary, you can get the characters in Martian script written as

. The new fonts do not concern about the sound feature of Chinese characters. The
Martian script, invented by Chinese netizens to deliver an identity of “youth” or a method of
escaping censorship, plays around the visual aspect of Chinese characters by following (or
destructing) the character-making methods. The three artificial characters

do not exist in

the corpus of the Chinese characters, but individuals can make meanings out of them by linking
to their current knowledge of Chinese script. Therefore, the Martian script is invented as an
everyday online practice encoded by anonymous individuals with the assistance of digital
devices289.
The revelation of artistic labor illustrated in Tianshu—in both embodied and
immaterialized ways—interestingly demonstrates the possible “behind-screen” writing practice.
Though today’s digital writing does not necessarily involve intense human labor as what Xu
Bing intentionally illustrates in his artificial writings, individuals never stop delivering and
expressing subjective understanding and creativity in their writing. Writing in this sense becomes
a playground to showcase various possibilities in communication through reorganizing and
recombining “codes” in their own intentionality. The act of appropriating codes has a double-

Martian script, as an artificial writing generated in an online environment, shares many
similarities with Xu Bing’s artificial writing experiment; but I want to add that Martian script is
also very different from Xu Bing’s artificial writing. From the perspective of linguistics, Martian
script can still be “read out” because readers can relate these characters with “real” characters
through visual similarity and guess the pronunciations. Most Martian characters are designed by
adding some radicals to existing characters or using the visual similarity to create new
characters. So, instead of augmenting the distance from Chinese standard characters, Martian
script is still closely related to characters’ meaning and sound in the current corpus of the
Chinese characters.
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fold influence. The readymade codes are unified and generically generated, and therefore easy to
deskill and disembody the bodily traces and create the illusion of disembodiment in digital
writing environment; while at the same time, creative labor—resided in both embodied labor and
immaterialized artistic intention—are delivered in the act of appropriating pre-existed writing
elements. The writing hand is reskilled; but authorship is continuously produced in the
interaction between writing bodies and technics.

Conclusion: Everyday Writing as Posthuman

(Figure 4.8: "Art for the People" in the
hybrid writing invented by Xu Bing.
1999. Exhibited in front of Museum of
Modern Art in New York.)

In 1999, Xu Bing created a piece of artwork named “Art for the people” by using his
artificial English fonts created in Square Word Calligraphy (see Figure 4.8). The slogan “art for
the people” was originally served as a political agenda in the Mao period, indicating the political
expectation for art and artists to serve the people. However, the slogan, repackaged in the
artificial writing fonts written in English, acquires a new connotation. After wrapping the five
English words “art for the people” into a double-layered coding system—Roman alphabet first
and artificial writing fonts second—who is the “people” in discourse? Xu Bing deviates from the
standardized and officially stipulated meaning in “art for the people” in Maoism and instead tells
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writing’s possible manifestations after being influenced by information communication and
digital technological writing assistance.
Far from being a mere metaphor, everyday writing practices are the creative basis of the
inter-module acritical writing. The modality of writing at stake augments the absorption of
information, breaks the boundary among languages, and crumbles the linkage between language
and writing. The advancement of information transmission technologies, such as wide-band
high-speed Internet, enables symbols from different writing and language freely float around.
Furthermore, computational coding has largely replaced the traditional handwriting and becomes
the universal ‘language’ in communication. “Inside the computers themselves everything
becomes a number: quantity without image, sound, or voice.”290 The revolutionary consequences
brought by digital and computational technologies imbued with fancy terms such as binary
codes, linear writing, and mathematics, are largely exhibited in the erasure of written traces and
bodily engagement, in both mechanical and conceptual aspects. “Writing, a technology of
symbolic encoding, was subverted by new technologies of storing physical effects in the shape of
light and sound waves.”291 Alongside his argumentation, Kittler delivers his pessimistic attitude
toward the locus of the body in the post-print era:
For mechanized writing to be optimized, one can no longer dream of writing as the
expression of individuals or the traces of bodies. The very forms, differences, and
frequencies of its letters have to be reduced to formulas. So-called man is split up into
physiology and information technology.292
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Kittler’s argumentation states embodied traces and the concomitant authorship in these traces are
difficult to find in the digital era. Computational logic controls the basic formula in writing, and
individuals are seen as physiological men or information transmission reception device, or
probably both.
Seeing Xu Bing as a Freudian robot echoes the debatable topic of “posthuman.” Hayles
points out that the coming of posthuman brings both anxiety and excitement to human beings.
On the one hand, the “post” posits the apocalyptic terror of ending the species of human beings
who would be replaced by the non-human and the inorganic, “hint[ing] that the days of ‘the
human’ maybe numbered,”293 On the other hand, the emotion of pleasure and excitement
simultaneously arises from the unlimited possibilities of human beings brought by the “post.”
“the posthuman evokes the exhilarating prospect of getting out of some of the old boxes and
opening up new ways of thinking about what being human means.”294The state of being
posthuman does not emerge fortuitously but has been embedded in the history of human’s
development in conjunction with the prostheses, the technics. Humans became and have been
posthuman long before we realized it. The enhanced similarity in terms of information
transmission between the human and the machine as illustrated in Xu Bing’s artificial writing has
already strongly alluded the coming of posthuman. The long-existing boundary between human
and the environment and simulation is not valid in many ways and welcomes new configurations
of the body in writing. In this circumstance, the question of how the body is changed strongly
calls for the consideration of machines, whose influence onto the human has infiltrated into the
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mental and (un)conscious level295. As the last case of human-machine interaction in the
dissertation, Xu Bing’s artificial writing well exemplifies the state of the posthuman and how
embodied labor in writing has preserved a space to refashion the encroached legitimacy of the
human body in digital writing.
What digital technologies strip away—the expressive hand in writing—is brought back
and highlighted in Tianshu by the deliberate suspension of characters’ sound and meaning.
Though we say that technology’s influence has so deeply invaded into the mental and
unconscious level (Xu Bing can be seen as a Freudian robot who has become a computer and
cannot even differentiate himself from machines), media and technologies’ influence is also very
physical and embodied. As stated by Hayles, “[o]ur interactions with digital media are embodied,
and they have bodily effects at the physical level.”296 Using computer keyboards, cellphones, and
any other interactive writing devices affect human’s body memory, habit, and movement, while
these devices also become the extension of humans’ sense and organs in writing. In other words,
the disembodied information eventually need to finalize in a very concrete, embodied way of
writing. Thanks to digital technologies, artificial writing practices become possible. Everyone
can pick up codes floating in online and offline environment to write. As what is highlighted in
Xu Bing’s Tianshu, the creation of artificial writing also requires the process of materializing
technological influences onto the body so that the practice can be achieved.

Though this chapter mentions the cognitive and conscious interwoven between the human
and the machine in artificial writing, the dissertation as a whole does not intentionally focus on
the connotation to cognitive science. However, the discussion on technology’s influence on
human’s cognition is inevitable in arguing the dialectical relationship between technics and
embodied experience, between the prosthetic and the body domain. This aspect will be my future
research. For further research on the (un)conscious in digital media, see Lydia Liu’s argument on
the unconscious in digital media in her book Liu, The Freudian Robot.
296 Hayles, How We Think, 3.
295
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From a political point of view, Xu Bing’s artificial writing challenges the national unity
constructed through a shared writing system in China. In history, Chinese writing helps attaining
the unification of the whole nation, especially when spoken language in the history of China
diversified significantly from regions to regions. Xu Bing mentions the connotation of
“Chineseness” in his artistic creation, what the importance of “think with characters” in opposed
to alphabetic writings:
French want to speak French, Americans want to speak English. Perhaps that’s why
English can never be the universal language…Writing is different—especially
Chinese writing—where, every village, every town or province has its own dialect,
but the Chinese characters remain the same in spite of this.297
Chinese writing is not only the reflection of speech, but also has the power of achieving the
unification among people from different regions through the system that “remains the same.” Xu
Bing realizes the importance of writing in terms of constructing an imagined community, the
function of which goes beyond any specific languages, such as English and French. In this sense,
writing has a strong connotation of national unification and solidarity. However, Xu Bing
deconstructs Chinese writing and the expected political function around it by recombining the
components of characters (even recombining by including another writing script’s linguistic
elements, in the case of Square Word Calligraphy). Therefore, he simultaneously challenges the
assumed language-writing-nation triad and opens the question: What writing would be like in
globalization, information transmission, and technology-enmeshed everyday writing practices?

‘Toward a Universal Language: Andrew Solomon interviews Xu Bing”, quoted from
Rajchman, John, “Xu Bing: Art as a Mode of Thinking,” 104.
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This research does not intend to demarcate the differences between Chinese writing and
other writing, as I have reiterated many times throughout the dissertation. However, it is
interesting (and surprising) to see the discussion about “Chineseness” by Xu Bing and many
scholars when Tianshu is mentioned and analyzed, because in my opinion, Tianshu has nothing
to do with “Chinese,” or is “unique” to the Chinese. But if we stretch a little in the direction of
considering the politics around technology and writing, Tianshu’s playing around with Chinese
writing and its entanglement with other writing symbols may hint a subtle shift in the
connotation of modernity in China. The four cased included in the dissertation, in addition to
mapping different human-machine interactive moments, also outlines the changes toward what
ideologies to follow in society. Generally speaking, the four cases present the changes from the
phase of valuing technological modernity by learning from the West at the turn of the twentieth
century, to a more nuanced, culturally entangled, and technologically embedded understanding
on what modern means to China today in a cybernetic environment. In cultural and national
interactions that come along with information transmission, embodied traces of Chinese writing
are heightened into national discourse and become the new icon of Chinese identity. One
prominent example is the visual demonstration of embodied writing “dance” as a visual element
of showing the development of writing technologies in Chinese history during the 2008 Beijing
Olympic Games Opening Ceremony. Zhang Yimou discursively adopted the cultural element of
traditional Chinese calligraphy to demonstrate the bodily movements and emotional flows
delivered through embodied demonstration in dance/writing. Staging the traditional writing
elements on an international platform is worth pondering in terms of national branding because
writing technologies in this scenario are carrying very strong political connotation. The meaning
of international events, such as Olympic Games, largely goes beyond its own intrinsic function.
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As stated by Larson (2017), national equality and national competition coexist in international
games are seen as a ‘performance’ in delivering one nation’s ideologies through cultural
demonstrations.298 By using these “Chinese” cultural elements, movable typing, Chinese
calligraphy, ink and wash painting, the value in traditional writing is revitalized in today’s
Chinese society. Similar to what Tsu Jing’s discussion on literary governance among Sinophone
communities,299 Chinese writing become a “technology” of literary governance. While the
artificial writing has become common in the digital era when everyone is free to “cross the
borders,” another political boundary is built up to answer the question of what writing, and
modernity means to a nation.

Larson, Wendy, Zhang Yimou: Globalization and the Subject of Culture (New York City:
Cambria Press, 2017).
299 Tsu, Sound and Script in Chinese Diaspora.
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Conclusion: Embodiment of Technics in Writing

Becoming a posthuman means much more than having prosthetic devices grafted onto
one’s body. It means envisioning humans as information-processing machines with
fundamental similarities to other kinds of information-processing machines,
especially intelligent computers.
–Catherine N. Hayles. How We Became Posthuman: Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics,
Literature, and Informatics.

To conclude this work, I want to start with the discussion of the posthuman. In her book
How We Became Posthuman (1999), Hayles uses the term “posthuman” to discuss the status of
human beings as the consequential interaction with the prostheses. The change of the human
happens in accordance with different technological conditions. Technological devices not only
“graft[s] on one’s body” but also open a new perspective in seeing humans as “informationprocessing machines.” In the process, information easily loses its body. “In the posthuman, there
are no essential differences or absolute demarcations between bodily existence and computer
simulation, cybernetic mechanism and biological organism, robot teleology and human goals.”300
The materiality upon which information gains its concretization become trivial and insignificant,
especially when information theorists such as Shannon care more about mathematical
communication than information’s materialized “bodies.”301 Information is transmitted similarly
from one receptor to another regardless of the medium being the human bodies or other
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information-receiving devices.302 Hayles problematizes the de-materialization of the human body
in information transmission by reincorporating embodiment into the discussion of the posthuman
state in cybernetics.
Inspired by Hayles’ thinking toward the disembodiment of information and technology
while focusing on the dynamic in writing, this work has unraveled and re-presented the body
within human-machine interactions when disembodiment is well assumed between the material
basis and techno-information transmission.303 This work provides an alternative perspective with
the posthuman—the equivalence of the human with machines—by showing the complexities
happening on the body in the jump from embodied writing practices to disembodied, technologyengaged practices in writing. This work has frequented specific human-machine interactive
moments in history and today, including the process of how stenographers engaged their bodies
in the interaction with the technology of stenography; how typists regained the visibility of
bodies in typing on the Chinese typewriter; how writers preserve their artistic labor when
calligraphy robots have displaced the human hand; and the writing subject’s machine-like
practices in artificial writing and how he regains his body through embodied labor in
(re)producing authorship in discourse.
Two dialectical threads—writing as embodied experience (the affective, embodied
motion and emotion from the bodies) and technics (the exterior, technological, and prosthetic
influences)304—undergird the overall argument in this study. The interior domain of the human is

Kittler, Gramophone, Film, Typewriter, 1.
My perspective of reincorporating embodiment back into the technological disembodiment
differs from Hayles. Hayles uses narrative as a tool to re-materialize technological influences,
whereas my research concerns about the non-verbal, physical, and emotional elements in
human’s embodied experience. See Hayles, How We Became Posthuman.
304 Stiegler, Technics and Time.
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303
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constantly interacting with and produced by technics. Within the constant mutual-influence and
reciprocity between human and technics, humans are also redefined and reconfigured in the
process. Technics always need to go through the embodied subjects so as to exert influence on
the human’s interior domain, including his/her understanding, thinking, and cognition. “The
machine becomes the model for understanding the human.”305 Human’s various degrees of
interaction with machines, demonstrated in the four cases of the stenography, typewriter,
calligraphy robots, and artificial writing, indicate the process of reconfiguring human being in
conjunction with the development of technics. Starting from the Chinese stenography, which is a
transitional stage from handwriting to machine writing and concluding with the murkier
boundary with deeper interactive loop between human and machine in artificial writing, the
dissertation has outlined the possible developing path from organic human beings to the
posthuman in writers’ constant interaction with technics. The state of the posthuman, therefore,
is not a state with no origin but is historically anchored in the dialectical relationship between
embodied experience and technics. Phenomena such as cyborg, cybernetics, simulacra, etc.,
therefore, though sound daunting, actually come from the gradual human development in the
constant interaction with the exterior and therefore should not trigger much “apocalyptic
anxiety” toward the species of the human beings.306
This work starts from and is in alliance with the philosophical concern of questioning the
hierarchy between speech and writing. Derrida does not believe the existence of a transcendental
signified and critiques the logocentrism/phonocentrism, which believes “the written signifier is
always technical and representative.”307 Derrida explicitly points out the hierarchy between
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language (voice) and writing (trace), which believes the “absolute proximity of voice and being,
of voice and the meaning of being, of voice and the ideality of meaning.”308 Voice is privileged
due to its assumed proximity with mental experiences, which are the primary symbols; while
writing, due to its distance from mental experiences, is just the second symbol for voice, the representation of the presence, the exteriority of meaning. Saussure consolidates a series of binary
relationships in language to further enhance the hierarchy. In his Course in General Linguistics
(1966) several pairs of concepts are listed to enhance the dualism in structure: parole (speech)
and langue (system of language), synchrony and diachrony, signifier and signified. Language, as
a homogeneous system that encapsulates every heterogeneous condition in speech, “is a
storehouse of sound-images,” while “writing is the tangible form of those images.”309 Writing is
excluded from the “science of language” but “exists for the sole purpose of representing the first
(referring to language)…the spoken forms alone constitute the object.”310 To further draw the
differences between language and writing, Saussure warns the possible “usurp” intention of
writing toward language. Writing and written traces, which possess the secondary position in
opposed to soul, truth, and speech, are largely seen as obstacles in the ideology of technological
modernity.311
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Departing from the grammatologist view that largely treats writing as a reflection of
speech,312 I have proposed a new perspective toward writing in this dissertation by seeing
writing as bodily-engaged act located in the dialectical relationships between a human being
(affect, embodied experience) and the prosthetic tools and the environment (the domain of
technics). Writing’s visual traces are imbued with rich information about the dynamic of writing
bodies. The proposed conceptualization of writing opens various possibilities of bodies in
dynamic practices, and therefore becomes an arena to uncover the complexities between the
human’s interiority and the exterior environment. This study revolves around the bodies in
writing practices hidden in the profound and yet understudied intersection between writers’
embodied domain and the external entities as well as the grand historical and political narrative
around technological advancements.
After redefining writing as “act,” my study opens up the possibility of scrutinizing
writers’ embodied experience in writing. Semantic meanings of writing in the normative
scholastic perspective is not the focus of this study due to the deliberate deviation from the
assumed interrelations between writing and language meaning. The shift away from the
normative orientation of writing generates the chance to unearth the bodily aspect, which
engages writing subjects’ bodily movement, emotional delivery, sensuous feeling, intentionality
and creativity.
Writing, as one of the most ancient external prostheses supporting human memory
through both muscle and brain, incessantly reformulates the essential matters of human beings.

Please note that Derrida does not think Saussure is a grammatologist even though he pointed
out the problems stated in Saussure’s semiotic theory. Instead, Derrida believes that Saussure
takes writing seriously even though writing takes a secondary and supplementary position in
relation to speech in Saussure’s theoretical framework. Saussure’s linguistic and semiotic theory
is important to Derrida and begs further research on the theoretical relations between the two.
312
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The coming of the posthuman mentioned at the beginning of the Concluding Chapter can be
retrieved from and related to technics, the external entities’ possible invasion into the body. In
this sense, the posthuman is the result of the communication between human’s interior and
exterior domains. As stated by Hayles, “central to the construction of the cyborg are
informational pathways connecting the organic body to its prosthetic extensions.”313 Technics not
only refers to modern technologies—such as mechanical, digital, and cybernetic automata—but
also relates to a bigger intellectual concern on the relationship between the human and the
externalization. Therefore, technics, in terms of writing modalities, encapsulates those seemingly
“ancient” writing developments, such as inscription on oracle bones and handwriting. The
trajectory of the human development—from the human to the posthuman, so to speak—happens
in accordance with the changes of external technics.
To be specific, I choose Chinese writing as the specific research object and look at its
changes in the history of technological development. In the aesthetics of Chinese writing, written
traces are so important that they become indexical markers directly indicating the “authors” who
write the traces. In other words, the written traces link visually to and uncover the dynamics of
the bodies in writing. The visual demonstration in embodied written traces betray the writers’
physical motions and sensuous feeling and therefore secures the locus of authorship of the
writing to the body-person that makes the traces. “Calligraphy is the embodiment of the energy
flow that circulates between the universe and human bodies. As a result, calligraphy or
handwriting is, in a literal sense, the extension of the body-person.”314 The emphasis on
embodied traces as one crucial focus in perceiving the writers’ interior, “energy flow” with the
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exterior makes Chinese writing an interesting venue to look at the changes of writers’ embodied
experience with various technologies. “The Chinese do not write with abstract, impersonal signs,
but with living, dynamic gestures.”315 What lies underneath the philosophy on Chinese writing is
not “what to write,” the semantic content of a piece of writing, but “how to write,” the latter of
which invites a plethora of bodily potentials. As already emphasized in the Introduction Chapter,
the choice of examining Chinese writing instead of other writings does not intend to emphasize
how special Chinese writing is. On the very contrary, the concern on the tension between writing
subjects’ embodied experience in writing practices and the external technics is not confined to
Chinese writing only but is instead relevant to any writing practices happening between a writer
and his/her environment, regardless of the content meaning and linguistic signifiers that are
written. Chinese writing, due to its aesthetic emphasis toward the visibility of embodied writing
subjects in tradition, is a good example to look at the fate of embodied writing practice in its
encounters with technologies.
Though the differences in the taxonomy of writing systems are not the main concerns in
this dissertation, sociocultural comparison among different writings and cultures that comes
along with the thinking/culture of Chinese writing and socio-political contingency, is inevitable.
This is especially true when “Chinese writing” is heavily loaded with cultural and political
connotations in complex power relationships in terms of what “Chinse” means in terms of
“Others,” and what “Others” expect from the “Chinese” writing. Since writing is almost always
power-invested, the understanding of embodied experience and technics in writing has to be
discussion in parallel with ideologies circulating in society. The four moments in this dissertation
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uncover different historical, ideological, and technological complexities when Chinese writing
confronts with various ideologies, political needs, cultural hybridization, and technological
progress.
The four chapters focus on different concrete writing technologies and “moments” in
terms of human-machine interactions in writing. I have investigated different technologies that
change the relationship between the human body and the externalized entities and associate a
facet of bodily interaction with external devices in the overall argument. This connectedness
ensures the consistent flow among the chapters. Within each case, I have looked at labor and
authorship, which are the ongoing focuses in conjunction with the discussion around the two
aspects in writing. Considering authorship begs the perspective of labor in writing, and the labor
invested in the act of writing largely (re)defines the locus of authorship. Under the overarching
discussion of writing as embodied experience and technics, I have looked from the perspective of
labor devoted to and conducted in writing; based on this, the issue of authorship becomes
relevant in discussion.
The chapter on stenographers illustrates human-technology interaction in the writing
technology, stenography, and explores how writing body became invisible under the political and
national rhetoric of modernity in the 1890s. Stenography is the transition from handwriting to
machine writing. On the one hand, it still requires the input of the human hand, while on the
other hand, it has a strong connotation of an absolute accuracy in writing (or recording sound).
Stenography represents the phase when technologies began to invade into the domain of writing,
and also anticipates the coming of technological devices that participate into writing processes.
Stenography, the first writing technology discussed in this study, has shown the tendency of
erasing the writing subjects under the rhetoric of literary modernity and political need.
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Continuous defeat in wars urged intellectuals to find ways to change the status quo. Within the
social context of China in the 1890s, Chinese writing was believed to be backward and even the
reason for the low literacy rate and the weak country. In this context, reforming Chinese writing
by imitating sound-based writing systems, as alphabet, was crucial in the overarching political
agenda. Stenography, which stipulated writers to faithfully record what was said on site, was one
writing experiment to change Chinese writing into sound-based system. The group of
stenographers had debuted under the urgent political need of constructing China’s own Congress
and changing the imperial court into a modern nation.
What was happening along with the ideology of modernity and political needs of
constructing a strong nation during this period was the constructing of a modern man through
speech. Speaking in public were believed to be an important virtue for a modern man.316 The
labor division between the intellectual and the manual labor in society was formed accordingly,
and the authenticity was gradually shifted to and situated (only) in speech. Writing bodies—
stenographers—were merely seen as witnesses of speaking subjects and thus lived in the shadow
of speakers. Stenography eliminated the complexity of a writing body in motional, emotional and
sensuous aspects and equated stenographers to machines, “human-voice machine recorder” (ren
sheng ji

)317. By doing so, stenographers were seen as transparent, invisible, and machine-

like. The very first case discussed in this work illustrates how writing technologies (re)train and
dis-embody the human hand in writing process together with various political and cultural
reasons that were undergoing. Paying attention to stenographers’ embodied interference into
writing practices, I argue that stenographers’ bodily experience is an invisible and yet crucial site
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in redefining authenticity by highlighting their embodied contribution to the authenticity of texts.
Stenographers engaged their whole bodies in writing—not only the hand writing, but also the ear
listening and the brain storing and processing information—and silently contributed to the
authenticity of texts.
The second example I have examined in this dissertation is the Chinese typewriter. As a
“modern” achievement of the industrial revolution, the typewriter embraced the values of
modernity: linearity, progressiveness, efficiency, and standardization. The typewriter was also a
writing device yielded by and enhancing the social division of labor. The coming of the
typewriter emancipated authors from the painstaking manual labor of writing and simultaneously
promoted the coming of a new profession, typists. Typists contributed their manual, bodily
engagement of writing on the typewriter and faithfully recorded and transcribed texts into typed
fonts. The Chinese typewriter went through several phases of adaptation and localization, which
was saliently delivered through the evolution of tray bed layouts. The incommensurability
between the large corpus of Chinese characters and the limited space on keyboards, and how to
maintain efficient typing on Chinese typewriters were the questions that motivated engineers
with new designs. The mechanisms in the human-machine interface on Chinese typewriters had
undergone several phases, from using characters’ frequency of usage, to radical categorization,
and to body-centered matrix.
The changed tray bed layouts on different Chinese typewriters illustrate the constant
interaction between typists’ bodies and machines. In the process, typists were (re)formulated on
the embodied level through their engagement with the typewriter. Interestingly, in order to
increase typing speed, typewriters’ layouts in the 1960s were designed by considering the
typists’ hand movement in collaboration with the brain, and even opened the possibility of
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personalizing tray beds based on the typists’ body locomotive habits. By clustering characters in
a radiated pattern on tray beds, typists’ bodily movements could be significantly reduced since
characters that were more possible to combine into words were arranged in vicinity. Machine
writing on the typewriter therefore was not erasing the writing body but catering to the bodily
needs.
In the case of the Chinese typewriters, the technological influence is very concrete and
embodied. The newly emerged group of people, typists, had very intimate relationships with the
mechanical writing device. In the context of the Chinese language and writing, what was
interesting is the failure of achieving a fixed human-machine interface on the tray bed in
history.318 The interface was in constant changes with the body in writing (typing). The dynamic
and unfixed interface differs from its counterpart of the QWERTY typewriter, which was soon
canonized into the standard keyboard among alphabet-writing countries.319 Typists contributed
their labor in writing by faithfully translating speech, or handwritten scripts, into typed texts. The
clear labor division in society required typists to be “transparent” who could faithfully change
written traces into typed fonts. However, in the Chinese language context, authors could not
compose directly on a Chinese typewriter because the tedious process of character selection by
hand would take too much effort in the process of composition, and therefore significantly
disturbed the flow of thought. Therefore, typists’ manual input was a necessary path in
translating from handwritten scripts by the “authors” to typed texts in standard fonts. In other
words, typists became the group of invisible and yet important mediator in connecting the
ascribed “authenticity” of the author to the final texts. Focusing on the hidden labor in the
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process of writing, I have uncovered the typists’ significance in the human-machine interface
design through their embodied labor, which collectively including not only the hand in typing,
but also the engagement of their brain to process and deliver information and their eyes to
capture the image of characters, to contribute to the eventual authenticity of texts.
Calligraphy robots, though with slight variations on designs, demonstrate a similar
prototype: they capture information on writers’ bodily motions by using sensor devices attached
to the brush or through programmed algorithm; the information can be retrieved later by robots
to copy writings that look exactly the same with the original work. In this case, the domain of
technics overlaps with and totally displaces the humans’ embodied domain. After machines’
replacing and deskilling the human’s writing hand by using digital sensory devices and memory
chips, human’s body movement is translated into digital coding data that can be retrieved
anywhere, anytime, and by anybody. The displacement of the human’s body simultaneously
triggers a question in the escalated and deepened human-machine interaction: Who can claim the
authorship of the final written works, the writer, or the calligraphy robot?
I have unraveled different layers of labor that are undergoing in calligraphy robots in
terms of artistic creation and the notion of authorship. Social techniques have influenced or
deskilled the expressive, autonomous hand, which was the original locus of authorship in
writing. I argue that the machine arms that replace human hands cannot duplicate the artistic
labor and skills embedded in the hand, which links closely to the writing subjectivity and the
wholeness of embodied experience in writing. In other words, within the involvement with social
techniques, artistic labor that was staying in the expressive hand was changed into immaterial
labor embedded in writing subjects’ participation through the whole body—including labor in
manipulation, superimposition, and giving conceptual ideas. The participation of the body when
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the hand retreats into social techniques dissolves the social division of labor between the hand
and the brain. Now writers, who used to engage with the expressive hand in writing, are
engaging with the brain and bodies as a whole in writing practices. Information delivered
through the writing hand and copied by the digital machines—both the final static written
products and the dynamic bodily movement—is just the physical and visibly demonstrated
gestures but not the subject him/herself. Therefore, the accurate copying of human bodily
movement does not indicate the deskilling of the subject’s artistic labor. Artistic labor may not
visibly show in the concrete writing practices, but it can be delivered through other channels in
immaterial ways.
As the last case among the four in this work, I look at a modality of writing that seems to
be not that “technological”: artificial writing by the artist Xu Bing. I take Xu Bing’s artworks
Tianshu, or Book from the Sky (1987), as an example to survey the potentiality of writing in the
digital environment. Xu Bing, though as an artist, turns himself into a “Freudian robot,”320 who
shows no fundamental differences in writing practices with intelligent machines who can
generate writing with rich information input and programmed Markov chain probability. Xu
Bing invented more than 4,000 artificial characters by using the basic combinational rules and
elements in the Chinese characters and exploring the intelligent consideration associated with
writing, that is, how “writing” would be like in cybernetics. The creation of more than 4,000
artificial characters—those look like Chinese characters but are “false” ones with no semantic
meaning—follow a strong mathematical Markov probability in modular combination and
illustrate a paradox between sense and nonsense and between the authentic and the artificial, the
perplexity existing at the very core of writing in cybernetics. Xu Bing’s artwork jumps out of the
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strong connections between writing and language systems and nation by treating writing signs as
independent symbols that are ready to be recombined, reformulated and re-used to create new
meanings by any writers. Writing, in the environment of digital technology, concerns more about
information transmission and mathematical communication, the idea of which is proposed and
enhanced by information theorists such as Claude Shannon. Therefore, writing becomes
“coding.” Xu Bing’s Tianshu is not merely about the crazy playfulness but also points
profoundly to the state of writing in cybernetics, when writing (both linguistic and non-linguistic
ones) are highly fragmented and therefore can be mingled with unlimited possibilities.
Artificial writing is closely related to the posthuman, the state when digital technologies
have invaded into the domain of the body and even taken over body’s physical and mental
aspects. The experiment of the artificial writing in Tianshu illustrates writing subject’s equation
to an information-transmission machine. Xu Bing’s artificial characters, though “nonsense” with
no semantic significance, does not mean it lacks information. According to Shannon, information
depends on how many possibilities in message transmission. “The greater the number of possible
messages, the greater the uncertainty and hence the greater the amount of information contained
in a single selected message or symbol.”321 Xu Bing’s artificial characters still deliver rich
information through the uncertainty and unlimited possibilities in writers’ intentional deviation
from the standard. Writing’s artistic intentionality, merged with Xu Bing’s year-long painstaking
labor of designing, carving and printing in the book-making process, transcends the concretized
writing hands and claims the importance of writing subjects in cybernetic.
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The alternative epistemological picture provided in this work is based on the shifted
theoretical framework: the majestic technological knowledge and advancement cannot be
achieved without going through materialized, embodied experiences of affective “bodies.” The
construction of the idea on technology is achieved through specific individual’ embodiment. In
other words, technics is inseparable from and supported by the body. By exploring writings’
various modalities across technologies, we see how the body stands between the instantiation of
concrete embodied experience and technological development, between singular writing
moments and the grand historical and political narrative. Through the four cases, new locus of
authorship is produced through the totality of writers’ embodied experience—the holistic
participation of the hand, the eyes, the ears, the brain, and many more; writing subjects are
reskilled within the shifted locus thereafter. I provide an alternative dimension of awareness and
look at the re-embodiment of the human subjects in the process of information transmission by
uncovering the images of bodies who busily write on/with machines. I therefore propose the
embodiment of technics in writing, as shown in the title of the Concluding Chapter. External,
technological prosthetic entities need to go through the embodied domain. Technics need a body,
or it always has a body.
The four cases selected from history and today have mapped the trajectory of human’s
embodied contacts with the external environment and the concomitant changes happened on the
human in his/her constant interaction with technical prostheses. Situating in the bigger
intellectual engagement and concern with the interaction between individual and society, this
dissertation revisits the importance of individual writing acts and how bodies participate in,
contribute to, reformulate, and change the unified and transcendental “truth” shown in speech,
texts, or semantic meanings. By interrogating specific moments when writing bodies encounter
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the grand historical narrative, I introduce an alternative historical and epistemological picture:
one that challenges the unification under logocentrism and order, and instead emphasizes the
history resided in individual’s bodily locomotion, emotional feeling through sensuous perception
and thinking, and therefore bridges the embodied and individualized domain and the grand,
historicized narrative. After frequenting several important moments when the human and
prosthetic devices interact, interfere, and transform within writing, I can draw the conclusion: the
grand transcendental metaphysics that guides the formation of a collective idea on “writing”
never exists, whose authenticity is produced instead by specific activities happening through
very concrete, embodied experience.
Emphasizing the significance of the embodied experience in authorship, however, may
cast a potential danger of jettisoning the other perspective in writing—writing as technics and its
political dimension of technology. Understanding technology’s social and cultural connotation is
crucial in forming an all-around picture toward the dialectical relationship between the two
entities. As stated by Feenberg (1991), technology is not a neutral tool but is materialized in a
social context with biases and power distribution.322 Therefore, as an implication or future work
of this project, I want to further examine the political dimension in singular writing moments
happening on the embodied level of writing subjects. The bio-politics of technics exerting onto
writing bodies plays an important role in training and formulating the bodies in constant
interaction with technologies and new social and technical relations. Though the political desire
on some historical moments is briefly mentioned in this work, such as in the case of stenography,
the politics of writing technologies as a new dimension is worth further research.
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Andrew Feenberg, Critical Theory of Technology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991).
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As technics, Chinese writing constantly reconfigures writing bodies to cater to specific
political desires. In the Opening Ceremony of the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games directed by
Zhang Yimou, cultural elements and technological achievements, including calligraphy and
painting and the “four great inventions” reentered to the national and international discourse,
where Chinese calligraphy was articulated into aesthetically pleasing art performance.
Calligraphers used their hand and feet to write and dance on the ground paper infused with
digital touching devices, in the process their bodily movements were recorded and visually
reflected on the “scroll.” The scroll was a giant touch screen infused with touching-andrecording devices to visually capture writers’ bodily motions and record in written traces. Public
demonstration of Chinese calligraphy, especially its embodied aspect and the process of writing
in an international event, Olympic Games, can trigger further consideration on what defines
“Chinese” or “Chineseness” in confrontation with the “Others.” Interestingly, China’s Ministry
of Education announced a notice in 2013 in promoting calligraphy education in primary and
middle school in China.323 The two events—Olympic Game in 2008 and the education policy on
promoting Chinese calligraphy education—collectively point to a new direction in China’s
political agenda of constructing a new meaning by bringing back the romantic idealization
toward the aesthetics of Chinese calligraphy and “good” human subjects constructed through the
education of the bodies. Drawing a sharp contrast to China’s endeavor of abandoning “Chinese”
elements in order to learn from the West and be modern in the 1890s, it seems China in today has
chosen another path to search and redefine “Chineseness” from its own “cultural heritage.” This
political agenda, interestingly, uses writing as technology to regulate the bodies.

“Notice on the Instruction of Promoting Calligraphy Education in Primary and Middle School
by the Department of Education
,”
2013, http://old.moe.gov.cn//publicfiles/business/htmlfiles/moe/s7362/201301/147389.html.
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After several waves of “learning from the West” that have infiltrated deeply into Chinese
society and Chinese people’s minds, the pursuit of modernity, equal communication in
globalized world, and national strength has taken another connotation, marked spontaneously by
the strong advocate of Chinese traditional culture and heritage in Xi Jinping’s era. Not only
Chinese calligraphy but also other “traditional” art forms and technologies are escalated into
“tokens” with strong Chinese hallmarks that can be used for translingual and transcultural
communication. Under Xi’s leading group, traditional culture has achieved a new height in
society and has become a political and cultural tool in defining what Chinese means in
differentiating with other cultures in globalized world. Among the “tokens” of traditional culture,
Chinese calligraphy is one of the important elements that needs to be systematically
institutionalized into the construction of national identity. The whole set of endeavor of “goingback-to-the-tradition” parallels with China’s desire to shift from a big country known for
reproduction and copying to building “creative economy.”324
I just name a few examples in terms of how political agenda works together with writing
technologies to change and redefine the connotation of “embodiment” in writing. Embodied
experience in writing is never a private practice related solely with an individual’s singular
writing practices happening merely between the writing subjects and the technologies used.
Writing’s technological dimension has encountered and been bound with political needs, not
only represented in specific policies on writing but also in the invisible institutionalization of
writing bodies under various names.

The idea of looking at the intricate relationship among writing/art, technology, and political
and economic achievement is similar to Winnie Wong’s argument, which demonstrates how
political agenda interfered into the “construction of originality” in Dafen paining village. See
Wong, Van Gogh on Demand: China and the Readymade.
324
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The future work focusing on writing’s political dimension in technics will give a more
complete picture about the dialectical relationship in writing between technics and embodied
domain, the above and the below, and the grand and the specific. While embodied experience in
writing largely concerns with individual, personal understanding and embodied experience on
the level of the body, another important aspect—the institutional power imposed on individual
writing bodies—is simultaneously at play as well. How to negotiate between written traces and
embodied experience and the social and political power exerting onto bodies is an intriguing
question to think about, and also a starting point for the next project.
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